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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Members of Industrial Development and 

Trade Panel /.)~ 
FROM: Alan Gelb, VPD ~ • 

DATE: November 27, 1978 

SUBJECT: Arrangements ·f·or· Vis·i t: 

The following offices have been reserved for your use 
during your visit: 

Mr. A: Lindbeck, Chairman - K-3504, Ext. 60028 
Mr. J. Donges - K-3501, Ext. 60012 
Mr. c. Bueno - K-3606', Ext. 60016 
Mr. R. Nelson - K-3604, Ext. 60018 
Mr. K Parikh - K-3702, Ext. 60029 
Mr. Kim Jae-Ik - K-3703, Ext. 60028 

All are on the 3rd floor of the Bank's K Building~ In 
addition, the DRC conference room (K-3700) has been booked for all 
day Thursday and the afternoon of Friday for the Panel's use. 

It is suggested that panel ~embers meet in Bela Balassa's 
office at 9:15 a.m. on Thursday. 

AGelb:bf 

Offices and Extensions: 

Bela Balassa 
Suman Bery and Alan Gelb 
(Secretary, Leela Thampy) 

- K-341~, Ext. 61998 
- F-1233, Ext. 76003/76001 
- F-1233, Ext'. 76002 



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND TRADE PANEL 

Thursday, November 30 

9 : 15 - lll : 3 0 
(K-3411) 

10:30 - 1:00 

1:00 - 3:00 

3:00 - 5:30 
(K-3700) 

Friday, December 1 

9:15 - 10:30 
(K- 3504) 

, 10:30 - 1:00 
... (K- 4500) 

1:00 - 2:30 

2:30 - 4:.00 
(K-3700) 

4:00 - 5:30 
(K-3700) 

• I 

Meet in Bela Balassa' s office to discuss 
schedule. 

Reading session (Papers prepared for In
dustrial Development Trade Steering Group). 

Lunch with Messrs. Westphal, Waide, Wood, 
Gordon, Balassa and Bery. (Dining Room E 
Room Three). 

Discussion of specialized sections of report 
or Bank's papers. 

Discussion of Lindbeck's section. 

Meeting with Industrial Development and 
Trade Steering Group: 

" rtJ.LAA , 
Mr. Balassa (Development Policy Staff) 
Mr. De Vries (Industrial Development and 

Finance) 
Mr. Gulhati (Eastern Africa) 

, Mr. Weigel (I~ternational Finance Corporation) 
, Mr. Westphal (D~velopment Policy Staff) 

,;vJa..:dJ- ~ q a f~ •. 

Lunch with Messrs. Bery, Gelb (Dining Room 
E Room Five). 

Meeting with Mr. Gordon and Assistant Di
rectors, Regional Projects Departments 
(responsible for Industrial Development and 
Trade) 

ltow,J.. 
Mr. Bronfman (East Africa) 
Mr. El Darwish (Europe, Middle East and North 

Africa) 
Mr. Glaessner (Latin America and Caribbean) 
Mr. Dinh (East Asia and Pacific) 
Mr. Rowat.(South Asia) 

.~r Po~1,,~l1.J.llf~> 
Discussion of comments of Bank Staff, Drafts 
of Lindbeck's section. 



8:00 -

Saturday, December 2 

9:15 - 1:00 . 
1:00 - 2:00 

Dinner with Messrs. Balassa, Bery, Gelb 
(at Chez Camille, 1737 DeSales Street, N.W . ) 

Drafting of Report . 

Lunch (at Szechuan East perhaps, could 
arrange numbers in morning). 



December 2 

December 10 

January 2 

January 15 

January 30 

Suggested Report Drafting Schedule 

Panel leaves Washington. Detailed specialized 
chapters almost established. Outline of report 
prepared. 

Pa nel members send finalized specialized chapters 
to Chairman. 

Chairman sends completed Draft Report to Bank for 
comments. Written comments solicited. 

Comments forw.arded to Chairman (or Chairman visits 
Washington) 

Report prepared. 
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A.L. 

FOREWORD 

This is a preliminary draft of the Report by the World Bank 

Panel on Industrialization and Trade . Though we have a joint 

responsibility for the report, the division of work within the 

group has mainly been as follows: Chapter I Lindbeck, Chapter 

II Donges, Chapter III Bacha, Chapter IV Jae-Ik Kim, . Chapter V 

Bueno, Chapter VI Nelson, and Chapter VII Parikh. 
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1978.11.16 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL ISSUES 

Second draft 

World Bank Panel on 

Industrialization and Trade 

The general quality of research in the field of industry and 

trade at the World Bank is,in our view, very high - compared 

both to university research and to research activities of non

university organizations, including organizations connected 

with the UN system. Thus, ~he basic problem of research within 

the Bank in this field is usually not the quality of research 

but rather the type of research produced by the Bank and the 

use of research within the Bank. 

When surveying and evaluating the production and use of research 

on industry and trade within the Bank, we have found it useful to 

start with some general issues and then to classify the Bank's 

research in the area under consideration into six main fields. 

This gives the following disposition of the Report: 

(I) General issues. 

(II) Incentive policies (for firms) and economic integration. 

(III) Patterns of growth . of production and trade, including 

changes in comparative advantages. 

(IV) Export promotion policies in the LDCs and access to 

markets in the DCs. 

(V) Institutional conditions and institutional reforms. 

_. 
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(VI) · Capital utilization, capital-labor substitution and 

technological change. 

(VII) Investment programming. 

It is probably correct to say that the main emphasis of the 

Bank's research, quantitatively and qualitatively, has been on 

the fields covered by chapters II and III. However, in recent 

years there has been some shift in emphasis to the fields 

covered by chapters VI and VII, and more recent ly also to the 

field dealt with in chapter IV. The most modest research effort 

has probably gone into the field covered by chapter V. 

Before trying to evaluate whether this has been a good choice 

of fields, and of emphasis between and within the chosen fields, 

and whether the research efforts have been successful, it is 

useful to discuss two broader issues concerning the Bank's 

research, namely 

(1) What "visions" of the deve lopment pr ocess in the LDCs under

lie, and should underlie, the accumulation and use of research 

knowledge concerning industry and trade in the Bank? 

· (2) What principles ("criteria") seem to guide -and, in the 

light of the "visions" referred to above, should guide _ the 

research priorities of the Bank, and hence also the division 

between production and "import" of research knowledge by the 

Bank? 

After a general discussion of these two issues, we shall discuss 

the possibilities of making production, import and the use 

("dissemination" and "assimilation") of research more effective 

within the Bank (section 3). Finally, a summary is presented . 
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of our suggestions for future priorities concerning research in 

the Bank in the field under consideration (section 4). 

(1) Consequences of alternative visions of the development process 

Given its type of organization, it is perhaps natural that the 

Bank does not have an official philosophy of how the development 

process should be shaped. However, to answer the question about 

what type of research knowledge that is useful for the Bank, it 

is nevertheless, necessary to have some "vision" of what the 

crucial factors are for economic development. 

For instance, if we subscribe to a strong emphasis on central 

planning, research on nationwide planning models, and empirical 

studies · of the process of central planning in various countries, 

including the possibilities of delegating authority and respon

sibility, would probably be top priorities. The reason why the 

\'i),vr Bank has not 

') l knowledge in 

put many resources into the acquiring of research 

this field is most likely that very few member coun-

tries follow that . strategy of economic development, though of 

course elements of central planning exist everywhere, because of 

the great role of government decisionmaking in all economies of 

today. 

A more modest version of central planning would be sectorial . 

planning of investment decisions, for instance in sectors where 

there are large returns to scale, externalities, or (direct) 

intersectorial linkages. Then it may also be possible to con

sider aspects which are not usually well cought, if at all, in 

conventional static microeconomic investment calculations. With 
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this approach to development, or rather with this emphasis on 

development problems, investment programming and planning in 

some sectors would be of rather high priority, which it has in 

fact also been for the Bank in recent y~ars (chapter VII), mainly 

in cases where the optimum size of a firm is of about the 

same magnitude (or larger) than the entire national market. 1 

However, it is important to emphasize that microeconomic invest

ment planning models of this type are quite consistentwith a 

market-oriented philosophy of economic development. In fact, 

the research in the Bank in this field has not been pursued 

in the context of nationwide central planning, but rather as a 

means of exploring the range of choice by firms operating on 

markets. The same holds for Bank research on capacity utiliza

tion, capital-labor substitution and technological change 

(chapter VI) - a research field of great interest both in the 

case of centralized and decentralized visions of the development 

process. 

Research knowledge on patterns of growth of production and trade 

(the field covered by chapter III) too is probably of consider

able importance - in particular perhaps for acquiring a broad 

understanding of the development process '- in the case of~ 

rather centralized and more decentralized strategies of economic 

development. In particular, Bank research in this field has 

helped provide "norms" of growth patterns of industry and trade, 

against which developments in individual countries can be judged. 

1) The fact that such projects are often highly capitalintensive, 
also in countries with abundant supply of labor, is not an argument 
against careful studies of such projects. It is not less important 
for labor-abundant countries to economize with the scarce factor 
capital than to try to find labor.-intensive projects. 
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The adherence to a pronounced decentralized vision of economic devel

opment does not imply the absence of central policies and planning, 

but rather an emphasis on policies that concentrate on institu

tional reforms and improvements of the system of incentives. 

With this emphasis on economic development it would be logical 

to try to find out how conducive alternative institutional 

arr angements and incentive systems are for releasing efficient 

decentralized initiatives. While research on incentives for 

firms (the field covered by chapter II) has been given a high 

priority in Bank research, the same cannot be said about 

research on incentives for employees (households) or on 

institutional arrangements (the field covered by chapter V), 

though an increased interest in institutional factors can be 

detected in various research efforts by the Bank in recent years . 

9 As tha economic systems of the LDCs which are members of the 

6 world Bank are characterized by various combinations of centralized 

and decentralized decision-making, with strong elements of both 

markets and centralized government economic decisiorunaking, 

it is reasonable that the Bank tries to improve the understanding 

of both types of mechanisms , though in the context of market- . 

oriented systems rather than economic systems characterized 

by central administrative allocation of resources. 

(2) Criteria for the production and import of research 

Given this rat.her "mixed" vision of development strategies, 

within the context of market-oriented economic systems, 
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the next question is what criteria should be applied when 

deciding the priorities of the production and import of 

research. It is tempting to try to decide this issue on the 

basis of the comparative advantage of the Bank as a research unit, 

and hence construct a "ranking list" of research areas in terms 

of falling comparative advantage of the Bank as a producer of 

research - a list to be "cut off" at the point where the research 

budget of the Bank is used up. It would seem that this approach 

to research priorities would follow from a research philosophy 

according to which the Bank, in the most efficient way possible, 

tries to contribute to the accumulation of . research knowledge in 

the world as a whole. The choice of research priorities of the 

Bank would then be determined solely by the Bank's ability to 

produce research, and not by its internal demand for (use of) 

research knowledge. 

On the basis of this approach, the following aspects of research 

priorities seem to be particularly relevant: 

(a) The research of the Bank should concentrate on fields 

where competent researchers are available within the Bank, or 

(in a longer perspective) can be hired by the Bank. 

(b) Bank research should exploit the skills and information that 

are acquired within the Bank in its operational activities as a 

lender and adviser. 

(c) The Bank should try to produce statistical data and other 

information, where such information is more readily (cheaply) 

available to the Bank than to other organizations. 
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(d) The Bank should concentrate on large projects and projects 

where a continuity of res~arch efforts is important. 

A special .reason why the World Bank has a comparative advant age 

relative to universities in research in areas such as (b) - (d) 

is that these activities, to be efficient, often require a rather 

strong and permanent research organization, . which the social 

science departments of universities often do not have. Another 

very special reason why the Bank may be a suitable place for 

institutional research, relative to university institutions, is 

that institutional research so far has not gained a very high 

"status" in the academic world. Perhaps the World Bank could 

to some extent break out of the academic status ranking system? 

Conclusion (a) would imply that the Bank continues with roughly 

the same kind of research as it has successfully pursued so far 

(assuming that leading researchers within the Bank are not likely 

to leave), but also that it moves into areas that are suitable 

for highly competent researchers who can be hired by the Bank. 

In fact, the choice of the Bank's research topics will probably 

always reflect the interests and background of "dominating" 

researchers in the Bank. This has certainly been the case in 

its previous research activities, as illustrated by the emphasis 

of research on trade policy, effective protection and domestic 

resource costs (the field of Bela Balassa), growth patterns (the 

field of Hollis Chenery, Don Keesing and others), and investment 

progranuning (the field of Ardy Stoutjesdijk and Larry Westphal). 
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In fact, a good forecast could have been made some years ago 

about the "revealed" research priorities of the Bank during 

recent years simply by looking at the "background" of the econ

omists who had already been hired by the Bank~ 

By contrast, it would seem that projects dominated by "outsider:s" 

have usually not succeeded as well as projects dominated by 

leading researchers permanently employed by the Bank. Perhaps 

open competition when choosing outside researchers could, in 

some cases, improve the quality of such research. 

Conclusion (b) above would suggest a shift to fields such as 

comparative studies of the consequences of different types of 

institutions, rules and incentive systems in the markets for 

goods, services, credit and labor, including the role of govern

ment regulations and policies - and the implications of these 

circumstances for rates and patterns of economic development. 

In fact, some research capacities have already been built up in 

these fields within the Industrial and Finance Division (IFD) 

by way of sector reviews and studies of problems of small-scale 

enterprise and financial intermediaries. Studies of investment 

projects that are re l evant for several countries at the same 

time may also be very suitable ones for the Bank. 

Conclusion (c) would suggest a shift in Bank research activities 

to more collection, processing and publishing of data, and 

conclusion (d) a heavy emphasis on large projects and research 

where "updating" and "follow-up" research is importan_t. 
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A strict adherence to the principle of "comparative advantage" 

in the production of research would imply that types of research 

knowledge which are~ effectively produced by the Bank -

regardless .of how important they are for Bank operations -

should be imported rather than produced by the Bank. It is 

obvious, however, that such a "comparative advantage" approach 

is not a sufficient criterion upon which' to base Bank research 

strategies. 

Firstly, the need of (demand for) scholarly knowledge in Bank 

operations cannot always be satisfied by importing research results 

(in fields where the Bank has not a comparative advantage in 

the production of research· knowledge). One reason is the speci

ficity of required knowledge, another is the lack of interest 

outside the Bank for certain types of research knowledge that the 

Bank needs (demands). Thus, in order to satisfy its own needs 

for research knowledge, the Bank certainly has to perform also a 

role as residual supplier of research in some fields. 

What would be the concrete consequences of following this 

principle rather than the principle of comparative advantage 

in production? 

In the light of the activities of the Bank as a lender, investor 

and policy adviser - and considering the often highly · distorted 

relative prices in many LDCs - the heavy emphasis on studies by 

the Bank of effective protection and domestic resource costs 

could probably be defended on the basis of the principle of 

"residual supplier of research". In fact, it would seem that 

these studies have been regarded as particularly useful by 
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operations people, though some complaint comes out to the 

effect that the techniques may have been somewhat "overelabo

rated" for the purp~se of Bank operations. 

Another inference of the principle of "residual supplier of 

research" is probably that it motivates research concerning 

large investment projects (in particular where the Bank is 

involved as lender), including analyses of the externalities 

(such as learning by doing) of the projects, returns to scale 

and the linkages between sectors. The research within the Bank 

on investment planning and programming is an example of this 

type of research for which an important point of contact seems 

to be the Industrial Proj-e·cts Department (IPD). It would 

appear, however, that the operational staff of the Bank, par

ticularly in the regional offices, has usually not found the 

research done in this field very helpful. 

We would argue that an adherence to the princii:le of "the 

residual supplier of research" motivates studies also concerning 

· problems about which Bank research has not so far been strongly 

involved, but which in our judgement reflect severe bottlenecks 

for economic development in many LDCs. This brings us back to 

a recoannendation of some research that earlier was motivated by 

"comparative advantage principle", i.e. research on institutions, 

distortions of incentives and the consequences of government 

regulations. This argument is probably particularly strong if 

the Bank would choose to concentrate research more than earlier 

on the least developed LDCs, and on the consequences of 

industrialization for the least favored group within individual 

countries. 
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Thus, the residual supply of research approach and the 

comparative advantage approach both seem to imply a strong 

emphasis on studies of the consequences of alternative institu

tional arrangements, incentives and government regulations. The 

reason is that both approaches to research are based on the 

assumption that research should be related to the fields of 

Bank operations - either because the Bank acquires special com

petence on such issues by way of its operations, or because . 

knowledge is needed in these fields for Bank operations (and 

not easily imported). 

A second reason why Bank research cannot be based only on 

the principle of compara~ive advantage in the production of 

re.;earch is that there are important "externalities" of 

research within an organization. In many cases research 

done within the Bank, and by Bank staff, may be more "visible" 

to the operations people in the Bank than research done else

where, even when the work is identical. Moreover, the general 

level of sophistication of an organization,for instance in 

the field of policy advising and economic surveying, is 

probably influenced by the general quality of the researchers 

within the organization. The presence of good researchers, 

like competent people in general, helps to set standards of 

performance within an organization, which is particularly 

important in one that performs the role of policy adviser. 

Moreover, the reputation of the Bank as an institution of high 

competence may be boosted by a high research capacity. Such a 

reputation may help the Bank to hire talented people in general, 

and hence improve the possibilities of the Bank to work effi-
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ciently, and perhaps even to "survive" 1n a l ong-run perspec

tive. 

In other words, the research of the Bank should not be sub

ordinate only to the (relative) efficiency of the Bank as a 

producer of the research, or to the immediate demands of the 

operating units of the Bank, but also to long-run considerations 

of the general competence of the Bank in various respects. An 

application of these principles suggests that the Bank should 

build up research competence in many fields where it operates -

regardless of what research priorities that would follow from 

the application of the principle of "comparative advantage" or 

the principle of "residual'. supply of research". 

Thirdly, the Bank should also be interested in the effect of 

the "externalities" of its research on the research potential 

of the LDCs. The adherence to this principle is an argument 

for organizing joint ventures by researchers of the Bank and 

individual scholars and research institutions in the LDCs. How

ever, there is some risk, of course, both that the Bank then 

will not always get the most canpetent researcher for a specific 

project, and that the Bank will be criticized for "distorting" 

research in the LDCs ("research imperialism"). 

In reality, it would appear that all these four principles for 

research do prevail within the Bank. Controversies over research 

strategies within the Bank probably often derive just from the 

different weights that various staff members put on these 

various principles. Disappointments over the research activities 

of the Bank are bound to be felt by those who evaluate the 
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research efforts of the Bank on the basis of only one of 

these principles. 

It would seem to us that the management of the Bank should 

clarify, to itself as well as to others, which of thes e pr in

ciples (motives), or possibly others, that should be emphas i zed. 

(3) How to make import, production and dissemination of 

research more effective? 

lmEort_of_research_knowledge 

The size of the research budget of the Bank is rather mode s t. 

Approximately$ 10 mill~on are officially earmarked for ec onomi c 

research. Out of this approximately$ Y are used fo r research 

on industry and trade, with an input of researchers in thi s 

field corresponding to about 10-11 man-years. However, with a 

more "liberal" definition of economic research - to in-

clude country studies and empirical studies of sectors and 

markets - another $ 25 million should probably be added, raising 

expenditures on economic research from 4 to 14 percent of the 

administrative budget of the Bank. 

But, regardless of definitions, the research that is made 

within the Bank will always be only a marginal contribution 

to the pool of knowledge that is relevant for operat i ona l 

people within the Bank. The bulk of research knowledge tha t 

is potentially useful within the Bank certainly will be pr o 

duced outside the Bank. Thus, the issue of "dissemination" and 

"assimilation" of research knowledge within the Bank should be 
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connected with research knowledge in general rather than with 

research knowledge that is produced by the Bank itself. We 

therefore suggest that the Bank strengthens its capacity to 

import research knowledge in a systematic way. One of the 

most efficient ways of doing this is probably to place people 

with a research background in operating positions in various 

units within the Bank, so that research knowledge can be impor

ted not only via researchers of the Bank, but also "directly" 

by the operating staff. In fact, the biggest import of research 

knowledge probably occurs when someone with a background as 

researcher is hired by the Bank; knowledge is often most 

effectively imported "in the heads" of people already when they 

are employed, rather than by reading research documents or doing 

research later on. If the Bank is anxious that research which 

is financed by the Bank is highly relevant for Bank operations, 

i.e. if a heavy emphasis is put on the principle of "the resid

ual supply of research", it may be a good idea not only to use 

the most outstanding consultants who are available, but also 

to build up a "network" of more or less permanently Bank

affiliated "outside" researchers. These could then acquire 

some knowledge about the use, and usefulness, of research with

in the Bank. 

Production of research -----------------~---
If the Bank in its own research activities is more than earlier 

going to emphasize research on institutional issues, the most 

important thing to do is probably to make new hirings of 

specialists in fields relevant for such research. What this 

means in concrete terms has to be considered carefully by the 
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Bank. One obvious possibility would be to hire some special

ists in industrial organization, competition, entry and inno

vation. Specialists in "relevant aspects" of credit market 

analysis and labor economics may also be important, if the 

Bank wants to put a heavier emphasis than previously on 

studies of "market imperfections" in the markets for credit 

and labor. Specialists in applied research on economic 

systems and analytical aspects of modern economic history and 

economic policy analysis might also be of interest to the Bank 

if projects are going to be launched in order to highlight 

"success stories" and "failure stories". 

It is also conceivable t~~t a broader social-science sweep 

would be useful, e.g. to try to catch psychological and 

sociological factors in economic development, for instance to 

shed some light on work ethics and the conditions under which 

entrepreneurship is likely to flourish. If such an approach 

is attempted, researchers with a broader background than 

"technical" economics would probably have to be hired, at least 

as consultants. 

Dissemination_of_research knowledge 

When trying to improve the use of research knowledge - imported 

as well as produced - within the operating units of the Bank, 

considerable improvements in the processes of "dissemination" 

and "assimilation" of research within the Bank are called for. 

In fact, one of the most striking findings of our interviews 

among people 1.n the Bank is the enormous "gap" - one is tempted 

to say tension - between researchers and operating officers. 
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Researchers wit.hin an organi zation that deals with " pr ac tical 

affairs" will probab l y a lways be somewhat of an " academic 

enclave". Research i s a f ull-time , highly specialized job, 

which has to be "protected" t o a large extent f r om demands from 

practical and administrative dut ies . The "enclave" character 

of a research unit helps to give such a "protec tion", and t hus 

helps to create the "community of scholar s " in which high

quality res earch can be generated . In fac t, i f an organization 

like the Bank wants t o acquire and keep competent researchers, 

it is necessary to let them "do their own thing" to a large 

extent, wi thout too many disturbances from ot her activities 

within the organi zation . 

~1oreover, r e searche r s are us ually concerned with a much l onger 

time perspective than operating officers. And, whereas r e 

searchers are u sual l y i nterested in the accumulation of gener

a l i zed knowledge, operating people are more interested in 

drawing on knowledge , in pa rticular on ra ther specific ''knowl

edge about time and place" . The researcher often r egards the 

search for the l at ter type of knowledge as "informat ion gather

ing" rather than resea r ch. Operating people , by contrast, are 

frequently dis appointed by res earch results because these do 

not always give concrete, easily access ible, ready-made and 

unambiguous conc lusions about immediately re levant policy 

issues. The "production period" of research is , moreover, 

often so long that when resu l ts do emerge , operating people 

may have l ost i n teres t in the question. And sometimes t he 

empiri ca l data which are used in r esearch projects may no 

l onger reflect existing conditions. (To s ome extent t he studies 
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of effective protection and domestic resources costs have 
' 

suffered from this dilemma . ) · 

Besides , many operating officers are not aware of , interested 

in, or able to absorb resul t s of research or paradigms supplied 

by t he r esearchers. I n fact, us ua l ly they cannot poss i bly know 

i n advance t he type of research that could help them in their 

wor k . 

Thus , for good research to be made , rese archers should not , in 

ou r vies , only do the things that are immediately relevant to 

operating officers. On the other hand , it is also obvious that 

i t would be fruitful if researchers wer e better informed about 

the usefulness of research knowledge among operating people , and 

if researchers could corrrrnunicate more effectively with operating 

officer s . 

To help solve some of these problems of "dissemination", "assimi

lation" and " feed back" on research issues within the Bank , 

sever a l r eforms suggest themselves . 

(1) That the researchers write, and circulate wi thin the Bank , 

popu larly wri tten reports on resear ch - concerning research pro

duced bo t h ins i de and outside the Bank . In some cases it may be 

a good idea t o ask outside consultants,rathe! than researchers 

inside the Bank to make surveys . However, when outside research 

results and paradi gms are surranarized , it is probably import ant 

t hat not only out standi ng " academic" contributions are summa

rized . It may a l so be useful to try to find out what types of 

resear ch tha t have been successfully used in other " operating" 

or gani zat i ons . 
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(2) That joint seminars are organized by researchers and 

operating people - preferably at some distance from Washington 

(with disconnected telephones!) to make undisturbed discussions 

possible. 

(3) That more circulation of people between research and operat-

ing activities 1.s brought about. "Sabbatical" leave for research, 

within or outside the Bank1 for the operational staff may be one method 

of achieving this . Such circulation may be difficult to achieve in the 

field of methodological and high l y technical (model- oriented) 

research, where the rate of skill depreciation is often very rapid. 

However, in more applied fields - where experience, empirical 

knowledge and common sense· are important - circulation may be 

both possible and highly useful. 

(4) That attempts are made to bring about more research sugies

tions from operations people, and to form more joint ventures 

between researchers and operating people - certainly in operating 

activities, but also in the design and to some extent also in the 

execution of research. More informal - i.e. less bureau-

cratic - procedures when drafting and planning new research pro

jects would probably increase the possibilities of operating units 

to contribute to initiating and participating 1.n research. 

(5) The establishment of some minor resear ch units within the 

operation units, such as within regional offices , would probably 

also help the dissemination and assimilation of r esearch results 

among the staff members of the operating units. 
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(6) Moreover , the earlier s uggested employment of people 

wi th research background in operating positions wo uld not only 

facili t ate the import of research knowledge t o t he Bank ; it 

would a l so be a way of "disseminating" and "assimi l ating" research 

knowledge within the Bank from resear chers to the operating 

officers. This is po tentia lly important, as imported research 

may be more diffecult to disseminate and assimila te than "in

house research". 

It is important to reali ze that t he l imits of using more 

research knowledge within the Bank are probably determined more 

by t he " absorptiv e capacity" of research among the operating 

people - limited time as -':vell as limited ability and interest 

to absorb research knowledge - than by the ca pacity of research

ers within the Bank to produce and surrnnarize research. This 

means that a larger volume of research within t he Bank should 

perhaps not be expected to have much effect on the operational 

side of the Bank, as long as the deficiencies of the sys tems of 

dissemination and assimilation of research wi thin the Bank h ave 

not been removed . 

Also the procedure of the research within the Bank should to 

some extent be influenced by the principles (motives) that 

govern Bank re search . If the Bank is simply trying to make the 

best possible contribution to the research knowledge of the 

world, a rather concentrated research por tfolio is s ugges ted. 

It is then also important to allow a very broad fre edom for the 

researchers "to do their own thing". Moreover , the more success

ful the Bank is in hiring competent s cholars , the smaller the 

need for strictly formal organizations, and bureaucratic admin

istration of research within the Bank . 
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On t he o the r hand, if the Bank follows the "res idual s upply of 

research s trategy'', it i s necessary t o s ee t o it, by way of 

organizating and monitori ng research, t hat the re s earch 

becomes "relevant" f or t he opera tions in the Bank . 

If ins t ead a heavy emphasis is put on the idea of creating 

"high sophistication" among the Bank staff in general, a rather 

di spersed research portfolio would probably follow, perhaps with 

s ome risk of not achieving t he " criti cal mass " of r esources 

that is necessa ry for a breakthrough on t he international 

research frontier. Thus, this research principle comes into 

some conflict with the others because of returns to scale in 

research . 

Finally, if a high priority i s given to the ambition to create 

research capacity in the LDCs, the interes t s of research insti

tutes there should probably play a major role in choosing research 

research projects. Participat ion of resear chers from the LDCs 

then becomes a crucial criterion in the design of research 

projects. Research would then often have to be organized as 

joint ventures, with a rather concentrated research portfolio 

of the Bank to assu.re rea sonab l e efficiency. (The studies of 

effective protection illustra te that this can successfully be 

done . ) 

(4) Surrunary of rec ommended research priorities 

In the discussion above, a distinction was made between four 

different principles (motives) for research within the Bank . 

It was argued that different principles suggest somewhat differ-
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ent priorities and strategies of research . However, rather than 

giving uncondi ti onal recommendations, we have chosen to make our 

recommendations conditional on the emphasis of the Bank on these 

various principles. However, if we would emphasize some recom

mendations more than others , we would suggest that research is 

concentrated on f ields where 

(a) knowledge is particularly strongly needed for Bank lending 

and policy adsrising, as suggested by the principle of "residual 

supply of research"; 

(b) the Bank in its operations acquires knowledge that is 

unique as compared t o other institutions, as suggested by the 

principle of "comparative advantage"; 

(c) a strong organization and follow-up of research,mainly in 

the case of large projects, is required . 

We argued above that the comparative advantage approach suggests 

a considerable emphasis on the generation and compilation of 

data and other inf oramtion that comes out "naturally" from the 

operational activities of t he Bank. However, to make this latter 

activity a main task of the Bank - i.e. to turn the Bank into a 

dominant "data Bank" in the development field - would require 

truly enormous resources. We know how great such a task is 

already on a national scale . To do the same thing for about 

100 countries would therefore be a formidable task . We wi 11 

therefore not go further on this issue than to recommend that 

the Bank takes a greater responsibility for the data which it 

actually collects and uses in its own research and surveys. 

r 
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Resource constraints make it necessary, we believe, t o take a 

rather selective approach to the collection, processing and 

publication of data . 

We also argued above that a strong emphasis on both the compara

t ive advantage approach and the r esidual ~upply of research 

approach suggests a rather high priority for . analytical research 

on institutions, including the systems of incentives and govern

ment intervention. (In some cases it may even be poss ible, and 

of interest, to explain how certain types of institutions tend 

to emerge under vari ous circumstances.) We believe that the 

Bank should seriously consider greater research efforts in this 

field . 

Examples of topics along these lines include: 

Studies of the consequences for industry and trade of various 

types of market imperfections and institutional peculiarities 

- with conceivable consequences for the allocation of resources, 

entry of firms, and innovation. Concrete examples are (1) imper

fection in credit markets , for instance the discrimination of 

credit allocat ions, including widely differing interest rates 

for different finns ; (2) discriminatory effects of systems of 

licensing and rationing of permits fo r investment , imports and 

the purchases of intermediary products; (3)' price controls and 

r estrictions on the return on capital; (4) deficiencies in the 

infrastructure including the weakness in training of managers, 

technicians and skilled workers; (5) market imperfections 

created by the tax system, such as discrimination of certain 

t ypes of income (sometimes due to tax evasions) ; (6) problems 

related to labor-management relat ions ; (7) the supply of and 
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the obstacles for entr:.::: ) 
,,-----
I • preneurship; (8) the role of public enterprises; (9) the role 

of marketing (trading) firms and technical service centers, 

free zones and multinationals; (10) incentives and training 

facilities for employees to migrate, shift job and acquire skills; 

(11) the effects of minimum wage legislation, union policies and 

rules about hiring and firing employees - with conceivable 

effects also on the choice of technologies of firms; (12) the 

supply of highly competent "national elites" - public administra-

tors, engineers, managers, and perhaps in particular (considering 

our interest here for the development of industry and trade) 

entrepreneurs and innovato=s. 

Thus, in general we would like to suggest that the Bank takes 

initiatives to begin studies of problems of industrial organi

zation and microeconomic efficiency - not only "allocative effi

ciency", but also what Harvey Leibenstein has baptized "X-effi

ciency", i.e. basically the problem of "efficienty slack". 

The list of interesting problems related to the role of institu-

tions can of course be made very long, and a choice of a 

limited number of projects has to be made. In fact the 

difficult task is not to enumerate important research topics, 

but to cut down the research ambitions to reasonable size. 

However, in view of the enormously important role that 

entrepreneurial initiatives has played historically in the 

present developed economies, we do suggest a serious attempt 

to study in particular the obstacles to entrepreneurship, entry 

of firms and innovation. The fact that nearly half of 
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Bank lending to industry goes through Development Finance 

Companies (DFCs), which finance small and medium-sized firms, 

suggests that the availability of entrepreneurs and the obstacles 

to entry and expansion of small and medium-sized firms are poten

tially important to study. Our suggestions also imply that the 

emphasis of the study of firms is shifted from optimization 

studies of the firm (or sector) to behavior studies of firms, 

and from problems of choice of project to the problems of 

implementation of projects. This would include more emphasis 

on various institutional constraints and imperfections of imple

mentation - red tape, improper organization, inappropriate 

incentives of management, inadequate skills and counterproduc

tive political interventions. We believe that the potential 

gains £rem designing more effective organizational and institu

tional frameworks and better incentive systems, both for managers 

and for employees, are very large - perhaps even larger than the 

gains that can be achieved by better selection of projects. 

We have in discussions with operating officers in the Bank got 

a strong impression that more information on institutional 

issues - in particular perhaps entrepreneurship and discrimina

tion of certain types of firms and activities - is highly 

useful for Bank activities, in lending as well as policy 

advising. The good reception of previous research on effective 

protection and domestic resource costs also suggests that research 

on various types of distortions in prices and resource alloca

tion would be of interest for operating people. In fact, 

studies of the consequences of various types of government 

interventions, and various types of "spontaneous" market imper-
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fections, may both be regarded as an extension of the previous 

studies of effective protection and resource costs. Examples 

of studies where similar types of quantifications may be possible 

are the "excess costs" of requirements of domestic components 

in production and of a certain compulsory export share for 

domestic output. 

These recommendations imply that studies of incentives for firms 

should be shifted somewhat from trade to production in general, 

and that incentives for employees, and hence imperfections in 

the labor market, should be given more emphasis. It is also 

our judgement that a potentially very serious obstacle to in

dustrialization and trad~.of the LDCs stems from limited access 

to export markets. As the Bank has recently launched large 

projects on the issue of access to markets in the DCs, it may 

be a good idea to consider some future studies of the possibil

ities of expanding trade among the LDCs themselves. 

Areas where research could perhaps be cut down are the projects 

such as "sources of growth", and purely descriptive institutional 

studies, as we want to emphasize that good institutional research 

requires a very high level of competence, and also the develop

ment and modification of methodologies. Thus, a stronger empha

sis on institutional research would not reduce the need for the 

researchers of the Bank to follow, and contribute to, methodo

logical research. 



A.L. 
Sept. 27, 1978 

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONS ABOUT WORLD BANK PANEL ON INDUSTRY AND TRADE 

(1) What are the main reasons for making research in the Bank? 

(a) To contribute to knowledge in the world about th~ development 

process; "comparative advantage approach" then adequate. 

(b) To get the knowledge that is needed for Bank operations -

knowledge that cannot be imported at lower costs to the Bank? 

"Residual supply of research approach" then adequate. 

(c) To create externalities, in the form of "sophistication" 

among staff of the Bank. 

(d) To help generate research capacities in the LDCs? 

(2) What are the possibilities of importing research knowledge 

rather than producing research within the Bank? 

(a) By employing people with research knowledge. 

(b) By systematically summarizing and disseminating impor-ted 

research knowledge within the Bank. 

(3) Are there overlappings with other UN organizations? Is 

cooperation with other UN organizations possible and useful? 

(4) Is there a case for more systematic data collection activities 

by the Bank? How great should the responsibility of the Bank 

be for the data it publishes? 
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(5) Are research reports read by operating people? Could they be 

induced to read them more? Are they worth reading for operating 

people? Is there any feedback to researchers? How much? 

(6) Is it possible to study the importance of research within the 

Bank by going through systematically some general reports by 

the Banks, possibly also some country studies, to see if the 

quality has increased over time? Should this task be suggested 

to the General Panel? 

(7) To what extent is research suggested by (a) operating people, 

(b) researchers with operation background, (c) pure· researchers, 

and (d) LDC representatives? 

(8) Is it possible to get some impression how LDC representatives 

evaluate the research done by the Bank? 

(9) Is the Bank a suitable body for "institutional research" as 

sugges ted in my draft to Chapt. I? Or are there political 

obstacles for the Bank to pursue such studies? 

(10) Would it be a good idea to give research grants to researchers 

outside the Bank to get research on issues where the Bank itself 

is not the ideal organization for research - for instance in 

the case of highly sensitive issues? 

(11) Is "circulation" between researchers and operating staff impossible 

because of the rapid deterioration of research capacities of 

people when they do other things? 
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(12) Will good researchers in fact always be something of an "enclave" 

because of the special features and long time horizon of that 

type of work? 

(13) Would it be a good idea to make a small research division ~ithin 

each region with good connections between these researchers 

both with researchers in the main research departments in the 

Bank and with the operating people in the regional offices? 

Some of these researchers in the regional divisions will 

then most likely move over to operating activities. 

(14) How important is it to study incentives for employees - for 

instance incentives to acquire skills? ·Are wage rates 

flexible enough to create incentives both . to acquire skills 

and to reallocate labor? 

(15) Are the studies just started about access to markets in the 

DCs enough, or should even more resources be put into that 

field? 

(16) Should the roles of the multinationals and free zones be 

studied more carefully? 

(17) Should more studies be done about technology transfer? 

(18) Should studies of central planning, or sectorial planning, 

be given a higher or lower priority? 
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Draft. 

For Circulation Within the 

Industry and Trade Panel only. 

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE; TRADE PATTERNS; ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Edmar L. Bacha 

October 1978 

There are six RPO projects under th~s heading plus two 

non-RPO papers by Bela Balassa. There follows a brief description of 

title, content, organization and present status of the research 

projects. A summary evaluation closes each sub-section. At the end 

of the paper a more general evaluation is provided. 

670-07: International Moiel 

Thi s project proposes to construct an intern ati ona 1 p rog ramming 

model for the world economy, to stu.dy problems of interest to 

d7veloping countries, such as the consequences of changes in ta·riff 

rates, varying growth rates of developed countries, and oil price 

increases. There are sub-models for each of the three main 

developing regions (Latin-America, Asia and Africa), for the developed 

world and for the oil producers. The model is based <>n the 

principles of general equilibrium theory, and makes extensive use of 

activity analysis procedures. 

The mode·J.was contracted out in September 1972, with the work 

being carried out by Victor Ginsburgh and Jean Waelbrock, both as 

ou.tside consultants (Waelbrock worked for a whi,le at the Bank). The 

project is supe_rvised by Bela Balassa. The latest completion data 

i s se t for t he Autumn of I 9 7 8. 

The reviewer had access to two papers of a methodological 

nature, the first describing the computational algorithm and the 

second presenting .the "General Equilibrium Model of World Trade".The 

accomplishments of these papers are not negligible. According to the 

authors,. "this seems to be the first successful computation of a 

general equilibrium for a large realis.tic model". The use of a GE 

model also" .forces t"he model bul lder to incorporate only theoretically 
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significant - -- constraints, avoiding the use of the crude 

heuristics which play such a large role in development p_lannlng 

mode Is". 

But, once the theoretl cl ans have decided to come down to the 

real world ' , .they must accept its crude rule that the taste of tie 

pudding is In the eating · , From thl s perspe_ctlve, a judgement on 

the project must be suspended untfl ·its empirical findiogs are 

pub Ii shed and its results compared with those of less sop hi stl cated 

world mode Is • 

.2. 

. 670-19: Expansion in manufacturing for exports in developing countries 

This project proposes to analyze which industri.es are movin_g 

out of industrialized countries because of high wages and labor 
' shortages i·nto low-wage developing countries. It Intends to survey 

export industries that have been transferred to Singarope, . Talwan,. 

Korea (and pos'sibly Mexico), as well as to sample international firms . 

in Japan, the U.S., and· Europe, on their outlook for further shifts of '1""".

export manufacturing operations to . LDCs. 

The objective is to provi"de ·developing countr l'es with informatlori 

for planning export Industries. Knowledge should be added on (a) 

segments· of Industry that have already moved to developing countries, 

(b) manpower and ancillary industrial requirements, (c) dependence on 

foreign partners for technology and marketing, and (d) outlook for 

access to foreign markets in Japan, the U.S •. , and Europe. 

Jack Baran son_ was the staff member r _esp_onsl h.le for the projec~, 

the first contract for whl ch was drawn late in 1971. Two papers 

were written by outside consul~ants. Terutono Osawa wrote one p~ece 

on the migration of Japanese Industries to Taiwan -and South Korea, 

and Y. s. Chang wrote a paper on the offshore actl vi ti es of the '• Japanese. 

electronics industry. Tte project was cut short by Baranson•s departure

from the Bank. 

An internal evaluation report is aval !able on the two· papersr. 

concludi,ng that,whrl1e t'hey produced some useful informatl_on, they are 

not of good quality. Both pa!)ers are in fact very descrllJtlve. Bu~ 

Hr.Osawa at least delive·rs his me.ssage in a readable format, whi la 

Hr. Chang's paper Is a poorly written dossier, . with interest only to 

market research ana·Jysts In the ele.ctronics industry, The project was 

a failure from its inception. In view of its poor design, most probably 
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it would lead nowhere even if Jack Baran son had stayed In the Bank. 

670-79: Economic Development of~!!!.!! Southeast Asia 

As the previous project, the objective of this one is to identify 

and analyze the industries most likely to find It advantageous to 

shift all or part of thel r processing activl ties from Japan to East 

and Southeast Asian countries. 

The study was divided into two parts. The first was macroeconomic 

in nature, involving projections of the Japanese economy and of the 

structure of trade between Japan and other main regions through 1985. 

In the second part, selected industries, such as textl les, electrl cal 

machinery, steel and mi scel _laneous manufactures, were • · .. studied 

in more detaill to identify their changing comparative advantage ·.-· 

within the Japanese economy. 

The project was supervised by Parvez Hasan, and carried out 

by the staff of the International Development . Center of Japan. It 

I a sted from June 1973 to August 1974, when a draft fl n a I report was 

completed. 

---- This draft. was not made available to the reviewer, However, a 

completion report by Mr.Hasan says that the. draft was disappointing 

bec·ause It did not provide a comprehensive or cohesive view of Japan's 

economic relationship wl th East and Southeast Asia In the coming decade, 

which was the main objective of the study. Apparently, the .Banlt~ 

requested a revised version of the paper, but the I.D.C.J. was unable 

. to ·P rovl de I t. 

This pr~ject, although producing some useful informati"on, also :::.r. 

can be considered a fal· lure. Much was proml_sed but only a few projection 

ex~rci ses wt thout much interest were delivered-. 

671'-0S: Patterns~ Industrial Development 

As far as thl s reviewer coul understand, t 1-e purpose o-f thl s 

p·roject Is to provl de a consistent data set for the fol lowing two 

projects on sources of i'ndustrial growth.More · speci fi .cally, .the 

-. . objective is the or.gani zati on of macroe_conoml c industry and trade 

~~at the World Bank. The economi"c analysis t· s limited 

to updating the Chenery-Taylor regressl·ons on patterns of industrial 
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growth, with some marginal methqdological improvements. 

The project was started in early 1976 under the responsabi II ty 

of Vi nod Prakash of the Development Economics Department. Completion · 

was expected for October 1978. 

This reader had access to two papers by Vi nod Prakash, with the 

second, on the measurement of industrial exports, being and improved 

version of part of the first one, on statistical indiciltors of 

industrial development. Alternative definitions of industrial exports, 

com'!1only used by U.N. agencies and economic researchers, are tested. 

The conclusion is that these definitions are not interchangeable 

as commonly believed. Hence, there is an urgent need for a standard 

definition of industrial exports If the data base for country 

comparative studies is to -be Improved. Adoption by all countries 

of SiTC (Rev.2) would permit such uniformization. 

This project seems most u~eful ,. not only for the sources of 

growth studies, but fot the World Bank work on industry and trade more 

generally. Its conclusions should be discussed with the operations 

staff of the Bank, for apparently some statistical pitfalls are 

related to specific ~ountry procedures which country specialists may . . 
clal'i fy; - For · example, the discrepancy pointed out by Prak a.sh in 

fndustrial value added ~s between the National Accounts and the Census 

in · Brazi I is only a!)parent. The problem is that the Brazilian Census 

Bureau uses the conc~pt of "value of industri~I production" whlc~ 

· is an Intermediate concept between value of :,reduction and value added. 

Users Guides to the data bank have been written and It would 

be· interesting to learn if the operations staff of the Bank are 

effectively using these files in thel r country and sector analyses. 

6 71 -32 A Comoarative Study£!_ the Sources£!_. Industrial Growth and 

Structura l Change 

This p r oject Is designed to contribute to an empir(cally based 

theory of lndustriali-zation, that Hollis Chenery and associates have 

been bui I ding for the last 19 years. 

For each of eight countries, the sources of industrial growth 

and structura I change are determined using i nput-o.utput data. Detenninaticn 

of these sour.c:es start from the accourrting i dent I ty: 
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where: X, domestic production; D .• domestic f J nal demand ; W,domestlc 

intermediate demand; E, exports : I, sector9 t, year. 

Observed changes In the x1 t'S:through time _are attributed to 

changes in each of the "sources" on the RHS, and "growth contributions" 

are computed for each of these demand components. 

Deviations of the Xi t's from a proportional expansion path 

(where the f actor of proportional! ty Is the growth fact-or of domestic 

income or aggregate value added) are also calculated. Such deviations 

from homogeneous growth are designed as " structural change 11 . Applicatlon 

of formulae derived from (I) permits the calculation of the· "contributions 

to structural change" of each of the demand components In the RHS of 

t he eq u a t I on , 

Emphasis of the analysts Is placed on the terms Ei_t an_d-Hft ,. !he. 

purpose is an evaluation of import substitution and export promotion: 

strategies from a long-te.rm, se-ctor-by-sector perspective, stressing 

questions of sequencing as well as problems of transit~on to a 

flexible, viable industrial structure. 

Paralel to the country studies, simulation exercises are developed 

to a.sses.s. the relative importance o·f universal and country spec_iflc 

influences in industrial structure and growth. "Normal" patterns for ': 

the relative contributions of each demand component to industrial 

growth and structural change are estimated from cross-country 

. regressions. These " normal" or universal patterns are assumed to vary 

with per capita Income, population size, ·and factor endowment of the 

country. Deviations from'~_ormalit_y"are country specific and hopefully 

may be explained by the development strategy and associated government 

policies of tlie ·country under consideration. 

The project started In early 1976 and· completion Is expected for 

Ja·tel978. People responsible for the project Include Sherman Robinson, 

Yuji Kubo, Hol n s Chenery ·. Larry Westphal and Moyses Syrquin. 

Only part of one country study (on Norway, by Bela Balassa) was 

made avai I able to the reviewer., Three other papers were rea~, on the 

cross-country si mulatlon study, authored by Chenery and Syrquln. 

Thl 's project ·may be considered as the ·end-product of .a formidable 

enterprise to establish an empirically based paradigm for modern 

industrial growth. It demonstrates ,once again the ·power that si~ple 

i deas may have for the development of economic knowledge. Chenery•s 
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seminal 1960 paper consisted of . I ittle more than the numerical 

estimation of an accouting identity. However, as his papers _for the 

Nobel Symp~sium and for the Tokyo IEA Congress (the lat·er co-autored · 

by Syrquin) demonstrate, such simpl
0

e exercises within an 18-year 

period allowed the organization of a most Impressive body of 

knowledge regarding the nature of modern Industrial growth. 

It is disputable whether or not this project wi 11 . achl eve its 

ambitious initial aim, to develop an analyt1cal framework to 

articulate the connections between individual policy instruments,changes 

in industrial structure, and economic performance. We must . wait for · 

the project final report to see how close Chenery and associates 

have come towards this goal. However, the papers reviewed are 

indicative of the high qua.lity of the work done, including the impona,t 

methodological contributions by Balassa and Syrquin to the.measure.. 

of i mp or t sub st I tut I on • 

671-79 Sources of Growth and Productivity Change 

This project s a follow-on to the previous one(RPO 67-1-32) with 

·specl ~ic_fqfus .on Korea, Turkey and Yugoslavia. 

Three levels of study are contemplat~d: (I) linking the demand 

oriented analysis of the previous project to the study of sources of 

growth from the supply side; (2) constructing price-endogenous 

. programming models for the three countries, aiming at a "consistent, .... 

comparable and rigorous" analysis of dif·ferent policy packages,and · 

(3) complementing the previous analysis with a micro-focussed study 

of two common industrial sectors In the three countries: 

The p roiec't started I ast summer and comp I eti on is expected for 

late 1980. Sherman Robinson directs thl s research project, wl th 

Kemal Dervi s, Larry Westphal and Yuji Kubo befog involved in planning 

or carrying on the _work~ · 

The reviewer - had access to the research proposal, that contains· 

two appendices, one on the Turkey model and the other on tha 

decomposition of sources of growth according to factor inputs . and 

technical change. · 

The study of sources of growth from the supply side seems 

harmless enough. It is a useful way of organizing . relevant economic 

data, which the deinand-oriented view of the previous project leaves 

relatively untouched. However, after the Cambridge controversy on 
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capital theory and the methodological and empirical criticisms of 

this type of work by Frank Fl sher and Gri II ches and Jorgenson, one 

perhaps should approach the study of product! on function decomposl ti on 

wl th more modesty than Is apparent in Appendix A to the research 

proposal, 

The micro-focussed anal ysl s of two sub-sectors seems to be the 

most promising part of tre research. Unfortunately, the proposal Is 

somewhat opaque not on I y on the choice of the sectors but al so on 

the methodological approach to be adopted. 

The price-endogenous multi-sector programming models " are 

presented in the proposal as a superior way of looking at ' - :' :· :- ~~, 

industrialization processes. They would overcome the partiality of 

the "sources of growth " studies, and provide and integrated approach. 

to the problem of industrial expansion. Experience says differentry. 

Accumulated knowledge on the development of such models indicate that 

their main merit is as organizing devices for the collection of 

relevant data for economl c policy maliing. The empl rl cal results that · 

they produce, If they make sense (which ls . not often) can as well be 

obtained much more lnefpensively from simple macroe~onomic formulations. 

In view of this experience, the reviewer feels that is ls · wrong 

to say that multi-sector models are a step ahead of demand oriented 

sources of growth stud! es. Theory is simply not fl rm enough to al low 

a reasonable complete specification of the most re.Jevant socio-economic 

" interactions in the process of industrla.1 gro~ith. It seem~ more 

appropriate to accept wl th sci en ti fi c modesty the enormous sl ze of our 

ignorance, use simple tools and proceed bit by bl t. The answer lle_s 

not In lmple~ntlng programming models, but In devising simple 

ways of approaching critical socio-economic relations, from the . 

empl ri cal exploratl on of whl ch additional k:no~ledge may be generated. 

"Let one thousand fl.ower-s flouri sh11 ·, advt sed Chai rma·n Hao. For the 

sake of progress ln . experlrrental economics, It seems useful to. 

continue attempting to Implement empirically large GE mo·dels. But, In 

this case, let us follow Ginsburgh and Waelbrock 1 s track in · RP_O 670-07 

and ri gor.ously ln~orp_orate the ful I flavor of adva_nced general 

equi llbrium theory In these models. 
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NON-RPO Two papers l:! Bela Balassa 

The papers by Bela Balassa consist of empirical tests of 

Important predictions of orthodox trade theory. Trade barriers are 

presumed to reduce International trade flo1·1s and affect the 

lntern.:Jtlonal location of production. This topic is analyzed _ 

empirically In Balassa's con"trlbutlon to the Nobel Symposium. 

.8. 

Balassa's paper to .the Tokyo IEA Congress tests the p rediction 

that comparatl ve advantage In trade In manufactures, as revealed by 

relative export shares, is affected by the capital labor ratio of 

trading countries. 

In devising his tests, Balassa demonstrates once aga i n fis justly 

praised Ingenu i ty to implement empirically aba t ract economic theories. 

HI s results are most conforting to orthodox trade theory. 

This reader's only complaint relates to 8alassa 1 s propensl ty to 

carry his findings perhaps a bit too far. For example, consider his 

assertion on p.24 of the IEA paper : "~he empir i cal est i mates show 

that lntercountry differences . In the structure of exports are In 

large part explained by differences In physical and human capital 

endowments". Fl rst, al tern a ti ve theories were not tested; the empirical 

analysis refers to the statistical significance of tl'e relevant 

coefficients for the Heckscher-Ohlln hypothesis, investigated by means 

of ordinary least squares. Second, the coefficients of determination 

of tl'e regressions explaining export shares are not pub i"I shed. Hence, 

the author can say that his ·results are statist i cally sign i ficant, but 

not that they explain a large pa-rt of the differences In export 

structures. 
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Genera I remarks 

Seven projects were anal.yzed. One, consisting of two non-RPO 

papers by Balassa, was completed successfully. T,10 others, on the 

migration of industries from Japan to South ·East Asia, were clear 

• 9. 

fal lures. A fourth one, a general equl Ii brium model of International 

trade, ha~ not yet produced empirical results . (but its methodological-

contributions looks most imp' resslve to a non-speclalis~ like the 

revl ewer). The three others are on sources of Industrial growth 

and strutuctural change:· one is designed to organized a data bank on 

relevant industry and trade magnl tudes; a second has only recently 

started; and a third is about to conclude - but its eight country 

studies have not yet been made aval I able. 

Excepting the two failures, all the material that was reviewed 

Is of the best quail ty that one can find anywhere In the professron.One 

may argue with methodologies or Implicit -ideologies; competence is 

un di sputa b I e. 

There Is one Important lesson to be learned from the failures.The 

WB research group !. does not know how to deal with consultants outside 

the Big Family. Here, much perhaps can be learned from . tbe experience 

of Ford Foundation with Its system of open wo.rld competitions.Besides · 

hi ring outs! de consultants to work on· projects formulated by the 

staff, the WB should desl,g!l topics of general i-nterest in the . areas 

of industry and tra-de. Then, independently .. of its staff, should open 

an international competition for projects In the area, bjg or small. 

There should be a guarantee that these ' internatlonal competitions, with 

a . reasonable amount of money and even a grant element involved, wo~I~ 

be o"pened year after yea·r. Given . this guarantee, I envisage the: 

possibility of creating in different LDCs nuclei of competence I~ 

economic research, which could contribute significantly to the .expansion 

of research capacity in these countries. The Bank should be prepared 

to accept proposals with . a "local tate 11 , for there lies the Immediate 

concern of resear·ch gro·~ps In LDCs. A global prespectlve ts the 

·responsabl 11 ty of the WB staff, but thl s .shou.ld_ not be Imposed on LDCs 

researchers. The art of designing the world competltlons\o,Ould lie on 

the compatl bl II zatl on of the Interests and compe _tence o_f lDCs 

re.searchers on local t .oplcs witf:i . the WB need for a universal outlook. 







Juergen B. Donges 1st Draft 

October 1978 

Eval uation of Bank Research on Indust ry and Trade: 

- Incentive Policies; Economic Integration -

1. The following discussion is based on a sample of five RPO 

and four non-RPO projects (as enumerated in the annex). Most 

of them dealt with the role of incentive systems, particular

ly trade policies, in economic development, from both a theo

retical. and an empirical standpoint. In view of the widespread 

belief among policy-makers in many developing countries (LDCs) 

that they cannot develop (i.e. industrialize) their economi es 

without a direct interference in the market mechanism, the 

focus of these projects is of essential nature on the applied 

level. Not only could the findings, if accurately substanti

ated, provide the government officials of LDCs with guidelines 

for appraising the allocative, growth, distributional and 

balance- of-payments impact of the incentive regimes, and for 

reforming them where necessary. The studies could also 

strengthen the ability of the Bank's operational departments 

to assess both the economic feasibility of individual invest

ment projects and the overall effects of the economic policies 

pursued in LDCs. Most of the studies under review meet these 

objectives. 

2. The studies, which have been completed so far, show three 

distinct features: one is the high professional quality of 

the work. This has allowed various authors to already publish 

part of the research results in highly reputable journals. 

Second, in most of the cases the authors have made a substan

tial effort to improve the methodology for policy analysis 

and investment appraisal. The Bank's research has been inso

far to a large extent creative rather than imitating. Third, 

the applied component of the research has been generally com-
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.plementary to the research in the field undertaken else

where (U.N . organizations, OECD, academic research institu

tions). There has been, however, some overlapping with 

regard to the LDCs chosen for analysis, which is perhaps a 

reflection of the uneven distribution of useful statistical 

data among LDCs. 

3. From a policy analysis point of view, a major contribution 

is the project 670-01 on "Development Strategies in Semi

Industrial Countries" (DS), the countries being Argentina, 

Colombia, Israel, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan. Argentina 

and Singapore are relatively new in the group of countries 

studied in this field, which is an important aspect in itself, 

because they represent the two extremes of economic policy 

shaping: highly interventionistic in one case, and strongly 

market-oriented in the other. The six country studies could 

no doubt also profit from prior methodological ahd empirical 

research done in and outside the Bank, and so did the com

parative analysis of the experience of the Six. On the whole, 

the policy conclusions and recommendations rest upon firm 

theoretical foundations and a sound factual basis. 

4. The methodological framework underlying this (and most other) 

project(s) is the effective protection concept. It has been 

extended to include export subsidies as well as credit and 

tax preferences, in addition to import tariffs and quotas. 

By doing this, fortunately of a reasonable level of sector 

disaggregation, the DS project has increased the knowledge 

inside and outside the Bank about the effects of incentive 

regimes. This study is a good example of how analytical tools, 

which have proven useful in earlier analyses, can be improved 

in theoretical and computational terms. It is particularly 

noteworthy that, unlike many other studies in this field, a 
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great effort has been made to collect comparative price data . 

Only price comparisons between domestic production and import 

values make it possible to calculate overall effective protec

tion (i.e. including non-tariff measures) and to identify the 

degree of tariff redundancy which often exists. 

5. That the analysis has been carried out in a partial equilibrium 

framework, does not reduce its practical relevance, provided 

the estimates are taken as rough orders of magnitude and their 

economic implications are interpreted in a comparative way 

rather than in isolation. General equilibrium models tend to 

have a rather limited explanatory power, let alone their high 

sensibility to the parameter specifications. What could have 

been wished from the user's point of view, however, is either 

that the country studies had been completed earlier or that 

the quantitative estimates had been more updated. The quanti

fication of the incentive measures refer to the end-sixties. 

While this is fine to understand the past economic performance 

of the countries under study, most sample countries have 

changed these measures, especially those related to the 

foreign sector, significantly since then. By not including 

these changes in the analysis, the DS study has missed the 

chance to make the results even more significant. Of course, 

we are aware of the practical difficulties in maintaining up

to-date a comprehensive analysis as this one. On the other 

hand, the Bank may be, as compared to academic institutions, 

in a favourable position to make such an effort; it has the 

staff and it can collect the required information through 

the economic missions which regularly review the LDCs. 

6. The message of the research on incentive schemes is that when

ever LDCs want to industrialize their economies and think that 

this objective requires government assistance, they should 
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promote rather than protect industries. This implies, for 

instance, that import substitution should and could be 

achieved without discriminating against exports, particular

ly non-traditional manufactured exports, as it is so often 

the case in reality. Neutr ality between production for 

domestic sales and for exports is in the interesu of LDCs 

because, as the DS research shows, it will result in faster 

growth, more employment creation and higher levels of effi

ciency than when industrialization is aided only in relation 

to the home market. These are conclusions which can be used 

immediately by the operational staff. In fact, we were told 

that this work has been found quite helpful, particularly so 

by the country economists in the Regional Departments and 

by the IDF and IFC staff, whereas scepticism with regard to 

the usefulness of this type of research prevails within the 

IPD staff. We strongly feel that one of the objectives 

identified for the Bank's Research Program - "to· improve 

the Bank' s capacity to give policy advice to its members" -

has been accomplished by this project. 

7. It should also be noted that researchers from LDCs have been 

involved in the OS project to a large extent. This has created 

some problems on their own, in terms of time schedules as well 

as diversity in contents.But it also has contributed to stimu

late policy-oriented research in the countries themselves 

which otherwise would not have been undertaken and, more im

portant for Bank 's purpose, it has stimulated pol icy discuss ion 

in these countries. Argentina is one case in point. The quan

tification, for the first time , of effective rates of protec

tion (taking 1969 as the base year) has influenced significant

ly the current thinking of the government in the direction of 

decreasing the high average level of protection, of narrowing 

the dispersion of the effective rates of prote ction and of 
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encouraging, by means of financial incentives, those indus

tries which have, or could develop, inte rnational competi

tiveness. Furthermore, one of the authors of the c hapter 

on Argentina of the DS project has recently f e l lowed up the 

earlier findings, taking 1977 as the year for calculating 

effective rates of protection. We have also found for Colom

bia and Israel a growing amount of research resources devoted 

to the empirical analysis of trade policy issues. Thus, the 

DS project has contributed, directly and indirectly, to pro

mote applied research in Bank's member countries, which is 

also a central objective of the Research Program. 

8. Studies of this type are not only worthwhile because they 

may assist in shaping more rational incentive policies in the 

countries studied. They are also important for the lessons 

they can provide for many other LDCs at lower stages of econom

ic development. As one cannot take for granted, however, that 

these externalities will be automatically internalized by 

those other countries, it should be helpful to extent the 

regional coverage in the research on incentives. The project 

on Bangladesh (RPO 671-75) which is now underway , and the 

one on selected West African countries (RPO 670-87), which 

is near to completion, are a useful extention of Bank's 

research in this field. Other (comparative) country studies 

on incentive schemes could follow. From a purely academic 

point of view, this may involve diminishing returns, and the 

DPS staff is well aware of it. One may also argue that such 

additional studies need not be undertaken in the Bank. But 

yet, many LDCs still favour policies of import substitution, 

maintain high levels of effective protection and prefer quan

titative interventions over pricing incentives. And the Bank 

will presumably continue lending to them. A regular analysis 

of the incentive policies pursued by member countries could 
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increase the advisory capacity of the operational offices. 

Moreover, if incentive schemes are to be changed in order 

to make development policies in LDCs more effective in the 

medium and long run, the Bank has the authority to explain 

this forcefully to national governments, whereas individual 

researchers of academic institutions, including ~hose of the 

LDCs themselves, frequently lack this influence. This is 

particularly important with regard to the question of how 

a transition to a more efficient incentive scheme could be 

made in practice. The answer to this question still requires 

a good amount of research anyway. 

9. The internal needs of the Bank relating to incentive policies 

do not exhaust themselves with country reviews. As a lending 

institution, it has also a great interest in knowing whether 

the economic viability of individual investment projects 

financed by the Bank depends on protection. It also has to 

possess appropriate guidelines for appraising the significance 

of a protection element in such projects. In this respect, the 

non-RPO study on "Industrial Protection in IFC Projects", 

assigned to a research consultant, could be useful. 

10. Basically the same conceptual framework as in the DS project 

was used to examine empirically the relationship between 

levels of protection afforded to nine individual IFC projects 

and their economic efficiency. But it is shown that, contrary 

to country analyses, conventional measures of effective rates 

of protection only have a limited value for making decisions 

at the project level. The main reason is that the judgement 

about the economic viability of a new investment also depends 

on future changes of protection (and other incentives) which 

can be expected to take place over the life of the project. 

This is an important finding to be taken into account by all 
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Bank staff members involving in investment project appraisal. 

While this is recognized in the corresponding offices (in

cluding the IFC itself), we have also to admit that, from an 

operational point of view, both Bank's researchers and offi

cers would face serious data problems. The DS project referred 

to above shows how difficult it is to obtain adequate data for 

making price comparisons for past periods. It might prove even 

more difficult to make such comparisons for a period of years 

in the future, as required ideally in solid investment appraisal 

at the project level. On the other hand, this is a good example 

of research, including methodological research, which, if 

feasible at all, can probably be undertaken only in an institu

tion like the Bank with a reasonable chance of success. Re

searchers in academic institutions frequently are reluctant 

in embarking on large data collection activities which are 

regarded as not adding much to professional reputation. And 

they may not work hard enough on the methodology of project 

appraisal because they do not perceive this issue as crucial 

as researchers closely connected with an operational staff 

might do. In fact, literature on project appraisal shows that 

pioneering work on investment appraisal has been done by re

searchers within international organizations involved in this 

business . 

11. The project on "Promotion of Non-traditional Exports" (RPO 671-10) 

is, by comparison, more descriptive. Its significance for 

policy tasks is, however, great. It is shown that economic 

policies of LDCs have a substantial i mpact on the evolution 

of new manufactured exports, and in this regard this project 

has complemented the DS one. It is an example of how Bank's 

research findings relating to incentive policies can be success

fully diffused, among both the Bank's operational staff and 

local researchers as well as government officials in LDCs. 
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12. All things considered, we feel that Bank's research for 

appraising incentive policies should not be discontinued, 

though shifted in emphasis if required by the Bank's needs. 

While there may be studies which do not provide the opera

tional staff with ready-made solutions to pressing problems, 

the overall research work in this field can contribute, and 

in fact has contributed in the past, to sensibilize the coun

try economists in the regional offices. Particularly, this 

work helps them to fully understand the efficiency problem 

at both the macro and micro-level and to explain its implica

tions to LDC governments. As the research in this field 

places high demands on the data, the Bank is an appropriate 

place for undertaking it, given its experience, as well as 

the fact that researchers from academic institutions do not 

have a comparable access ,to all information required. Further

more, while it is always difficult to sell a research result 

to a government, the Bank might be - given its leverage 

in a good position to induce LDC governments to draw as many 

benefits as possible from the flow of thinking coming from 

its research units. That research on incentive policies and 

economic integration is also undertaken by both academic 

research institutions and other international organizations 

should not be considered as an argument for not doing it at 

the Bank, mainly for two reasons: first, research inside and 

outside the Bank is complementary to a significant extent; 

the Bank cou ld exploit its comparative advantage even more 

by doing c omparative studies. Second, and more fundamentally, 

advances in policy-oriented research, including its methodolog

ical foundations, are normally greater, the greater competi

tion among researchers is. 
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Evaluation of World Bank Research on Trade and Industrial Development: 

- Export promotion policies in the LJ)Cs and access to markets in the ncs -

(1) Research and the Bank 

Jae-Ik Kim 
~conomic Planning Board 
.3eoul, Korea 

In evolving from the lending institution initially envisioned by the 

Articles into a comprehensive world development organ, the World Bank 

has developed various research needs. As a lending institution, the 

Bank's main concern is project evaluation and implementation. The 

research needs for this function of the Bank are relatively stable and 

easy to fulfill, and methods and data for determining creditworthiness 

can best be generated by the operational staff after the underlying 

policy framework is determined by the political organs of the 

institution. 

The research needs of the Bank as a development institution are more 

extensive and fundamental. In this capacity, the Bank has to concern 

itself not only with project conception, but also with the crucial task 

of education and training of its own staff and also officials of 

member governments. Unlike lending operations, development policies 

research has many dimensions. First of all, the Bank needs to keep 

abreast with external studies on the process of world development. 

On the most macro-level, a global economic picture has to be captured 

and a development philosophy promoted which is suitable and appropriate 

to the Bank. The Bank assists its members and the providers of loan 

capital in attaining their respective economic goals. Knowledge on 

individual countries and industries is essential for this task, which 

may be acquired through external or internal processes. 
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Considering the diversity and magnitude of the problems that attend to 

world economic develo}lllent and the limited resources of the J3ank available 

for this purpose, it is essential that the rank set clear priorities for 

itself on research needs. 

In setting these priorities, the Bank should consider the fact that it 

has served its members as a catalyst for internal policy reforms. 

These reforms are frequently considered to be as valuable as the loan 

itself by the governments of developing countries. 

Frequently the members of the Bank staff are regarded as expert 

arbitrators in a member's domestic policy conflict. Rational policies 

advocated by economists in the government frequently run into objections 

from traditional elements of the society. In order to resolve such 

impasses governments may request the participation of the Bank in 

research and consultations. How persuasive the staff are in proposing 

a solution will depend in large measure on their ability to distinguish 

the essential cause of the problem from the rest of the conditions. 

(2) Research Projects on Industrial Developnent and Trade 

Projects on industrial develoIJD.ent and trade are grouped together under 

six categories, which as a whole cover a wide range of subjects that 

are crucial to the expansion of trade in manufactures. Government 

policies regarding industrial incentive systems, and economic and 

institutional variables for promoting export expansion seem to have 

been analyzed by methodological ly sound projects conducted by capable 

investigators. 
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In the case of industrial development, the research projects rightly 

give emphasis to promotional policies, incentive systems, programming, 

credit markets, and investment strategies. Cross-national, albeit 

selective, studies of industrial incentive systems have provided 

valuable knowledge that is helpful to the Bank's operational wing as 

well as to the borrower governments. 

Given sufficient resources, it is highly desirable that the Bank take 

initiatives to extend the present studies to more LDCs. The target 

set for industrialization in the Lima Declaration by UNIDO seems to be 

only generally stated. 1tJha.t is required to meet this goal by individual 

LDCs is not well analyzed. In addition to economic considerations for 

industrial development covered by the research projects under way, 

study into the fundamental questions regarding industrialization such 

as social and political prerequisites for industrial development should 

be attempted on a comparative basis. 

(3) Exnort Promotion Policies in the LDCs and Access to Narkets in the DCs 

The seven commissioned studies (RPOs) and five references may be 

grouped into four categories: (1) surveys of selected industries, data 

compilations, and analyses of commodity markets, (2) problems of 

import restrictions by the DCs on the LDC's manufactured goods , 

(3) national policies and institutions for trade promotion in the LDCs, 

and (4) syntheses dealing with the over-e.11 environment of trade. 

The last category, assuming that the project (RPO 671-56 ) on the 

marketing of Colombian clothing exports will be of similar quality to 

others directed by Keesing, generates useful knowledge to exporters of 

the manuf actured goods. The study by Flesch on electronics and 
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electrical machinery captures the pa.st trend and produces generalizations 

which would be of value to the Bank's operat ional staff as well as to 

the potential exporters of the products. The study by Keesing on 

developing countries' exports of textiles and clothing is an original 

and thorough analysis of the industry based on primary statistical data. 

Th.is study emphasize the importance of the trade int these items for 

developing the export industry in the LDCs. The study also shows that 

the quantitative restrictions by the European Community and the 

United States adopted in 1977-78 will be effective through 1982, thus 

putting an end to the rapid growth of these exports. Having put this 

trade in perspective , the study proposes the possibility of reciprocal 

reductions of protectionist measures as one of the policy choices for 

the future• which seems to be an useful idea for policy makers in both 

the LDCs and developed countries. The thorough Keesing and Plesch's 

statistical analysis of global trends in the export of manufactures in 

developing countries also deserves notice • 

.?..a.ldwin (RPO 671-67) and Waelbroeck and others (RPO 671-66) are 

investigating the market share of manufactured products from 

developing countries and the sources of protectionist pressures in 

industrialized countries. The European gTOUP proposes to study the 

role of the EEC in trade restrictions in the future. These proposals 

hold good promise. Although much has been written about the economic 

impa.c:t of manufactured imports to developed countries, few studies so 

far have ma.de any serious attempt to analy,ze the political impact of 

these impor ts . This sort of analysis should be very valuable, and 

should provide important insights into the political processes that 

transform these impacts into protectionist pressures and eventually into 

protectionist policy actions. Both studies began with identical hypotheses 
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on protectionism. Protectionism and its successful reflection in 

government policies is believed to be a function of some dozen or so 

broadly defined factors , some quantifiable and others not. It is not 

clear from the proposals how weights will be assigned to each of these 

multiple factors . In the case of the American study, :Ea.ldwin measuxes 

the market penetration of some 400 items, classified on a 4-digi.t SITC 

basis for a. time span of 8 to 10 years. The history of the protectionist 

trend and its political-economic causes will be studied. Both projects 

will provide useful empirical analysis of the structure of protectionism. 

In view of the various trade restrictive policies being adopted by 

developed countries for political and social reasons, existing 

studies on the income elasticity of manufactured exports from developing 

countries will have limited practical relevance. These studies which 

are ma.inly economic analyses of the effects of protectionism on trade 

and employment have served their function. Yet , the fundamental causes 

of protectionism need to be better understood. Developing countries 

and various lending agencies that must predict the expected return on 

investment in manufacturing for exports need to tackle this problem, 

although it may be amorphous and intractable to traditional methodology. 

Seen from the same perspective, Keesing's study of key institutions and 

the expansion of manufactured exports (RPO 671-68) is expected to make 

an equally important contribution. Its purpose is clear, its frame of 

investigation concrete, and its theoretical and methodological f oundations 

sound. As any export promoter knows, marketing bas been the most 

serious bottleneck for export expansion. Particularly for the inexperienced 

exporter, who usually takes low prices for granted and bases his export 

projections on them, a marketing bottleneck is a frustrating, and 

frequently invisible, road.block. Keesing's research will therefore 

.fill a large gap in existing information and be a valuable educational 
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tool for exporters of consumer goods to the u.s. market. Sharpston 's 

study of international sub-contracting was a thorough analysis of an 

important method of seeking access to markets in developed countries . 

"Export Incentives in Developing Countries" (RPO 671-35), under the 

supervision of Ba.lassa, evaluates the export promotion efforts of four 

developing countries with a comparative framework using a cross-section 

investigation. of major export products and a time-series analysis of 

the effects of export promotion measures. The project is a major 

effort in data collection and is designed to yield practical infonnation 

for other countries that contemplate the introduction of a system of 

incentives for export promotion or reform of the incentive system. 

If the project is success:.f'u.lly completed, the results would be relevant 

to the World Bank in ad.vising developing countries on the scope and 

methods of export promotion. 

On the other hand ''Export Promotion and Preferences: A ease Study of 

India. 11 (RPO 670-21) used an inadequate methodology to attain the purpose 

of the project. It failed to identify the system of policy measures 

that would be desirable and sufficient in India to enable entrepreneurs 

to respond to new opportunities in foreign markets. 

The editor and authors of contributions to "Industrialization and Trade 

Policies for the 19701s (RPO 670-20) made an important contribution in 

documenting recent growth in manufactured exports from the LDCs and its 

impact on industrialized count ries. Systematic and comprehensive studies 

of the effects of increased manufactured exports from low income countries 
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on employment, social policies, and investment in the developed countries 

was long overdue. Without effective policy measures on adjustment 

assistance in developed countries, economic growth in many low- income 

countries will have to slow down, causing a long chain reaction. This 

work which contains important statistical information based on a 

thorough analysis of primary data has also stimulated other studies. 

Palassa's recent paper, ''World Trade and. the International Economy: 

Trends, Prospects and Policies" (Nay 1978), is a timely study valuable 

to the entire development economics community. It com-pa.res trade 

liberalization and economic growth prior to the oil crisis with txa.de 

barriers adopted during the post-crisis recession. Recent non-tariff 

restrictions, government aids to industry, international cartels, and 

market-sharing in major developed countries are documented and their 

effects evaluated. Concluding that the risks of new protectionism are 

high, Palassa proposes policies for long-tem growth, structural 

adjustment assistance, and an inte:rna.tional code of good conduct. 

Semi- industrial developing countries were also advised to reduce existing 

protection, to upgrade and diversify their exports, and to gradually 

abandon the export of simple, unskilled-labor intensive manufactures for 

the benefit of countries at lower levels of development, a course of 

action which some developing countries in Asia have already set out 

to follow. 

• •• /8 
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(4) Future Research 

In the pa.st, Bank- financed research has been well respected for the quali"bJ 

of infonnation on specific problems or situations . The countr.J reports 

and industry surveys filled large ea,ps in existing knowledge which other 

research was not able to fill because of its distance from the scene. A 

continuation of this "division of labor", is still a good arrangement. 

In research, the Bank's comparative advantage lies in its proximity to 

on-going development problems. It has a unique global network of in

formation , and Bank researchers , whether in- house or con:unissioned, are 

well received by most member gove:rnments. As in the past, the Bank 

should seek the active participation of LDC institutions in its research 

efforts, whenever the quality of work can be assured. 

Judging by the project descriptions, more research can be commissioned 

on several new areas that so far seem to have escapted professional 

scrutiny. Restrictions on market access for manufactured exports from 

developing countries, which are expected to intensify, will increase the 

need for research on protectionism in industrialized countries and their 

adjustment policies. The same trend will encourage .further research on 

manufactured trade between developing countries. 

Research on trade between LDCs will have to be conducted with methodological 

schemes that are quite different from those commonly used. The historical 

backgrounds of institutional deficiencies, which restrict trade between 

the LDCs, for example, call for a broad social-science approach. In the 

future when such research is commissioned the following issues should be 

thoroughly investigated: (1) The transportation bottlenecks to trade 

between the LDCs, (2) the desirability of setting up an LDC preferential 

system, (3) special problems in marketing LDC- produced manufactured goods 

in developing countries, and (4) payment problems that are unique to 
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Yale University 
C nter-Office Correspondence Date: October 23, 1978 

To: Assar Lindbeck, Kirit Parikh, and the Panel on Research on Industrial 
Development and Trade 

From: Richar d Nelson 

Subject: Eval uation of World Bank projects on capital utilization, capital 
labor substitution , and technological change. 

I. Remar ks on my int erpr etation of my assignment. 

There are at least two different assignment lists . Therefore I am not 
fully sure as to the projects for which I have primary r eviewing responsibility. 
However, because the particular assignment made sense, I have taken it upon 
myself to review the set of projects under the above heading: project numbers 
670-23, 670-25, 670-54, 670-95, 671-51. I also am not certain as to the 
appropriate form of my review, recognizing its preliminary stage . It seems 
to me that, to facilitate discussion among the panel , a rath~r informal 
presentation is warranted. This I present below. 

II. Project Review 

Reading through the project proposals and the papers written under the 
projects enables one to trace the development of th inking at the Bank about 
production function related ?henomena. One can see how work unc!er one project 
eenerated insight and puzzles which influenced work under a subsequent project. 
The overall impression is that of a cumulative l"esearch program that is 
contribcting significantly not only to thinking at the Bank about industrial
ization problems, but which is influencing thinking within the development 
econnmics co'lllr:lunity more broadly. 

Three of the projects (rea l ly two because 670-25, and 670-95 are basically 
on the same topic) now are closed down, and have received earlier re•,iews. The 
Bank research on industrial capacity utilization (670-25 and 670-95) was path 
breaking and important. The objective was to assess carefully and empir.ically 
casu~l impressions that despite the scarcity of ca~ital in less developed 
countries, capital was not being used very intensively, and if that proposition 
held up, to contribute to understanding of the phenomena . The endeavor posed 
methological, empirical, and theoretical problems: by in large they were 
adequately resolved. This work now is widely recognized as having made a 
significant contribution to understanding of patternsandproblerns of economic 
development. 

The project on employment and capital labor substitution (670-·54) , now 
also completed, was more of a mixed bag. It was related to the work on 
capacity utilization in that this project also was concerned with exarnininr.; 
ways in uhich capital could be tJsed more frugally . The research ender the 
project did not have the coherence of wor.k under the capitnl utilization 
project, and by and large the output of the proj ect has had nowhf're nec1r the 
impnct. However . the questions considered un<lcr the projec t still arc of 
prime Lmport.ance to the Bank, and their exploration continues under anoth er 
project, 670-23. 
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The two major projects currently underway at the Bank are the above 
mentioned 670-23, "Scope for Capital - Labor Substitution in the Mechanical 
Engineering Industry", and 671-51, "Appropriate Industrial Technology". 
The former project has been underway for much longer than the latter, more 
resources have been invested in it, and the output is much more impressive. 
The latter project is just beginning, and while it is too early to judge, 
it appears promising. 

The research tack taken by the current project on capital labor sub
stitution is to explore in microeconomic detail the nature of the production 
processes involved ~n particular areas of manufacturing, and to exqmine the 
range of capital - labor substitution available in each. The project has 
had to face methological, empirical, and theoretical questions of consider
able difficulty. The struggle has been valiant, and the project has provided 
an analyses of production processes and the range of choice that is more 
detailed and more sophisticated than any other work I know probing similar 
questions. Other studies under the project have explored the choices of 
technique actually made by firms, and the market and other institutional 
factors which have influenced those choices (which in a number of cases 
have been much more capital intensive than would make sense from an econo
mists point of view). The project appears to be having considerable impact 
within the Bank, and while academics tend to lag in the development of their 
appreciation of work of this sort, the importance of the project is beginning 
to be recognized by the academic development economics community. 

As mentioned above, the project on Appropriate Industrial Technology 
is just beginning. The project has two thrusts: measuring the ga:i.ns to less 
developed countries from adopting mere app~·opriate technologies, and examining 
the capital goods sector in less developed countries as a possible major 
determinant of the availability of appropriate technologies. A few illustrative 
numbers has been put together on the first issue , and some literature review, 
casual empiric.ism, and thought have been directed at the second. The work 
thus far is promising but it is too early to tell how succeasful the endeavor 
will be. Projects 671-51, and 670-23 compliment and support each other . 
The relevance to good policy making of better under$tanding of choice, or 
(more sharply) understanding why more capital using techniques are chosen 
when less capital using ones are available, is obvious. The more recent 
reports on both projects reveal the authors growing concern about innovation, 
as contrasted with choice amo11g "obvious and available" alternatives and, 
as mentioned above, a complimentary interest in institutional structure. I 
shall comment on these intellectual developments later. 

I already have made comments on most of the points we are to try to assess, 
but let me rundown the check list. 1) What has been the contribution to know
ledge - direct and indirect? Veiyconsiderable. The projects score high in 
this dimznsion. 2) Has there been an attempt to survey existing knowledge, 
and has the project avoided duplicating work that was already done elsewhere? 
Yes, on both counts. Several of the projects commissioned literature review 
papers early in their careers. Most of the papers written under the projects 
reveal, through their siting of the literature, a good awareness of what was 
going on . And, .is remarked above, far from duplicating other w0rk, !,cverrtl 
of the projects were path breaking and unique. 3) What has been t he relevance 
of the work to a) honk operations b) extending knowledge of development 
proc~ss c) meeting needs of LDC policy makers? From what I am able to under
stai1d, the research has significantly influenced thinking at the Rank r cgardfo~~ 
how to evaluate ind1rntri.:1l investment projects, and the institutional Cilviron
ments and constraints that facilitate .:?fficient development. The projects have 
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contributed significantly to understanding of developmental processes. I do 
not know how the work has affected policy making in the less developed countries, 
but I would think that potentially the work could have a real impact. 
4) Was any real basic research attempted? Successfully? The answer is a 
strong yes on both counts. 5) Has the research output been used by operating 
people at the Bank? This question seems to me to duplicate 3a. My under
standing is that it has influenced thinking in the operating departments. 
6) What type of involvement has there been by researchers in less developed 
countries? At least two of the projects certainly have involved researchers 
in research institutions in less developed countries. Two of the other 
projects were in effect, one person shows (by economists with a base in the 
U.S.). 7) What is the mix of insiders and outsiders doing r esearc~? I find 
it hard to pin down what "insiders" and "outsiders" might mean. I remarked 
above about the use under the projects of researchers from less developed 
countries. In the United States, both full time bank members and consultants 
have been used. It would appear that two projects, 670-25, and 670-54, largely 
involved a contract with outsiders with little direct connection with researchers 
at the Bank. The work under these projects seems a bit distant from the research 
at the Bank. In the more successful projects, bank employees or more or less 
full time consultants were involved importantly or dominantly. 8) How can one 
characterize the allocation of resources in various dimensions? As I suggested 
above, the projects have tended to involve a mix of methological, empirical, 
and theoretical research. Some of the work has been quite basic, other studies 
have been really quite close to operating policy issues. 9) How could the 
research allocation be explained? I suspect that this question was raeant to 
apply to project areas where the allocation has been unsatisfRctory. In this 
case, the allocation seems to me to have been quite satisfactory. 10) Any 
recommendations? Hainly I have applause rather than suggestions for change. 
However, I would like to call attention to three related topi cs of interest 
that appear t o be arising in the research: industrial innovation, entre
preneurship , and the institutional structure which molds and constrains not 
only incentives but a1£o information flows. 

III. Where should they go from here? 

The banks research under the current two projects reported above 
increasingly is highlighting that effective capital labor substitution, 
and the adoption of appropriate technology more generally, is not adequately 
described in terms of picking things off the shelf. At the least adaptation, 
and in many cases innovation is involved in effective choice of technique. 
Recognition of the importance of adaptation and innovation calls attention 
to the entrepreneurial dimension in business leadership, and to the institutional 
structures that encourage, support , constrain, and deter entrepreneurship . 

I detect an amb i va l ence on the part of the Bank regarding putting their 
research commitr.1ents where their own r esearch findings indicate they ought to 
be put. The tradition of economic research at the Bank has stressed neat, 
quantitative, formally specified models; there has been a reluctance to delve 
into areas of economic research where precise models and econometr ic technique 
can not serve as the primary tools. Issues of innova t i on, entrepreneurship , 
and institutional structure tend to be viewed as "unresearclwble " or at l eas t 
not amenable to rigorous researcl1. llut I propose that the l ogic of the Banks 
own past research endeavors has led it ine~orubly to a r equirement to engage 
in this kind of research. And the methodological situation is not as bad ns . 
some people in the Bank may think. Over the lnst decade both the interest and 
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the rigor of research on industrial or ganization has increased greatly. A 
considerable body of good and rigorous research on the economics of technical 
change has evolved. However, for the most part, research in these fields has 
been focused on issues and phenomena in advanced countries, not developing ones. 
I think the Bank should accept the obvious challenge. 

RRN/rg 
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A ~egearc~ of ~an:: ~esearc~ on ? rogrlmitling in t~e 

l.fanufacturing Sector 

Introduction 

The research proerac carried out under the headin_c 

"PrograI.Jming in the l1Ianu!acturine; Oector" (E.d. No. 670-24) 

has dealt with the probleo of investcent plannine in indus-
/. 

tries chnracterised by increasine returns to scale. It 

focuses on. improv·?d metb.ods for selecting investt1ent pro ject s 

from acong the many alternatives in sizs, tiLling, location, 

technology and output Ilix. 

A nuober of research re;orts and l!lOnoe;rap.ils are 

expected from tcis program. The l ist of reports/draft 

reportswhich were studied for this review ere given i..~ annex. 

1. 

\-le first sucmarize tI!e major thenes and important 

results of the resaarch prograc nn<i then comnent on ti!e 

quality and usefulness to LDCs and to Be.Ilk. Finally 3ome 

sug3estions are given for possible future directions. 
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2 The Nature of liesc .r£!1 

The major themes focussed upon by the research prograi;i 

~ave been as follows : 

Importance of inter~ependence due to increesing returns 

Extent to which sue~ interds~endence affect project 

selection cntl planning for the develop:::1ent oi a sector 

and offer scope for co-operation ~ong the countries 

of a region. 

These issaes are explored within the context of specific 

investment planning problems in two sets of empirical studies, 

one set dealine with what is terned as "process industries" 

and the other with "non-process industrics1' ( The terns are a 

bit confusing particularly as the ~otlels for both are described 

as process analysis nodels). Th~se industries characterised 

by a manufacturisi.ne process streW!l which is aore or leas 

continuoua, has a licited numter oi processes and where the 

cost of carr;;rin.g cid-str~em inte~uediate products is large 

are tel'I:led process industries. Examples of such industries 

are gas trenscis3ion, fertilizer, ceuent, etc. These industries 

also have a. lici ted number of products whic;: 3re ocre or less 

unii_;rm. 
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The II mechanical engin~ering sectcr on t~e ot!1er hand 

has a variety of products and processes and t~c sm.ie processing 

equipment can be useG for raanufacturir.g many different products . 

Such industries ara termed :tnon-process industries". 

The studies carried out for the planning of the ferti

lizer sector in Egypt and in ..!..:i.st Lfrica have explored the 

choices of technology size, location, trans~ort, product and 

trede. The East Lfricnn study has in addition expl ored in 

quantitative tai'Il:n the gains fro~ co-oper&tion in fertilizer 

sector devel ,::;pment for the three countries of t:ie regicn 

(Uganda, Kenya and Tanze..nia). 

The stucy of the ::':ore:an iizchanical Engineerins sector 

has exploreo. the gains from plan:-1ing si.!il'.!l truieously the supply 

of a large number of products (12G endogeneous itecs) . The 

gains in the economics of domestic prcduction arc derived 

from selection of technique end scsle of proc.uctio.'.! taking 

into account possibilities of s~aring capital equi puent for a 

variet7 of prot!.ucts, no also, th~ poooibilities of domestically 

producing on a large scale intel'tlediate goods used in a nuobeT 

of products. Tha i~port or do~eotic production decisions 3re 

ta~en after considering the effects of such sector-wide 

interdependence. 



Both these sets of st- :!ies have used mix~d intae;er 

prograJ:Jriling nodels in a fixed charge formulation to account 

for econooies of scale. Wherens the formulatbns of the models 

for the fe~tilizer sector are conventional and strnight for

ward the mcdel for the cecllrulical engineering aector is not 

easy to fon:mlate in the ccnvGntional way. ?roblecs of 

appropriate description and specification of products a.::i.d pro

cesses h&ve to be faced . This itsalf poses a not an insi6ni

ficant problem. 

However, the mejor pr~blec in these studies upa~t from 

the considerable efforts and time that usually go into data 

collection and or~anisation, ~as been the problem of obtaining 

solutions of the cixed integer ·prograamine ~odels with a 

large number of inte:rer variebleo. A nunber of procedur.es 

have been . developed to elimj_nate throu.;h ai.Dple a.ru:.lysis a 

nunber of integer vnrie.~les ·11hich repr".!seateci w::ieconon!ical 

choicec, to reduce the size of the pro~rDIZling model. 

:; Important Results 

Apart from the specific sect~r development plans that 

emerge from these sector studies, thzy i.:.ave also provide~ 

soce insights int~ the nat~e of tec:t.nology a.~d its consequences. 

(e) SiJnificant eccnouics of scale are present in produ

ction activities end t.:int tl:J..~r~ if; c e,:;,.,tl d~d of potenti.:ll 
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interdependence within the s7stem ao a whole. 

(b) The cost of complete negl2ct of interdependen~e 

in choosing between production and imports in thepart of the 

mechunicnl engineering sector of Xoren that was st ..... died, 

increase sector-wide totnl su~ply cost by more than 3 per cent 

of total vnlue added for the limited numt.er of pr oducts involved 

in the study. 

(c) The absolute cost of neglect of interdependence is 

by no meanstrivial nnd is well euove cost of conducting studias 

that account for inter~e?endence. 

( d) For particular prod·..;.cts, the conventional benefit 
I 

cost analysis which neglects interdependence, · ma7 6i~e wrong 

results when the producta are a part of a sector that exhibits 

interdependence. 

(e) The use of prograr.iraing models hel~ in cvaluatin& 

the consequences of alternntive policies . The cost an~ or 

benefits of particular :x,licies cay be sicr.ifica.nt. 

(f) Progrm:icin3 models pr ovide a tcol to estiunte the 

benefits of reei~nal co-opernti ~n to individual countries and 

help in desiz)ling a.obefles ~r sharing c.f be:iefi ts. 
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From± a methodolo3ical point cf view the most significant 

contributi0~ of the r~searc~ is the demonctrati~n of tha use of 

larze nixed inte~er prograr.Ding models. 

(a) :Jlven without obtaininc; cloball7 optimut:1 solution, 

progrei::imin.z l!lOdels provide~ lot of insight. 

(b) ?roblec wit~ a fairly large number of integer variables 

ce.n be solved with r easonable costs . 

(c) With a syste....atic exploration of br:aak-evan analysis 

a number ci useful decision rules can be employed to eliminate 

significant number of inte~er variables. 

"*· Quality of Research 

'· The resea.rqh __ ts_ c,rtainly o:f a high calibre. Moreover, such 
research is hardly carried out outside the bank. 

5. Usefulness 

For LDCs 

Lar~e progrw:;oing c.od .. _s a.Ild partict::.larl j econuoy wide 

progrmm:.ing model2 create rui icpr~soion thct the visiJn behind 

the proces6 of development that nc,tivat~ such st~dies is one 

in wcich an elite ell knowiu: pler:i:.ing authority attnin econocic 

grolith through affectively allocating resources tc various 

sect~rs. Yet one need not share this vision b2fora one considers 

such oodels t0 be useful. ?recess industries cuch es iertilizers5 

cecent, etc., c~racterioed ~y ec~norriea o1 scale and relatively 

a snall nuuber of ) lant s, r.r~ the industries which er~ usaa.lly t~e 
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ones ,:hose development arc gu:.1ed and procoted by raost govern

ments of developing countries. Startine a few l ar ~e inciustrial 

projects is on~ of the easiest t ~ing that governments do to 

procote development. The plannine oodels developed by Bank's 

research llas the potential to improve the r ationality of 

government decisions in developing these scct0rs . 

However, this potential usefulness can be realised only 

if adequate II extension work ;i follows this Bank Research . 

We shall return to this later. 

For Bank 

Clearly, the studies related to specific ar~as must have 

been carried out in collaboration with the operations staff 

of the F.eeione.l Depart~ent concerned. The results sh0uld have 

been useful in guiding Bank's l ending operati ons, pr~vic2d they 

were nvailable in tice. (Thi~ I would like to explore ocre 

in talks with operations staff). But clearly lot of potenti cl 

is there for such work to be useful in Bank'~ activities. 

Fart of the work on the fertilizer sector plo.n for East 

Africa eight have been made irrelevant by the subsequent 

political development in Enst Africa nnd the break up of the 

economic union. Even then the n,)n-co,:•perati~n solutions could 

still have been useful to the policy runkers in the three couo.tries. 
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The · Banlc uay have a uz: · :ue cooparati ve aC:..rantage in 

carrying out studies such as the fertilizer study for East 

Africa that identify area& for regional cooperation and which 

facilitate the process of roalizi:cg such cooperation. .As an 

authority which lends money to the various countries of a 

region, it mny have ~ccess to data Dlld policy rnalters in the 

various countries. Moreover, ns a third ?arty its analysis cay 

be less suspect. On the other hand Bonk should also be inte

rested in proraoting such coopernti n that reduces need for 

credit in the region. 

6 Developoent of Research Capacity in L4C 

Though country specific sector studies should involve 

participation-of local persons, the research in this arec 

does not soeo to have involved adequate nucber oi persons 

from the LDC's and it seems t~ubtful if even i u the countries 

in which case studies have been carried cut, there vould be 

any capability to either update o.nd/or inpr·.::;ve the particule.r 

sector study or to · carry out a s:imih.r study for another 

sector. 

Creating research capability is a time consu.oine; task 

and learning by ~oing is an essentie.l element of developl!lent 

of research skills. Significs:..~t participation of resenrchers 

from the LDCs scecs to be ine.dequate. The cocp..:..l s ions of tine 
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bound research prosratr:1es, t~·- inconvenience of co~ 1unic:1tion 

across large distances El.Ild t~e convenienca of access to comput~rs 

and xerox machines arJ unlerstandable • .And yet the outcooe is 

regrettable. An effective prcBracce has to be ~esigned ~o 

facilitate participati~n of researchers fr~c the LDCs. 

7 Suggesticns for Research in Future 

(a) Consecueuces Jf Intc :..~de ·~ndence for ~:lan.."ling 

The findings ~f the Kor ean Mecb::m.ical Engineerinc 

Indust17 study raise a number of fund!lI!lental questivus r a~crding 

appropriate ,olicy measures for developing c~ch 

industries. 

non-process 

If econcci~s of scale and interdependence are icportnnt 

the industry developcent ought to be centrally planned. On the 
~ 

other hand, effective iopliL:lcntutionAcentral plrw'liling of a 

sector characterised by a large ~U!ilber of products and processes 

is difficult to say the least. Moreover , tae study elso finds 

that project appraisal techniques DZlY be inappr opriate and r:::ay 

give evoneous results cs it negl ects i nterdependence. Yet it 

cay be argued that the iopact of neelectine; inte~depcndenco on 
total 

the sectors/value adaad is scell ond cculd be neclected; the 

conventional project ap~r a isal techniques ere npprcpriate . 
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Nonetheless, the issue. are S'.::.:fficientl ~r ... :..ipcrtant for 

policy purposes that furtI::er e;q,lor:ltfon io called for. 

(b) Extention 

In order to bring the research results and the cethodo

logy developed to pra.ctioners, planners and Jclicy oakers in the 

LDCs considera.ble enount of "extension" work should be required. 

Writing r..anual s ~ccessible tc technical per sons, even 
- ~ 

,,hen the IilaDD.uals are written to i>e accesi;iible non-specialists, 
#i 

is only a beginning. ~Snort training cours~s ... W.:)Uld also 

be inadequate. What would be requir ~d is a cese study for a 

sector, which ic carried out with nn active p.-~rticipntion of a 

local teao or better skill, a. focal insti-tutivn. It m~y even 

be desirable t!u~t t~a studies be ccr~ied out by a local teac. 

Such ::: tudies oay be co- ordi .::.~ "'!d by Bank staff ~;ao arc 

fac.iliar with such r ~seorch work, ond should ce~tainly be 

financed by the Bank. Even when t::e s~ccess rate of such 

research is not high, it nay be considered e r.,~cessary invest

ment in building up r esearch ca~ability in LDCs. Such support 

should also include pr0vision of couputer hardware in the cane 

of ccn7 LDCs. A sector study bcsed on MI:;? models neecs 

convenient and substantial access to fairly l arge cocputers if 

the study is tv be com,let ed in reasonable ti~~. 
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( c) Approprio.te Techn·?l J ;;-z for Rural In~·.:.strial . 
DeveloPtlent. 

This set of studies bas viewed tae probleLlS of develop-

went in o purely t echnical woy. The objective h~s been to 

find least cost solutions. Institutio~l issues in the orga

nisation of sectors, in tl:.c difficulties c,f icplecente.tbn, or 

'in t!le realn. o:l selecti,·n of :;,101ic7 instrwnents hove b~en 

beyonci the scc,pe c,f these studies. 

And yet, with S:Jae additi .:-nal effort, one c:::,ttld have 

cade tJ:.:.ese studies throw sooe lig~t on issues of considercble 
I 

interest in LDCs. To wilet extent cou:c one dev~lop a decentre-
s.f:~""t+~~. · 

lized industr:ial? What are the costs of a rural based ,. 
ind-u.strinl development? What is t :.:.e iuplication for eoploy-

oent ~d income generation of developcent b~scd on s.ca.11 

ocale ind..istries? Th~se issues need to be cxpbred in a 

systecetic, techniccl ~d dispas~ionnte way. The models 

develc::,:ied to nee.sure the benefits of largeness should be of 

use to creasure the costs and benefits of saa.llness. 

In evaluatir-e the appropriateness or otherwise of techno

logy not cnly r el ative fcctor scarcities should be taken care of 

but also the li.ni tntions. of public ~olicy in using certain 

instruoents. Thus if inc ~c~ r edistribution policies are pcli

tically h~re to per3ue, cne nig~t lay an e~phasis on incooe 

ganer:ltion in selecting "a:;?propriate" techniques. 
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(d) Inotitutionel issues in I;:i?le~entation and 
Capacity Utilization 

- ( ll\~"4~.\-.-,~I {>ro.,....~_wai\.t~) 
Though the _Bank reseerch in this ar~a ies been useful 

" and has indicated benefit in exceos of costs, one cay still 

ask if there c.re the nest inportcnt issues that need to be 

researched. 

The probleQ of iopleoentation of projects and the 

efficiency with which even l aree industri~l prcjects are 

oper ated in cany LDCs aro perhaps of ouch greater consequence 

t:aan the sel ect ion of an optilaun set of ::,rejects . To wbat 
. 

extent delays in installation of capacit] wd inefficient use 

of installed capacity in lorec industrial projects ere due to 

improper organisation or due to inappropriate objectives of 

the _nnageoent or due to in~ Jerience ll!ld inad~~uate skills 

need to be exaoincd. T'ne potenticl coi~s •f being _able to 

design effective orgc.nisati~nal and instit~tionnl fron~works 

arc enc.roous . Horeov.c::: the Bnnk woul!i have a cor::rparative. 

advantage in carrying out resec.rch in this ar2a as it would be 

able to pull t ogether expe~ience froc a nUDber of col!D.tries with 

range of characteristics. 
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4 Work:ine paper m: .• 269 
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Structure", 1?75 ASS!.. Meetings , :;)ece1:;1:J,3r 1975. 
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of Stoutjesdijk-Westphal C?::mogr aph (7).) 

6 Westphal, L.Z. 11I:ictb.odol ogy of Investnent :Planning in 
the Non-pr;; ce?3S I:cdustries, 11 Februe.ry 1976. Fe.per 
prGsented at the CECii/r.:::.:.D Joint Ser:i.in.;"..r on Indus
trial Progro.:.ni n.?, , Yue:oslavia, l·i'.ll'ch 1976. (Note; 
This is a dra:Zt chapte: of 8t,:iutj~sdijk- ~/estphal 
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7 Stoutjesdijk, Ardy, .:md Westphal, Larry, (eds.) 
Industrial Invcstuent Anal•sis unQer Incrcasi 
~eturno. Avai l able chnpters1. 





DRAFT 
SRobinson:mc 
10/26/78 

Bank Research on Comparative Advantage, 

Trade Patterns and Economic Growth 

I. Past and Ongoing Research 

This paper describes Bank research under the general heading of 

"comparative advantage, trade patterns, and economic growth." While there have 

been a number of research projects in this general area, this paper will concen

trate on three ongoing projects: (1) RPO 671-05, Patterns of Industrial 

Development ("Patterns"); (2) RPO 671-32, A Comparative Study of the Sources 

of Industrial Growth and Structural Change ("Sources I"); and (3) RPO 671-79, 

The Sources of Growth and Productivity Change: A Comparative Analysis 

("Sources II"). Other projects will be referenced where appropriate. There 

is considerable overlap in this general area with the research described by 

·Professor Balassa on trade incentives, economic integration and export promotion 

1/ 
and the reader should also consult his paper.-

The discussion below will emphasize the importance of the research 

projects for country economic work. A different strand of research at the Bank 

deals with models of trade encompassing the entire world. The relevant research 

projects are: (1) a completed project done by Waelbroeck and Ginsburgh to build 

a relatively small general equilibrium model of world trade (RPO 670-07), and 

(2) a new project by Waelbroeck to build a larger world trade model for the 

World Development Report. The country modelling work to be done for the 

Sources II project described below is complementary to Waelbroeck's work. 

1/ Two completed research projects (RPO 670-19 and RPO 670-79) which focussed 
on the role of trade in particular regions (and which were based in the 
regional divisions) are also not discussed here. RPO 671-66 on LDC trade 
with Western Europe is covered by 13alassa's paper. 
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The Patterns and Sources projects have two basic aims. The first is 

methodological: to test the application of existing and new analytic methods 

for industrial analysis within the Bank. The second is to develop a body of 

comparative data that can be used both to uncover commonalities in the process 

of industrialization and to provide a basis for analyzing the experience of 

individual countries. The comparative nature of the projects als~ provides a 

useful framework for what might be called "analysis by exception." Exploring 

why countries or sectors deviate from the norm is often a good way to test 

hypotheses about the nature of the normal patterns. 

For Example, Korea and Taiwan have often been held up as exemplary 

cases of export-led growth. However, even casual comparison, let alone the 

more detailed analysis of the Patterns and Sources I projects, indicates that 

they are exceptional cases, quite different from the norm. One cannot expect 

that other countries can or will follow their example as part of some natural 

economic process. Instead, they have been much studied precisely because they 

are exceptional in the hope that lessons can be learned for other more typical 

countries. 

The Patterns project seeks to provide statistically estimated 

structural norms at both the macroeconomic (agriculture, industry, services) 

and multi-sector (two-digit manufacturing) levels. The methodology follows 

closely that of Chenery and Syrquin in viewing a country 1·s industrial 

structure as a function of its size, level of per capita income, and trade 

orientation. The project starts from a data base covering a large number of 

countries (about a hundred) over a roughly twenty-year period, and uses 

regression analysis to estimate common patterns. 

In the Sources I project, a multi-sector input-output model is used 

to determine the relative contributions of domestic demand growth, export 

expansion, import substitution and technological change to industrial growth 
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and structural change. The analysis is based on detailed input-output data 

(20-30 sectors) for a sample of eight countries (Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, 

Israel, Norway, Mexico, Colombia) for a few benchmark years over roughly a 

twenty-year period. This sort of data is much more difficult and expensive 

to assemble, hence it is necessary to restrict the analysis to a smaller group 

of countries than in the case of the Patterns project. 

In the Sources II project, the methodology of the Sources I project 

is being extended to explore the impact on growth and structural change at 

the multi-sector level of a variety of policies and factors, including 

growth in the supply and quality of factors of production. The project 

initially involves two countries (Korea and Turkey) and will also involve 

developing more detailed comparative data for one or two sub-sectors. A 

third country will be added later. 

The choice of level of aggregation at which to carry out a study 

is critically affected by the .nature of the questions being explored. Issues 

concerning industrial structure, such as examining the impact of trade and 

incentive policies, are best approached with multi-sector models. Sub-
' ' ' 

sector or project analysis is required where detailed questions of technology 

and institutional organization are concerned. However, it is very useful · to 

explore similar issues at more than one l evel of aggregation. 

For example, an integral part of the design of the Sources II project 

is a comparison across countries of one or two sub-sectors. The intent is to 

test at the sub-sector level hypotheses and assumptions that are part of the 

multi-sector analysis. Does the use of production functions and assumptions 

of profit maximization in a multi-sector model lead to results that are incom

patible with an analysis of behavior at the sub-sector level? Can a caref ul 

analysis of behavior at the sub- sector level be used to improve the speci fi-
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cation of behavior in a multi-sector model? Is the assumed responsiveness to 

policy variations at the multi-sector level compatible with observed behavior 

at the sub-sector level? 

One of the issues to be explored in the Sources II project is the role 

of changes in factor productivity in growth. The analysis will proceed at both 

the multi-sector and sub-sector levels. At the multi-sector lever, it is 

feasible to attempt to measure increases in total factor productivity within 

the framework of sectoral production functions. However, the specification 

of production technology at the sectoral level is so aggregate that it is 

difficult to analyze how and why technological change takes place. For example, 

variations across countries or over ti~e in measured factor productivity at the 

sectoral level may well be due to variations in the composition of output 

within the sectors. An examination both of the sub-sector composition of given 

sectors and of variations in factor productivity $rowth among sub-sectors is 

necessary for even an adequate description, let alone explanation, of productivity 

growth at the sectoral level. 

While varying in focus, level of aggregation and degree of country 
. . . 

detail, the three projects are quite complementary, both among themselves and 

with other research work in the Bank. They share with much of Professor Balassa's 

work a concern with the impact of trade policies. For example, Balassa has 

written on "A Stages Approach to Comparative Advantage" in which he argues that 

countries follow a sequence of import-substitution and export-expansion phases, 

with concomitant changes in their industrial structures. In the Sources I 

project, the issue of the existence of temporal sequences of changes in the 

structure of demand and production is one of the major themes of the comparative 

analysis. An examination of the changing role of domestic demand, export 

expansion, import substitution and technological change over time within given 
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countries reveals clear sequences of changes in the "engines of growth" both 

among sectors and among categories of demand. Regression analysis with the 

cross-country data from the Patterns project and a cross-country simulation 

model developed by Chenery and Syrquin as part of the Sources I. project have 

been used to explore the emergence of "early", "middle", and "late" sectors 

as countries grow over time. The question of the nature and causes of such 

sequences will also be one of the themes to be explored in the Sources II 

project. 

Any industrial analysis must take into account the linkages among 

industrial sectors. Input-output analysis provides perhaps the simplest model 

of how different sectors are linked through the fact that they require one 

another's outputs as inputs. The need to take such linkages into account, and 

the power of input-output analysis in doing so, has been amply demonstrated. 

There are, however, links other than the requirement for intermediate inputs 

through which indirect effects are manifested. Indeed, in market economies, 

the price system which equilibrates supply and demand balances across all the 

interrelated markets i~ an economy represents the most powerful mechanism by 

which changes are transmitted throughout the economy. 

For example, effective rates of protection (ERP's) are used to 

measure the extent to which domestic markets are distorted by tariffs and 

subsidies and also to measure the sectoral resource-pull effects of such 

protection. Input-output coefficients are used to measure the indirect link

ages among sectors. The analysis requires a number of rather strong assump

tions in order to provide theoretically appropriate indicators of the effects 

of protection. In addition to assumptions about production technology, one 

must assume that the country faces fixed world prices ~or both its exports 

and imports -- that it is a "small" country and that for efficiency 

domestic prices must lie between the export and import prices. In essence, 
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domestically produced and imported goods must be assumed to be perfect 

substitutes in use. None of these assumptions is really tenable in a variety 

of sectors and countries. When they are not satisfied, then the determination 

of comparative advantage depends on the interaction of supply and demand 

effects across all interrelated markets, with domestic prices no longer 

being rigidly linked to trade. 

The standard input-output model that underlies the Sources I project 

cannot be used to analyze the role of price variables, including the exchange 

rate, on the allocation of resources and on the structure of industry and 

t=ade. The Sources II project will rely on a general equilibrium model that 

explicitly incorporates prices (and price-responsive supply and demand functions 

at the sectoral level) endogenously into the model. Thus the Sources II project 

can explore, within its model framework, the role of policy variables such as the 

exchange rate, taxes, tariffs, subsidies and quotas all of which have their 

major impact through the workings of the price system. The fact that market

clearing prices are determined endogenously in the model allows a much more 

realistic specification of the mechanisms by which many policy instruments 

affect the economy. 

There are a number of other projects in the Bank that have used, 

or are using, the sort of computable general equilibrium model being used in 

the Sources II project. The first such model was developed by Adelman and 

Robinson to study the determinants of the distribution of income in Korea 

(RPO 670-06). Since then, models in the same tradition have been built for 

Brazil by Lysy and Taylor (RPO 670-09) and (cur1:ently) for Malaysia by 

Ahluwalia and Lysy (RPO 670-94). However, the model for the Sources II 

project is focussed on issues of trade and industrialization rather than on 

issues of income distribution. 
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While the model underlying the Sources II project can be seen as an 

extension of input-output planning models, it is quite different from the 

input-output model underlying the Sources I project. The data requirements 

are significantly greater (involving, in part, the construction of an economy

wide social accounting t!latrilc) and the explicit inclusion of price and policy 

variables leads to a model which requires significantly more computer 

1/ software to solve.-

II. Applications to Bank Operational Work 

All three projects have spun off contributions to operational and 

policy work within the Bank. With inputs from the division, the Patterns 

approach has been used in Bank economic work in several countries including 

India and Sri Lanka. The project has also provided analysis for the past and 

forthcoming World Development Reports. The Sources I project has become some

thing of a demonstration project for the use of input-output analysis. Division 

staff have used the approach in Bank missions to Korea and Yugoslavia. A model 

of Turkey which will provide the core of the comparative model in the Sources II 

project has been used extensively by EMENA in their analysis of Turkish 

development prospects over the next five years. Below, an example of how each 

of the three projects has been used in an operational application will be 

discussed. 

Patterns Project 

A recent application of the methodology of the Patterns project was 

made by Fred Moore (of IDF) for Sri Lanka, working with a country economist 

from the South Asia region. They used the data base developed for the project 

1/ See also the project on Social Accounting Matrices (Rl?O 671-27) under the 
direction of Graham Pyatt and Montek Ahluwalia, both of the DRC. 
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both to estimate norms they felt were appropriate and to compare the industrial 

structure of Sri Lanka with those norms. Although they looked at the norm 

equations that had been estimated as part of the project, they were also able 

to access the data set directly and, in fact, decided to estimate their own 

norm equations. 

The analysis of the comparative data from the Patterns project 

permitted a first "rough cut" at determining the distinctive features of 

Sri Lanka's industrial structure and how it had changed over time. Given the 

paucity of data for Sri L~~ka, it is impossible to do a detailed analysis of 

Sri Lanka's industrial structure and how it had changed over time. Given the 

paucity of data for Sri Lanka, it is impossible to do a detailed analysis of 

industrial structure, relating it to past policy regimes. However, a 

relatively aggregated comparative analysis does provide a starting point 

for relating changes in ,the structure of the economy to past development 

strategies. While clearly not sufficient for a thorough understanding of 

the industrial sector, such an analysis does provide a framework for 

analyzing other scattered data. It also has the major advantage that it 

can be done quickly and cheaply now that the comparative data are easily 

accessible. 

Sources I Project 

In 1977, Y. Kubo and K. Jordan (both of the industry division) 

worked with the Yugoslav country economists on a basic mission for Yugoslavia • .. 
Their first task was to evaluate and complete the necessary input-output 

data base and then use it to explore the consistency of the Yugoslav plan. 

In this task, they used the basic input-output model to determine whether 

the targetted gross outputs and final demands by sectors were consistent 

given the intermediate goods requirements. 
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Their second task was to explore the feasibility of the plan, 

rather than its consistency. The question was not whether the plan targets 

"added up", but whether they were reasonable given past Yugoslav performance. 

In this task, they used the "decomposition of growth'' analysis developed as 

part of the Sources I project to determine the past relative contributions 

to total growth of domestic demand expansion, export expansion, import 

substitution and change in input-output coefficients. One of their findings 

was that the planned extent of ·import substitution appeared much too ambitious, 

both in aggregate and in individual sectors. In general, while the plan 

seemed to be internally consistent, their analysis raised a number of questions 

as to its feasibility.l/ 

In judging the "reasonableness" of the plan, comparisons were made 

of the plan projections with Yugoslav performance in the past. It would also 

have been very useful to be able to compare Yugoslav actual and planned 

performance with that in other countries, such as the eight countries in the 

Sources I project. However, at the time the work was done the comparative 

data were not available. 

Sources II Project 

In the past year, K. Dervif and S. Robinson (both of the industry 

division) have been working on an economy-wide, general equilibrium model of 

Turkey. The development of such a model of Turkey was discussed with the 

Region as part of the division's contribution to a plan-review mission to 

Turkey. In fact, the mission was postponed and the analysis has been used 

to date in work by the region on: (1) the CPP (Country Program Paper), (2) the 

program loan application for Turkey, and (3) the joint Bank - IMF negotiations 

1/ The results of the analysis are described in the grey-cover mission report, 
"Yugoslavia: Self-Management Socialism and the Challenges of Development," 
Re,ort Number 1615a-YU. The relevant parts are Part III, chapters II, IV, 
V, and VII and Appendix VIII. 
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with Turkey. The plan-review mission is currently expected to go to Turkey 

early next year. 

The major issue facing Turkey is the impact of the current foreign

exchange crisis on future growth. A number of important policy questions 

arise. Should Turkey devalue? By how much? What will be the impact on future 

growth of not devaluing? By how much and in which sectors can they expand 
,• 

exports? What will be the impact on growth of severe import rationing? How 

will different policy regimes affect the structure of industry? The analysis 

1/ 
focused on these issues, using the general equilibrium model as a framework.-

While important, the model exercise was not the only component of the 

analysis. For example, work was done on the relationship between imports and 

growth in Turkey over the last twenty years based on data developed for the Sources 

I project, as well as on the model analysis. As noted above, the data bases deve

loped for both the Patterns and Sources projects are extremely useful for this 

sort of analysis. 

Applications: Conclusions 

Experience with these projects yields some lessons on how to 

disseminate the results of research so that they can be made useful to Bank 

operations. First, foremost and most obvious, both the region and the 

researchers must allocate adequate time to the process. In all three of the 

examples discussed above, the region formally allocated time for country 

economists to work with members of the division. Second, a particular 

methodology must be adapted so that it meets the needs of the region. In 

the Sri Lanka application of the Patterns methodology, new regression 

equations were estimated. In the Turkey application, the new model had to 

1/ The results of the analysis are described in a paper by Dervi~ and 
Robinson, "The Foreign Exchange Gap, Growth and Industrial Strategy in 
Turkey: 1973-1983". 
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be integrated with the software from an earlier model so that the region could 

have the results in a standard format. 11 The need for such adaptation is 

virtually inevitable and the research should be designed to make the process 

as simple as possible. For example, the data for the Patterns project have 

been collected into a data bank that is well documented and accessi ble to any 

user.!/ The comparative data from the Sources I project are also being 

collected in a common format and a software package is available that can be 

used to manipulate the data quickly and easily. 

The fundamental operational justification for these research projects 

is to develop methodologies that can be used beyond the boundaries of the 

particular projects and to provide a body of comparative data against which 

individual country experience can be measured. Repeated applications should 

not require new research projects, but should evolve as part of the operational 

support activities arising from the project. For example, the input-output 

methodology used in the Sources I project was applied to Yugoslavia, which is 

not one of the countries in the project when the research project was only about 

half completed. Eventually, the methodology should become part of the standard 

analytical apparatus of operation work. 

III. Future Research 

The first priority for the current fiscal year is to complete the 

Patterns and Sources I projects, both of which are in their final stages. The 

Sources II project will start up gradually, finally requiring a level of Bank 

staff involvement comparable to the Patterns and Sources I projects together. 

1/ The earlier model, called the Revis,ed Minimum Standard Model (RMSM) is an 
accounting based model developed in the Economic Analysis and Projections 
Department. 

The data bank is described in a paper by N. Poduval, "Data Bank and Data 
Management Programs for Analyzing Patterns of Industrial Development," 
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The Sources II project represents the division's first work in the general · 

area of total factor productivity. To start with, the work will be descriptive 

both to develop in-house expertise on the theoretical issues surrounding the 

measurement of total factor productivity and to gain experience in its 

application. It will very likely prove to be an important area for future 

research, both at the multi-sector and sub-sector levels. 

It is difficult to foretell at this point what should be the mix of 

levels and issues for analysis in research projects in the future. If the 

analysis of productivity change and its contribution to growth becomes an 

important focus, the balance of work will probably shift away from macroeconomic 

analysis and towards sub-sector work. The integration of multi-sector and 

sub-sector work may well prove to be a major area of emphasis. The application 

of multi-sector models such as the input-output model underlying the Sources I 

project will probably move out of the research phase and become part of the 

division's work for operational support activities. Operational spinoffs 

from the Sources II project such as the Turkey model will require more time 

and resources since the methodology is both newer and more complex. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. David L. Gordon, Chairman 

TO: Industry and Trade Steering Group DATE: October 27, 1978 

.. ' ,'1 , I • I ~,l 
• FROM: Bar end A. de Vries liQ.J.,U:,itf. d,t.. v~ 1 

SUBJECT: Meeting on Employment and Industrial Dev~lopment: Issues 
Institutions, Small Scale Industry and Interaction with Large 

(October 23 1978) 

1. The meeting discussed the attached papers by Messrs. Anderson 
and de Vries reviewing the status of the ongoing Small Enterprise Study, 
some other features of the SME sector work and certain ideas about new 
topics in SME research. 

2. The discussion of the Small Enterprise Study brought out several 
important features: 

(a) The Study is complex and comprehensive, and it will require 
a great deal of work to synthetize its findings and apply them operationally. 
It was suggested that a series of in-depth working sessions would help the 
researchers in focussing their work; this might be done in one or more 
general sessions, and sessions specifically dealing with the three countries 
where the Study is conducting SME surveys (Colombia, India and the Philippines), 
with participation of the Regions, CPS and DPS. 

(b) The Study should arrive at an assessment of the impact of 
alternative policies on the development of small in relation to large industries. 
Subsequently, more detailed research might be undertaken on the costs and bene
fits of alternative policies; future surveys (of the type now being conducted) 
might be designed with this in mind. 

(c) The Study should also cover SMEs outside the manufacturing sector. 

(d) It was hoped that the Study would bring out the dynamic aspects 
of the growth of individual industries, e.g., certain classes of small enter
prise, though large sources of employment at one point in time, may decline in 
importance over time; in other cases changes in market conditions or develop
ments in technology might greatly alter their competitiveness. 

(e) A study of small enterprise development could usefully cover 
the implications of certain infrastructure programs for demand of products of 
SMEs (materials and equipment for education and government buildings were cited 
as examples). (It was suggested that this aspect might best be studied under 
the Bank's project loans.) 

3. The discussion endorsed several topics for future research: 

(a) Cross-country analysis of transaction costs, lending procedures, 
bank charges and interest rate policies (see D. Anderson's note). 

(b) Cross-country evaluation of effectiveness of institutional 
arrangements in support of SHE development. This would cover both technical 
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and technological assistance, as well as training, operational assistance, 
etc., (see both notes). 

(c) Further industry-focussed research: what can be learned from 
available literature and experience about the growth path of individual indus
tries; scale requirements and economies; the impact of different market sizes, 
technological development and development stage of the country on the industry, 
and vice versa. 

Attachments 

Cleared by: Messrs . Gordon and Anderson 

Dsitribution: Industry and Trade Steering Group 

BAdV:vrr 



TO: 

FROM: 

Industry and Trade Research Steer~ng Group 

Dennis Anderson, DEDER 

DRAFT (For Meeting of 
Industry and Trade Research 
Steering Group) 

DATE: October 23, 1978 

SUBJECT: Small-Scale Enterprise Study 

The attached table provides a country by country sununary of the 
various studies that are being financed by the project, and the approximate 
completion dates. I believe everyone is now familiar with how we have 
organized the work--a review of the literature; a comparative analysis of 
the historical patterns of output, earnings and employment in small and 
large enterprises in several countries; supplemented by what Ian Little called 
"boreholes" (enterprise surveys) in selected countries. 

In· addition, we have established links with other research institutions. 
The most promising is one that Mariluz Cortes has established with a v~nezuelan 
team, who are to do a study (out of their own finances) parallel to the one that 1 

she is doing in Colombia. 

· ·Results Expected 

Most of the relevant policies have been d,i.scussed estensively, and·. 
also recently cndor$ed in a Bank Policy and an Issues paper • . It is unlikely that 
we shall say anything new in ·general terms, rega~ding, for example, the importance 
o! cost reflecting interest rates; tariffs; export promotion; incentives for 
subcontracting; infrastructure; and technical assistance and credit. Briefly, 
it is my hope;·that three useful things will emerge from the research. 

(1) We can reduce some of the uncertainties behind 
the policies by providing a fuller description 
than we have had before about how small enterprises 
function, their role in providing employment and 
earnings opportunities at various levels of a 
country's development, and some of the transformations 
1..nat take place with urbanization, market growth and 
changes in f~ctor prices. 

(2) We should emerge with more reliable criterior, for 
identifying and appraising small enterprise projects. 
Most projects (including those initiated in deveJoping 
countries) have an "employment creation" objective, and 
are justified iu terms of their apparently low cost per 
11job created. 11 For a number of reasons \'le need a new 
~riterion based on the expected capacity of these programs 
to raise earnings and output levels of the low income 
("target") groups. 

(3) We should also be beginning to emerge with a better 
understnnding of the "demand" for supporting services and credit, 
and also of some of the barri ers to widening the credit operation~ 
of development and commercial banks towards small enterprises. 
4)evelopnent and comrne.rcinl banking is growing yery fast in 
most countries; but the percentage of le1)dirig to activities 
employing most of the l.i.bor outside _agriculture is extremely 
small.) 
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Possible Future Proposals 

(1) I believe we need to initiate a cross-country study of 
transaction costs, lending procedures, bank service charges and interest 
rate polici es. Some countries have introduced fair ly innovative credi t 
lines and an evaluation of them would be desirable in the interests of 
improving our understanding of the problems of widening access to 
institutional credit. 

(2) Similarly, a cross-country evaluation of technical assistance 
and other programs would seem desirable. 

(3) On completion of the present phase-of our research, surveys 
into more industries are required, again to improve our understanding of 
some of the. transformations that take place within the manufacturing sector. 
(Our present surveys are naturally covering only a limited range ofindustries 
at the five digit level--see table.) 

Distribution; Messrs. Balassa, Fuchs, Gulhati, Moore, Richardson, Waide 
_and Westphal , , • 

cc: Mr. David L. Gordon 
Mr. B. de Vries 
Mr. ~. B. King 
Mr. E • . Stoutjesdijk 
·}i;r. M.· W~ .Leiserson 
Mr. D. Mazumdar 
Ms. M. Cortes 

··-~. ·.•· 
.... 



. "TABLE 

... .... Summary of Studies B.eing Undertaken 
·as ·Part of RPO on Small Enterprise Development 

Country/Subject 

Korea and Taiwan 

"Desk study." Examines changes over time 
of outputs, employment, labor intensities and 
efficiencies of small, medium and large enterprises; 

-Expected Completion 
····'Date · 

urban-rural contrasts; demand linkages _Preliminary draft available, 

· ·.- ·Japan 

, Historical study of role of small 
enterprise fn Japan's economy; links to 
_agricultural and industrial development; 
analysis of institutional framework and 
policies adopted. 

· ·colombia 

(1) Study of SSE development over 

, 

time and between regions; birth and death rates of 
small enterpri~es; labor intensities of 
large and small; regional and urban-rural 
contrasts. 

(2) Survey of SSEs in the mechanical 
engineering sector (agricultural implements, 
pumps and compressors, cookers and ovens). 
This part of the survey is now done, and is 
to be extended in the next six months to 
include surveys in textiles, and various 
food processing·activities (milk and 
dairy and bakeries). 

India 

(1) Case study of role of SSEs in the 
Indian economy, with special emphasis on 
regional differences. An in-depth study of 
the textile industry. 

(2) Survey of four industries in 
Delhi-Western U.P. Hachine tools, shoes, 
printing, soap. 

Preliminary draft available. 

, ;. 

Preliminary draft available. 

July 1979. 

July 1979. 

July 1979. 

' . . 
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Country/Subject 

' India 

Expected Completion 
· · · · · · · ·nate 

(3) Survey of 3-4 industries in 
Eastern U.P. Probably metal products, cotton 
weaving and one or·two of the following: bakery 
pro~ucts, wood products, machine tools. September 1979. 

· 'Philippines 

(1) Study of SSE development over 
time and between regions, in relation to 
industrialization and agricultural policies 
persued. Survey to establish enterprise 
birth, growth.and failure rates. 

(2) Evaluation of credit and 
technical assistance programs, supplemented 
by interviews with 100 enterprises and with 
the branch level staff of commercial and 
development banks. 

Nigeria 

"Desk reviews" of quality of 
existing information on SSEs. Study is to 
examine patterns of output and employment 
and other characteristics of SSEs in Kano 
district. (The only area for which detailed 
information are available.) 

Africa 

· Desk review of literature and 
information on SSEs in various countries 
(Egypt, Kenya, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Ghana 
and others). 

· ·other Studies ·in Progress 

(1) Review of Literature. 

(2) Methods of estimating costs 
and benefits of SSE projects involving 
credit and technical assistance. 

(3)' Collaboration with other 
research institutions in Venezuela; 
possible extension of SSE research in 
l"hilippincs as part of the technical 
assistance component of an Urban 
Development Project; small survey of 
rural industries in Mexico, a;:; part of 
supervision of PIDER II project 
{collaboration with CFS), 

March 1979. 

~arch 1979. 

November 78. 

January 1979. 

July 1979. 

September 1979. 

Undetermined. 

, .. 

.-. . ,~. 



EMPLOYMENT AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: 
ISSUES, INSTITUTIONS, SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY AND INTERACTION WITH LARGE 

1. Ongoing Research. New research initiatives in this area will have 
to await · identification of major gaps in the ongoing Little-Anderson SSE 

·research project. (Mr. Anderson will report on the status of this project.) 
I would expect that more systematic work will be needed on the efficiency of 
SSE, although the project will generate some data and analysis on ~his topic. 
This note deals with major issues concerning the employment effects of 
industrialization confronted by industrial sector work and on which new 
~~search not included in current:. research projects i_s ne~de·d . 

.. 
2. Balance Between Small and Large Industry. Industrial sector work 
now benefits from an increasing amount of data on SME economics (firm size 
distribution by industry, labor intensity, capital efficiency, etc.), but it 
has no comparative framework within which to judge whether. a country has g0ne 
too far or done too little in small industry or, conversely, in capj_tal 
intensive large scale industry. As a proxy ,-,e try to test the adequacy and 
effectiveness of SHE policies and institutions in order to judge whether 
enough is being do11e for industrial employment cre~tion. We analyze capital; . 
favoring biases in industrial and trade policies, as ·well .as the viabili~y 
of specific large .scale· industrial investments in c rcier to judge whether a . 
country is leaning too heavily toward the latter. These types of analyses should 
usefully be supplemented by more systematic work on what constitutes a proper 
balance between la~ge and small scale industry, and what policy instruments 
are effective in strengthening the linkages between these two. Research on 
industrial development patterns (cross-country a·nalysis allowing for different 

.size, orientation and stage of development) throws light on "norms" for 
industrial output, investment, composition and trade in manufactures. This 
research, however, was not designed to give guidance on wh~t is' a proper 
balance between light and heavy industries and among industries in which large 
or small firms dominate. 

3. In this context research should also-be undertaken on the indirect 
employmen·t benefits of capital intensive industrial projects, the way their 
design can be:. adopted toward increasing the employment elasticity and, more 
broadly, the way in which these projects have fitted into countries' industrial 
and . employment strategies. · 

4. Technology. Our research on technology substitution of labor for 
capital -- has been focussed mainly on choice in a few specific industries, 
viz., me~hanical and textiles. The research on textiles has an operational 
orientation, but it is too early to say what in fact will be its practical 
impact. 

5. In small :tndustry (SSI) we face a broader question, namely, what 
difference, ' if any, would better info!'mation ·on technological choices make in 
investment design. We are interested in this question because we want to make 
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sure (a) that SSI entrepreneurs have adequate assistance (including informa
tion) in making ·sensible investment decisions and running their plant and 
(b) that "indigenous" and low-capital technology gets a reasonable chance. 
Ultimately, we are interested in seeing that the involvement of intermediaries 

· (our borrowers) in SSI extends to technological/technical assistance and makes 
use of this assistance in its own sub-project appraisal p~ocess. 

6. IDFD earlier made a research proposal which would have tested the 
.effectiveness of technological assistance and of the local ·and external 
institutions deliverin~ it. The Research Committee asked for a revision of 

. the proposal, pending further elaboration making the methodology more precise. 
· Weare now considering some preliminary survey work in the Philippines, and 

possibly in other countries, before defining what more research is called for. 
The Colombia survey under the Little-Anderson project also has a technological 
component which should throw light on this issue. In my view, this continues 
to be an important area for considering new--research: 

7. Effectiveness of SSI Institutions. The institutional set up for 
technological/technical assistance is a part of a broader network of ins.ti
tutions, dealing with loan and equity financing, management, industrial 
extension, worker training, etc. The Bank makes use of these institutions 
in extending its assistance to SSEs.· · Since we are now gaining experience on 
SSE financing in several ·countries (but still have a long way to go toward 
o~r objective), we should benefit from an assessment of the effectiveness of,, . 
these institutions in promoting sound SSE development. This· type of researc~, 
in the view of many, should not be hamstrung by a rigid quan~itative methodology. 

, 

Barend A. de Vries 
September 29, 1978 



Division of Public and Private Finance 
Outline of Divisional Work Program 

V. 'J (sl_o ..ff-

I. General Thrust of Work Program 

The major areas of the Division's work relate to: (a) the Fiscal 

Structure, and (b) Financial Structure and Capital Markets. The Fiscal 

Structure - revenue and debt structures and expenditure and investment 

patterns - affects the behaviour pattern of households and enterprises and 

thus has a considerable impact on the functioning of product, factor and 

financial markets. The financial Structure and Capital Markets have a 

direct impact on the mobilisation, allocation and use of real resources. 

Both the Fiscal and Financial Structures condition not only the patterns 

of saving, investment and output, but also have an impact on income and 

wealth distribution. 

Since fiscal-financial structure and policies have a pervasive 

impact on the pace and pattern of development, and since these constitute 

two major policy instruments, research and policy-oriented studies in 

these areas have direct relevance for the regional and operational depart

ments of the World Bank (particul.arly with regard to their policy dialogue 

with the LDCs) as well as the policy makers in the LDCs. 

II. Research 

A. Fiscal Structure 

There are two specific research projects relating to the fiscal 

structure: Public Expenditures Study (RPO 670-96) and the Public Enter

prises Study (RPO 671-71). The first relates to the distributional impact 

of public expenditures in Malaysia; this study is largely completed 
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and is currently being edited for publication as a monograph. Several 

research papers based on the data specially collected for this study 

are under preparation. 

The second study relates to the Management and Organisational 

Structures of Public Sector Manufacturing Enterprises. For a variety 

of objectives, governments in the LDCs have entered the fiel d of 

industry. The efficiency of these enterprises in relation to the 

explicit or implicit objectives would depend on their managerial and 

organizational structures and the policy environment in which they 

operate. The broad purpose of this study is to identify the nature 

and characteristics of the structures and policy environment that are 

consistent with the efficiency and growth of such enterprises. The 

pilot phase of the study - to be completed by June 1980 - concentrates 

on public enterprises in India, Yugoslavia, Egypt and Italy. The 

second phase of the project would be undertaken in FY81. 

B. Financial Structure and Capital Markets 

In this area, there are five inter-related research projects: 

Capital Market Imperfections and Economic Development (RPO 671-69), 

Commercial Bank Behaviour (RPO 671-25), Informal Credit Markets (RPO 

671-65), Impact of Social Security Institutions on Resource Mobiliza

tion and Allocation (ECDPF85) and Financial Structure and Technology 

Policy (ECDPF93). 

The Capital Market Imperfections Study seeks to relate market 

imperfections to real resource costs of lending and borrowing. These 

transactions costs are the crucial variable which accounts for the 

fragmentation and segmentation of the LDC capital markets. The broad 
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purpose is to identify the nature and the characteristics of financial 

innovations and policy interventions that reduce these costs and thus 

lower the costs of lending and borrowing and narrow the interest rate 

differentials. Such progressive integration of the capital markets 

would remove the bias of the financial structure against the tra

ditional sector and the sector of small enterprise and thus have 

favourable saving, investment, output and distribution effects. The 

exploratory phase of this project is likely to be completed by June 

1979 and the second phase by June 1981. 

Three dominating parts of the capital markets in the LDCs are: 

(a) Commercial Banks, (b) Informal Credit Markets and (c) Social 

Security Institutions. Their impact on the mobilization and alloca

tion of resources and on the integration of capital markets generally 

is the theme of these research projects. All of them are likely to 

be completed by September 1979. The second phase of the Informal 

Credit Markets Project will be completed by June 1981. 

The Financial Structure and Technology Policy Project empha

sises the link between technical assistance - to promote creative 

adaptation of modern technology - and reduction of costs of lending 

and borrowing and seeks to evaluate the impact of Technical Con

sultancy Services and the Multi-Service Agencies set up by the 

financial institutions on the promotion of small-medium enterprises 

in India. · This experiment is unique and has relevance for the other 

LDCs. This project is likely to be completed by June 1980. 

C. Research Preparation (RES 02) 

Two projects are being formulated in the area of Fiscal 
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Structure and Policies: (a) Impact of Government Purchase Policy on 

Promotion of Small Enterprises and Indigenous Technology; and (b) 

Rural Resource Mobilization. Government purchase policy in several 

countries - both developed and developing - is deliberately used as 

a policy instrument for promoting small enterprises and indigenous 

technology. The broad purpose is to evaluate its effectiveness and 

to find out under what circumstances it has 'promotional' effects and 

under what circumstances it has 'protective' and other effects. The 

other project - Rural Resource Mobilization - seeks to concentrate on 
- -

the relationship between rural socio-economic institutions and resource 

mobilization for rural development. The preparatory work is likely to 

be completed by June 1979 and after that if they appear to be promis

ing, they would be undertaken during FYSO and FY81. 

III. Operational Support 

There are three types of missions in which the Division par

ticipates: (a) Technical Assistance - Advisory; (b) those related to 

Research; and (c) such missions for which there is a pressing demand 

from the regions. The missions to Kenya (FY78) and one mission to 

Indonesia (FY78) relate to (a), while missions to Ivory Coast and 

Pakistan relate to category (b). (One related to the Capital Market 

Study and the other to preparatory work on Rural Resource Mobilization.) 

Missions to Mauritius, Indonesia (second), and Jamaica relate 

to category (c). Mali mission was a special mission to do preparatory 

work for subsequent detailed health sector study, relating to Basic Needs 

Strategy. 
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We would prefer missions in the (a) and (b) categories; (a) 

enables us to apply our tentative research results and insights to 

specific contexts, while (b) helps directly in our research. But it 

would not be possible to say "no" to some pressing demands by the 

regions. We are unable to meet even half the demands for this type 

of mission. However, the category (c) missions are also useful in 

getting some insights for research and in understanding the specificity 

of some structural characteristics of the fiscal-financial context. 

IV. Participation in WDR II 

The Division is also engaged in preparing a background paper 

as part of the World Development Report II exercise. The Division's 

study is addressed to the developmental problems of the 25 major 

mineral-exporting countries. More specifically, it draws attention 

to the short- and medium-term problems that often beset mineral 

economies: lagging non-mineral exports and poor export diversifica

tion performance, low growth in agricultural production and rising 

food imports, high rates of inflation, extreme dualism, etc. It 

offers policy recommendations for meeting these problems and for the 

long-term development strategies of mineral economies. Work on this 

study commenced in mid-July 1978 and will be completed by mid-November 

1978. 

V. Comments 

The Division has made it a practice of discussing preliminary 

research ideas with the IDF, IFC, OED and EDI, and - IMF (Central Banking 

and Fiscal Affairs Departments). It is only after such discussion that 
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specific research projects are identified. Even after the formulation, 

the projects are discussed with these departments. The paper on Research 

Program and Its Rationale was widely distributed for comments, which 

have been very constructive. Thus, the relevance of the research under

taken is ensured long before the projects are undertaken. 



ATTACHMENT I 

Operational Support 

Man-Weeks - October 1 1 1977 to September 30, 1978 

Country Type of Mission Field Work-Date Staff Members Man-Weeks Research Ass't. Man-Weeks 

1. Kenya Technical Assistance March 1978 Bhatt/Nankani 20 Saito 15 

2. Indonesia Technical Assistance March/April 1978 Kee 10 

3. Ivory Coast Financial Mission July/August 1978 Dellalfar 20 

4. Pakistan Special Mission July/August 1978 Ysuf 10 

5. Indonesia Basic Economic Mission Oct. /Nov. 1977 ·Kee 20 

6. Jamaica Econmic Updating Jan/Feb. 1978 Yusuf 12 

7. Thailand Bank Economic Mission November 1977 Meerman 15 

8. Mauritius Special Eco. Mission Jul/Aug. 1978 Kee 12 

9. Mali Special Nankani 10 

Total 129 15 



I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

ATTACHMENT 2 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

MAN-WEEKS (FY79 AND FY80) 

RPO 

(a) 670-96 (Public Expenditures) 
(b) 671-71 (Public Enterprises) 
(c) 671-69 (Capital Market 

Imperfections) 
(d) 671-25 (Commercial Bank 

Behaviour) 
(e) 671-65 (Informal Credit 

Markets) 
(f) 671-59 (Small Enterprise 

Study) 

RES02 (a) Rural Resource 
Mobilization 

(b) Government Purchase 
Policy 

Sub-total 

In-house Studies 

(a) Social Security 
Institutions (ECDPF85) 

(b) Financial Structure and 
Technology Policy (ECDPF93) 

Sub-total 

Operational Support 

WDR II/Special Tasks 

Miscellaneous 

(Seminars and CSW) 

Total 

MAA 

Total 

Staff 

15 
40 

40 

9 

4 

15 

8 

131 

4 

12 

16 

125 

16 

21 

309 

21 

FY79 

Consultants 

18 
60 

16 

20 

36 

150 

12 

70 

82 

232 

R/A 

11 

15 

4 

4 

16 

50 

12 

12 

14 

10 

6 

92 

Staff 

36 

42 

10 

34 

25 

137 

10 

10 

125 

16 

21 

309 

21 

FY80 

Consultants R/ A 
18 
60 11 

20 24 

40 4 

25 11 

25 

188 50 

50 10 

50 10 

15 

10 

6 

238 91 



TO: 

FROM: 

l JECT: 

OFFICE fVlEMORANDUM 
Mr. Hollis B, Chenery DATE. December 13, 1977, 

r 

Bela Balassa 

Research Requirements in Industry and Trade 

1. In response to your memo of November 10th, Messrs. Balassa, 
de Vries, Keesing, Laursen, Moore, Walstedt, Weigel, and Westphal met to 
discuss future research requirements in industry and trade. There was 
general agreement that the resources presently available for research in 
these areas are inadequate for the Bank's needs. At the same time, the 
participants at the meeting agreed that first priority should·be given to 
ensuring the practical application and dissemination of research results. 
There is further need to extend research in areas presently under study, 
so as to establish a "critical mass", and to undertake research and 
establish a capability at the Bank for continuing work on manufactured 
products. This would require, even excluding research on additional worth
while subjects, a simultaneous increase in manpower and in research funds. 

2. The need for practical applications and dissemination is particularly 
apparent in regard to the highly successful research project on Programming 
in the Manufacturing Sector. It is of further importance to ensure that 
research on development strategies finds operational application in country 
work. 

3. Among research areas in industry, the research project underway 
on small-scale industries would require a follow-up as well as practi~al 
applications •. Topics of interest in this area include the efficiency of 
small-scale industry, subcontracting, and the choice of technology. The 
latter subject is of more general interest, transcending the scope of 
small-scale industry, and a research program on the subject is being 
developed. This would cover, among other things, the availability of 
labor-intensive techniques and the motivati on on the choice of techniques. 

4. Several research areas bridge the fields of industry and trade. 
In conjunction with the need to establish a capability for continui ng work 
on manufactured products, it is proposed to examine prospective changes 
in industrial location as between developed and developing countries in 
regard to intermediate products and engineering industries. 

S. AEtaulg intermediate products, steel, petrochemicals, paper and 
fertilizers offer particular interest; in some instances this would build 
on existing Bank work. In the case of these products, existing information 
on new investments should be consolidated, together with demand projections, 
in a model framework so as to indicate efficient locational patterns and 
to serve as a guide for Bank investments and policy advising. In the case 
of engineering industries, the international division of the production 
process through the trade of parts, components, and accessories offers 
special interest. 
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6. . Changes in industrial location are influenced by the policies 
followed in the developing countries and by market constraints in 
developed countries.. As to the former, studies on the experience of semi
industrial countries would need to be complemented by work on manufacturing 
growth in non-industrial countries and in natural resource-rich countries. 

7. Market constraints in developed countries would need to be examined 
on an industry-by-industry basis in the United States, Western Europe and 
Japan. In this connection, attention would n~ ~d to be given to the extent 
of market penetration, the "danger points" that may trigger protectionist 
pressur es, and the replacement in the markets of developed countries of 
other developed country suppliers by developing country exporters. In the . 
case of Japan, resistance· to market penetration by developing countries and 
these countries taking over Japanese markets of textiles offer particular 
interest. 

8. Another research area worth exploring is intra-LDC trade. This 
could be defined after the completion of Mr. Laursen's paper on the subject. 
The economic effects of national self-sufficiency in foodgrains could also 
be usefully examined, together with possible alternatives, including regional 
self-sufficiency and participation in international trade. A further topic 
of interest for the New International Economic Order in general, and the 
UNCTAD commodity schemes in particular, is the structure of marketing and 
the resulting distribution of the gains from trade among producers, traders, 
and consumers, in selected primary commodities. 

9. These are some other research areas relating to industry that may 
be worth pursuing. They include the financing of industrial development, 
including the growth of financial intermediaries;the financing and insurance 
of the exports of machinery and equipment;· the operation of public 
enterprises; and second-best shadow pricing rules for industrial investment. 

- - . - . --· ···- . --· -- .. . . . - . . . -· - . . " - . . 
10. A memorandum on "Topics for Industrial Research, written by 
Mr. Moore is enclosed. .This-memorandum.- complements the medium-term draft 
program on trade and commodities that was distributed on December 7th. 

cc: Messrs. Qureshi, Fuchs, Gordon, de Vries, Hyde, Moore, 
Keesing, Laursen, Walstedt, Westphal, Weigel 

DPS Directors, Trade Steering Group 

Enclosure 
BBalassa:nc 



TO: 

~ROM: 

t 
Jt=:CT: 

.OFFICE . MEMORANDUM 
See Distribution 

Frederick T. Moor!~ 

Topics for Industry Research 

DA TE: December 5, 1977 

At the meeting this morning I agreed to write down the list of 
topics for research in industry that I had. These topics are of concern 
in operational work and most of them could be undertaken in the form of 
case studies. 

1. Small Scale Industries: There are a number of sub-topics here, 
but a key question that needs to be addressed is: Are SSI efficient 
users of capital and labor, and if so, in what industries? So far the 
Bank's programs have accepted that SSE are efficient users as an act of 
faith. There is little hard evidence to back this up. 

2. Programming Models in Industry. This work got off slowly and has 
had real success in the Egypt fertilizer model, the SE Asia and India 
models. The work in this area is in immediate danger of being terminated. 
There is a whole "cascade" of modelling work that needs to be pursued: 
investment planning in a sector for a country; allocation of output within 
firms in the industry (the locational aspects are important); planning 
output within the firm; linking sector models to obtain an economy-wide 
model; inter-country locational models for investment and output planning. 
A continuing effort is imperative or we lose momentum. 

3. Studies of the engineering industries (or ·call them capital goods 
or machinery). These industries are critical for industrial development 
because of several char~cte-;is_tics; th~Y. t~~d __ ;_~_b_e_~;fic;:ien_t _at .~.1?_.:1:11 .. 
scale; they tend to be labor-intensive; the demand is highly income elastic; 
they have strong backt.;ard and forward linkages·; and·, there are definit·e 
export possibilities. Case studies are needed. 

4. Financial institutions and industrial growth: The Bank has a long 
history of lending to financial intermediaries. A fresh look is needed at 
the relationship between the growth of these institutions and industries 
growth requirements. What kinds of specialization are called for? When? 
What are the conditions precedent and the conditions for · success? What 
incentives and policies will stimulate the right kind of development? How 
should the future Bank programs be aimed? Included here are problems of 
establishing cap1tal markets and venture capital types of institutions. 

5. World location of industrial canacitv: The Bank should take a hard 
look at the targets of the Lima Conference on the location of capacity of 
key industries in LDC's. Will it happen autolT'..:ttically? Will it be 
efficient? What are the gains and losses in trade and in market control? 
What are appropriate Bank responses? 

6. Public sec~or behavior and performance: Huch of industrial lend-
ing goes to public sector corporations. We need to know much more about 
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their relative efficiency, whether they are really implementing multiple 
objectives, what· measures should be applied to them, etc. Case studies 
plus other studies on decision-making in these circumstances are required. 

Finally, there is another research project, that does notfit 
neatly into the industrial framework, but is nonetheless important: 

7. Short-cut methods of shadow oricing and second-beJt 
in industrial projects. This is one I hope to formulate as 
project (with D. Schydlowsky) and present to the committee. 
follow-on to the project started by B. Balassa. 

aoplications 
a research 
It is a 

I suggest, in the write up, there be a separate section on trade 
and on industry. 

Distribution: 

FTM:adh 

Messrs. Balassa, B. King, de Vries, Weigel, Westphal, Keesing, 
Walstedt, Laursen. 

Messrs. Gordon, Chanmugam, Hyde 
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1/ 
· Bank Research on Industrial Technology-

LEWestphal 
11/22/78 

The nature of industrial technology has been of central. concern 

to Bank research in several areas: 

sub-sector investment analysis, with particular reference to 
the process industries (e.g., fertilizer); 

industrial organization, with emphasis on the role of small and 
medium enterprises; 

industrial capacity utilization; and, 

capital-labor substitution, with greatest attention to the 
non-process industries, specifically mechanical engineering. 

Research in the first two areas is discussed in separate notes, and will 

here be mentioned only in passing. In turn, research on technological 

change is anticipated in the future, so that priorities in this area 

are also discussed below, in the concluding section. 

Capacity Utilization 

Contrary to what might be expected given relative capital and 

labor scarcities, rates of industrial capacity utilization appear typically 

to be lower in developing countries than in the industrially advanced 

countries. This observation has led to the suggestion that it might be 

possible to secure increased output and employment in many developing 

countries without additional investment, simply by increasing capacity 

ut"i.lization. The reasons for low utilization and means to increase it have 

been explored in two Bank projects -- ''Utilization of Industrial Capacity 

1/ Draft for the Industry and Trade Research Steering Group. 
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in Five Latin American Countries" (RPO 670-25) and "Industrial Capacity 

Utilization" (RPO 670-95). 

The quality of readily available data on industrial capacity 

utilization in most developing countries is quite poor. An imP.ortant 

contribution of these projects has been to develop quite simple yet 

meaningful indicators of capacity utilization, and very carefully to 

estimate rates of utilization for a number of countries, making possible 

cross-country comparative analysis. Thse data indicate that utilization 

rates in the countries surveyed are indeed quite low, that they differ 

among countries and industries, and that at least a part of the variation 

across industries can be explained on the basis of technological 

characteristics. 

As to the reasons for low utilization, the research indicates 

that a variety of policies across a number of fields (e.g., licensing of 

various forms, restrictive labor legislation) have played an important role 

in some countries. However, at least some of the research casts considerable 

doubt on the expectation that greatly increased capacity utilization could 

be achieved through changes in these policies alone. Here a variety of 

micro-economic cum institutional constraints are cited, including factors 

such as the shortage of skilled labor, inadequate provision of transporta

tion and other social infrastructure for workers not on the first shift, 

individual preferences regarding work scheduling, and the understandable 

reluctance of small scale entrepreneurs to delegate operational management 

of their firms. 
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As regards their operational relevance, these projects were 

intended to have a general impact, to increase awareness of issues 

concerning capacity utilization, to provide empirical estimates as well 

as illustrative case studies of explanatory factors, and to reach policy 

conclusions at the specific country level as well as more generally. 

The potential impact has yet to be realized, and awaits the preparation 

of an integrated survey to distill the principal results of the various 

pieces of research conducted under these projects. Without such a survey, 

operational economists lack convenient access to empirically documented 

approaches tJ policy-focused analysis of industrial capacity utilization.Y 

Mechanical Engineering 

Bank research centered on mechanical engineering began with the 

project "Programming in the Manufacturing Sector" (RPO 670-24). The aim:of 

this project was to test means of incorporating interdependence among industrial 

activities into formal project identification and selection methods. For com

pleteness of coverage, case studies were carried out for both a process and a 

non-process industry; these were respectively fertilizer and mechanical engineering 

The single most important difference between the process and non

process industries is found in the nature of the processing facilities used in 

production. Corresponding to the prevalence of multi-pu:i:,,ose processing 

facilities in the former but not in the latter industries, economies of 

specialization as distinct from economies of scale usin~ unchan~ed 

1/ A synthesizing monograph is forthcoming from the "Industrial Capacity 
Utilization" project, but it will r2lllain to reconcile the results of 
this project with those of its companion. 
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production methods -- play an important role only in the non-process 

industries.lf Economies of specialization, in turn, lead to importtant 

interdependencies among the choices of processing facilities across a 

-iotentially ~,ast number of products. 

:~~3 : ~rm oi inc~rdapendence makes the choice c; p=o juction 

technology to produce any individual product dependent not only upon the 

volume of demand for the specific product but also upon the volumes of 

demand for a large number of related products which may share processing 

facilities with the product in question. However, given the volumes of 

demand, appropriate degrees of specialization across processing facilities 

can -- to a first approximation -- be determined on the basis of 

engineering judgment. Initial research into investment analysis for 

mechanical engineering activities under the "Programming ••• " project 

exploited this fact. With respect to each of a set of interdependent 

?roducts, and given forecasted demand levels for the final products within 

the set, an analytical model was designed that focuses on the decision 

whether to produce locally or to purchase from external sources. The 

model is not explicitly concerned with determining appropriate degrees of 

specialization; this determination takes place through the estimation of 

the model's parameters by engineers. 

In short, the model is intended to provide an initial comparative 

advantage ranking of possible import substituting production activities 

prior to the detailed design of specific products. Engineers and industry 

specialists familiar with the model's a~perimental application to Korea appear :~ 

find that it provides useful quantitative information that facilities the 

1/ In the process industries, processing facilities are typically single-purpose 
and product specific, usually at the plant level. In contrast, where sing~a
purpose processing facilities are found in the non-process industries, it is 
generally at the machine or shop level. Multi-purpose processing facilities 
in the mechanical engineering sector range from individual machines such as 
drill· presses through integrated facilities such as foundries. 
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incorporation of two types of interdependence into project identification 

work. The first results from the use of common components and sub-assembl ies; the 

second from the sharing of multi-purpose pr ocessing facilities. Both underlyi ng 

phenomena are extremely important, for they determine the extent to which economies 

of scale may be exploited through increasing the utilization of indivisible pro

cessing facilities. 

Capital-Labor Substitution in Mechanical Engineering 

The desire explicitly to incorporate economies of specialization into 

investment analysis for a non-process industry was one of the factors that prompted 

the project "The Scope for Capital-Labor Substitution in the Mechanical Engineering 

Industry'' (RPO 670-23). However, the primary concern was to estimate the degree 

of capital-labor substitution feasible in typical mechanical engineering activities , 

to perm.it careful forecasting of the response of employment to possible changes in 

the economic environment, for example, changes in relative £~~tor prices. In this 

-respect, the project represented a case study aimed at the growing concern with 

means to enhance employment generation. 11 Additional justification was found in 

the importance of the mechanical engineering industry to industrial development, 

particularly as a "carrier" of technological change. 

This research has involved translating engineering data regarding 

individual tasks into a format that permits economic analysis of choice of 

technology. It has led to the conclusion that the scope for capital-labor sub

stitution is quite wide at low levels of output, but that it narrows markedly at 

higher volume s of production owing to eocnomies of specialization which strongly 

!/ Bank research on employment generation through incustrial development and 
c~ the s ccp e for capital-labor substitution in inciustry began with the 
project "Employment and Capital-Labor Substitution" (RPO 670-54 ) . This 
exploratory project solicited a number of individual studies by eminent 
consultants, but for a variety of reasons it did not lead anywhere. I t is 
thus not further discussed in this note. 
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favor capital intensive techniques. Moreover, the results underscore the 

critical importance of efficiently organizing production among processing 

facilities so as to achieve the proper balance between capacity sharing in multi

purpose facilities and specialized production using single-purpose facilities. 

The research carried out under this project suggests a methodology whereby 

economies of specialization may be incorporated into investment analysis, but it 

remains to articulate the details of the approach. Its promise appears greatest 

where the number of possible investments is limited and substantial gains can be 

achieved by exploiting possibilities for sharing expensive and specialized pro

cessing facilities among different activities involving disparate end products. 

In such cases, the methodology would greatly facilitate identification of the most 

advantageous possibilities for sharing expensive equipment; identification would 

be at a level of analysis meaningful to project design engineers. 

Through the IFC, staff working on this research bec~e familiar with th1 

effort by Mexico's Nacional Financiera to promote the production of plant equipment. 

The project identification task confronting Nacional Financiera happens exactly to 

fit the circumstances under which the methodology's promise appears greatest, so 

that a proposal simultaneously to articulate and apply the approach was made. A 

final decision has yet to be made, but it appears that lack of financing will lead 

to rejection of this proposal. However, the proposal's chances of acceptance would 

obviously have been greater were the methodology already ful1y articulated. 

Appropriate Industrial Technology 

The project "Scope for Capital-Labor Substitution ••• " also investigated 

differences between indigenously produced and imported machinery as seen from the 

perspective of using industries in a developing country. While falling within the 

genre of "choice of technology" case studies, this part of the project had the 

explicit purpose to investigate why existing machinery producers in developing 

countries have been unable to capture a larger share of the market for many types of 
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machinery. The resulting case study was thus directly addressed to under

standing the behavior of producers in choosing among technologies, as opposed 

simply to analyzing the implications of the physical embodiment of technologies 

in processing facilities. 

The focus was on the choice of textile weaving equipment in Korea, 
. 

where the "curiosity" to be explained was the choice by many textile producers of 

imported looms costing two-to-three times as much as the locally produced equipment. 

Broadly speaking, the explanation could be found in one or several of four reasons: 

different varieties of cloth require different types of looms; Korean looms embody 

a generally inefficient technology; government policies (e.g., that result in higher 

interest rates to finance the purchase of indigenous looms) discriminate against the 

use of indigenous looms; and, Korean textile producers do not choose ~ong · 

technologies to maximize profits. The research found that the labor intensive 

technology embodied in localiy produced looms was generally m9;e appropriate on 9 

-economic grounds than the capital intensive technologies embodied in the more 

. 1/ 
highly automated, imported looms.- The explanation for the choice of imported 

looms was typically found in government incentives that favored their selection. 

The case study just discussed complements a large number of similar 

studies undertaken outside the Bank over the past several years. To bring the 

conclusions of the entire body of recent "choice of technology." research into the 

Bank's thinking, a survey was commissioned under the "Appropriate Industrial 

Technology" (RPO 671-51) project. The objective of this survey is, in the first 

instance, to attempt a rough impressionistic estimate of the macro-economic con

sequences of choosing inappropriate versus appropriate technologies, in order to 

1/ A similar research project in the IFC, investigating choices made by some of 
its client firms, also concludes that there is wide scope for capital-labor 
substitution in textiles production. 
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establish the relative importance of technological choice as a determinant of 

industrial development performance with respect to employment generation. 

The survey demonstrates that choice among technologies is possible 

in many industrial activities without sacrificing efficiency, and moreover that 

alternative choices can have a pronounced impact on the employment (and output) 

generated by a given volume of investment. Different profit r~tes are also 

associated with alternative choices of technology, with more labor intensive 

technologies yielding higher profits at lower wages. But, choice of technology 

is obviously not the only determinant of profit rates; the efficiency with which 

a particular technology is utilized is of equal importance. The question that 

arises in this connection is whether entrepreneurs find it as profitable to 

search for more appropriate technologies as to achieve greater efficiency with a 

technology that may not be profit maximizing at full efficiency. This is not a 

moot issue, as cdsts are entailed to search for alternative technologies, just as 

effort must be expended to improve eff"i.ciency. 

The second objective of the survey is thus to consider possible means 

of facilitating entrepreneurial selection of economically appropriate technologies 

The means selected for rather intensive review is the promotion of capital goods 

production by the developing countries, which appears to offer several advantages. 

First, several case studies reported in the literature find that locally produced 

equipment embodies a more appropriate technology than does imported equipment 

the case of Korean looms is not unique in this respect. Second, developing 

countries can produce some types of equipment more cheaply than can developed 

countries, particularly the types of equipment likely to be used by small and 

medium scale enterprises. Third, marketing of such equipment, both domestically 

and through export, lowers the cost of access to alternative technologies.'; In 

turn, promotion of capital goods production in developing countries is an 

activity in which the Bank could become directly involved through its lending. 
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A separate, second phase of the "Appropriate Industrial Technology" 

project (given a separate RPO number, 671-77) has resulted from involvement of the 

researchers in reYiewing the choice of technology for a Bank-financed textile pro

ject. At issue was the adequacy of the assessment that led to the selection of a 

more highly automated technology than had been found eocnomically appropri ate f or 

similar production in Korea, but in this case for a project to be located i n a 

country far less industrially deYeloped than Korea. This phase of the r esearch 

has as its objectives, first, to amass the body of data needed to assess 

technological choices within textiles production, and second, to under t ake an 

assessment for a hypothetical project similar in nature to that reviewed initially . 

Particularly important is that this phase, unlike the first (and equally, unlike 

most previous "choice of technology" case studies), is to be carried out j oint ly 

by operationally oriented engineers and research minded economists. Previ ous 

• 
studies by the latter have typically not proved convincing to -the former ; it is -
hop~d that a joint effort may resolve some of the issues that remain out st anding . 

Relevance of Past acd On-going Research 

It is evident that the research on industrial techn~logy surveyed abov e 

is micro economic and empirical. This orientation is also found in the other 

research not surveyed here, and equally in the more recent w~rk on trad e and 

industrial strategy. There is no substitute for micro empirical research t o 

achieve soundly based policy prescripcions if an appreciation of technological 

factors, particularly as they interact with institutional elements, is r equi red . 

A case in point is the research on industrial capacity utilization: a clear 

understanding of the significant constraints to achieving much higher utilization 

came only as a result of such research. The design of practically orient ed 

methods of investment analysis also requires firm grounding in ~icro empirical 

research. 
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Micro empirical research focused on policy assessment and advising 

at the country leve~ has obvious relevance, but needs to be disseminated 

effectively. In turn, as in the case of work under the "Appropriate Industrial 

Technology'' project, micro empirical research may also be oriented toward the 

Bank's own policies and procedures. This work, like that on investment analysis 

in mechanical engineering, is in its infancy as regards its dissemination to and 

assimilation by decision-makers and operational staff. To the degree that such 

work is focused on project identification and design, it should eventually affect 

decision making at the project level. But first it will be necessary to gain 

multi-disciplinary acceptance, which will doubtless require that the researchers 

become more actively involved in operational project focused work. 

It is also evident that much of the research has involved the case study 

approach, where generalizability is a serious issue. However, there is often no 

viable alternative. A case in point is the re~arch on econo.mies of specializatiL_ -in mechanical engineering: economies of specialization can be understood only 

with respect to specific cases. Lags in dissemination have unfortunately retarded 

the vetting process that is required to probe the $eneralizability of case study 

research regarding mechanical engineering. 

The case studies undertaken to date have not been isolated pieces of 

research. Firstly, they have been designed to be responsive to important issues in 

the Bank's industrial lending. There is nonetheless much work yet to be done to 

demonstrate their relevance to operational staff. Secondly, subsequent case 

studies have built on the foundations laid by their predecessors. In this respect 

the research staff have achieved a distinct comparative advantage in certain 

areas, for example, choice of technology and mechanical engineering. 
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Future Research 

No further research is planned on industrial capacity utilization, 

through f arther effort with regard to dissemination is needed. In turn, a 

great deal more further work is required to capitalize on research involving 

mechanical engineering. Apart from making the results of this research 

accessible, two tasks are deserving of priority. First is the detailed arti

culation of the methodology for incorporating economies of specialization~ 

equivalently, capital-labor substitution~ into investment analysis and testing 

cum demonstration of the methodology. Second is the use of what has been learned 

about the organization of production to address issues regarding the role of small 

and medium scale versus large scale enterprises • .b' 

The identification of priorities for further research in the general 

area of choice of technology awaits more complete discussion of the results from the 

first phase of the "Appropriate Indt?'strial Technology" projec~. These results 

suggest that further work may be warranted to investigate: 

the influence on technology selection and project design of 
consulting engineers having different backgrounds; 

the prospects for increasing the production of capital goods in 
developing countries, with special attention to trade in machinery 
among developing countries; 

the diffusion of industrial knowledge, with empahsis on institution 
building possibilities; and, 

the use of used equipment, and possibilities for increasing trade 
in used equipment. 

1/ The research suggests that a high degree of specialization is required to 
achieve efficiency at small scale. But, factors not involving production 
technology~ such as costs of distribution and forces leading to product 
differentiation weaken this argument and need equally to be taken into 
account. 
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Complementary work is already underway with respect to the last two of these 

areas under the aegis of research on small and medium sclae enterpr is es. Surveys 

undertaken for this research examine the sources of t echnological information as 

well as the use of used equipment among firms in several countries. 

Finally, in part as a result of the recent emergence of new style 

projects aimed to build up the capacity for indigenous technological change, 

operational staff have recently argued that priority should be given to research 

centered on technological change. Research staff have also been drawn to this 

conclusion, as a result of finding that there is no sharp line dividing 

technological change from other processes that improve industrial performance. 

Among the possible foci for research in this area, two are under 

active discussion. The first would seek to complement research sponsored under 

IDB/ECLA auspices that has documented the purvasiveness of technological change 

in several Latin America.i. countreis. This research needs to?~ supplemented 

with similar investigations of technological change in countries following more 

outward-looking industrialization strategies, to determine the influence of 

industrialization strategy on the extent, pace, and direction of technological 

change. In this connection, exports of technology by the semi-industrial countries 

may be particularly deserving of attention, for it "Neuld equally cast light on an 

important means of technology transfer among developing countries. In turn, 

further work on the mechanical engineering industry, specifically to assess its 

role in the process of technological change as the supplier of capital goods, 

also appears warranted, and would profit from the Bank's previous research on 

mechanical engineering. 

Finally discussion of priorities for future research must also consider 

staffing constraints. Present staff resources are stretched thinly across perhaps 

too many areas, with evident implications for dissemination as well as for startin_ 
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work in new areas. Without additional resources, shifts in the direction of 

research will either be slow in coming or take place at the expense of realizing 

the full relevance of past research • 

• 
• 



Bank Research on Incentives and Domestic Resource Costs; 
Economic Integration in Developing Countries; 

and Export Promotion and Market Access 

Bela Balassa 

I. Incentives and Domestic Resource Costs 

Past and Ongoing Research 

Bank research on incentives began with the "The Structure of 

Protection in Developing Countries" research project in 1967. The research 

project, the findings of which were published in book form in 1971, 

provided an evaluation of the system of protection applied in developing 

countries. This was done by estimating effective rates of protection for 

Brazil, Chile~ Mexico, Malaysia, and Pakistan, and analysing the economic 

cost of protection in these countries. Estimates were also reported for a 

developed country, Norway. 

For greater comparability, subsequent work concentrated on semi

industrial countries. Furthermore, the scope of the investigation was extended 

to cover -- in addition to protective measures -- credit and tax incentives, and to 

estimate effective rates of subsidy that incorporate all these incentive 

measures. This was done in the "Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial 

Countries" research project (RPO 670-01) that also analyzed relative 

incentives provided to exports and to import substitution in countries following 

different development strategies, including Argentina, Colombia, Israel, 

Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan. The findings of the research project were 

incorporated in a volume that is under consideration by the Bank's Publication 

Committee. 
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In the framework of the "Industrial Policies and Economic 

Integration in Western Africa" research project (RPO 671-87 ) , indicators of 

incentives as well as of domestic resource costs have been estimated for 

Ghana, Ivory Coast, Mali, and Senegal, so as to compare the incentives 

received by particular economic activities and their social profitability. 

In regard to agriculture, estimates .have be~n made for various commodities 

produced in several regions and by the use of alternative techniq~es. Within 

the manufacturing sector, indicators of incentives and resource costs have 

been estimatad on a firm-by-firm basis while earlier studies relied on 

input-output tables. 

Draft versions of the individual studies are l vailable and have 

been communicated to the individual governments. A summary paper "Comparative 

Advantage and Economic Integration in Western Africa" has also been prepared, 

examining the implications of the results for the extra-area and the intra

area trade of the West African countries. 

Applications 

An early summary of the findings of "The Structure of Protection 

in Developing Countries," with emphasis on the policy implications of the 

results,was circulated in the Bank as EC-175, "Industrial Protection in 

Developing Countries" in 1970. The discussion of the findings contributed 

to the increased emphasis given in country economic reports and policy 

analyses to the cost of protection in countries oriented towards import 

substitution and to the need for outward orientation. It also led to several 

in-house estimates of effective protection, including Nicaragua and Iran. 
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The circulation of working papers derived from the "Development 

Strategies in Semi-Industrial Countries" research project (in particular, 

"Reforming the System of Incentives in Developing Countries" and "Export 

Incentives and Export Performance in Developing Countries") and seminars 

based thereon have also contributed to an increased outward orientation of 

Bank work. Furthermore, the study on Argentina appears to have influenced 

the policy adopted in the mid-seventies and it has led to a new application 

of the methodology commissioned by the Argentine government. With the 

prominent positions assumed by their authors (Research Director of the Bank 

of Israel; Vice-President of the Korean Development Institute; Economic 

Adviser to the Prime Minister of Singapore; and Minister without Portfolio 

and Deputy Governor of the Bank of China, respectively), the studies on 

Israel, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwa~ too, have affected economic policy-making 

in the countries concerned. Finally, advisory reports prepared for - the 

governments of several developing countries and published in a volume under 

the title "Policy Reform in Developing Countries" have influenced the policies 

adopted by some of the countries concerned. 

The Senegal study of .the Western Africa research project has led to 

the preparation of a tariff and tax reform, to which the author of the study 

has made a substantial contribution. The reform of the incentive system was 

also in preparation in the Ivory Coast but it has aborted as a result of 

political changes. Finally, the recommendations made in the Mali study have 

led to an investment project financed by the Bank. 

The methodology of the Western Africa research project has been applied 

in the Bank to agriculture as well as to industry. The Agricultural . 

Projects Department sponsored a comparative investigation of 
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agricultural pricing, "Price Intervention in Agriculture" (RPO 671-39), 

which has entailed estimating indicators of incentives and domestic resource 

costs. The methodology has al·so been utilized in industrial sector studies 

of Cameroon and Nigeria, the former in the framework of an industrial 

mission and the latter in the form of a special mission financed by the 

Nigerian government. Finally, a study of domestic resource costs in agri

cultural and industrial activities in Bangladesh, "International Trade Policy 

for the Development of Bangladesh" (RPO 6.71-75) is under way. 

Future Work 

There are requests for the application of the effective protection/ 

subsidy-domestic resource cost methodology on the part of several Regional 

Offices. DPS resources available for country applications of the method

ology are severely limited, however, and the situation is similar 

in the Regional Offices. Resources to carry out such studies·may be made 

available by increasing staff in the DPS, CPS, or the Regional Offices; 

alternatively, funds for hiring consultants may be provided in the research 

budget and/or in the budgets of the Regional Offices. 

Particular interest attaches to applying the effective protection/ 

subsidy-domestic resource cost methodology in non-industrial countries, and 

resource-rich countries, where little research has been done so far. Such studies 

may be part of an investigation of alternative stategies for industrialization in 

these countries. A study of Tanzania, for example, would permit examining the 

implications of a basic needs-oriented approach to international trade. 

Country applications of the effective protection/subsidy-domestic 

resource cost methodology may be made in semi-industrial and industrializing coun

tries as the need arises. The Bank should also monitor the trade policies followe( 
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by thes e countr ies and of f er pol icy advice. However, f urther r es earc h 

on countr i es that have es t ablished an industrial base would br ing diminishing 

retur ns. Possible except i ons a r e resear ch on r ec en t po l icy changes and on 

an ef fic i ent i mport subst i tut ion-export promoti on seque~ce . 

A paper is planned on policy reactions to external shocks, such as 

the oil crisis, the 1973-74 recession, food shortages, world inflation, and 

the "new protectionism" in selected developing countries. In turn, research 

on the import substitution-export promotion sequence would require the develop

ment of an appropriate methodology. 

II. Economic Integration in Developing Countries 

Past and Ongoing Research 

Reference has been made above to the paper "Comparative Advantage 

and Economic Integration in Western Africa" that summarized the preliminary 

findings of the research project on Western Africa (RPO 671-35). The paper 

has also dealt with the obstacles to economic integration in the region and 

• 
made recommendations for alleviating these obstacles. An earlier paper 

"Types of Economic Integration" compared integration efforts in developing 

countries with those in developed and in socialist countries. In turn, 

"Economic Integration among Developing Countries" examined past experience 

with integration via trade liberalization and the so-called project approach, 

with recommendations made for the future. An analysis of the costs and 

benefits of the project approach is provided in the Fertilia 3tudy on East 

Africa, carried out in the frameT,,lork of the "Programming in the Manufacturing 

Sector" (RPO 670-24) research project. Finally, a report on the past experience 

and future prospects of regional integration in the Caribbean 

under the title "Commonwealth Caribbean: The Integration Experience." 
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Aoplications 

The Bank has not played an important role in promoting regional 

integration in developing countries. It has financed, however, several regional 

infrastructure projects as well as an industrial project, the CIMAO plant in 

Togo that will sell cement in the Ghana and the Ivory Coast as well. Also, 

a study was prepared on regional specialization in fertilizer for ASEAN and 

assistance was provided on a similar study, the Andean Common Market. 

Furthermore, apart from the report on economic integration in the 

Caribbean referred to earlier, an industrial sector report examined economic 

integration in Central America. Finally , two advisory reports "Tariffs and 

Trade Policy in the Andean Common Market" and "Guidelines for the Common 

External Tariff of the Andean Common Market" were prepared with the purpose 

of aiding the establishment of the common external tariff in the Andean 

Common Market. 

Future Work 

.. 

Economic integration among developing countries presents important 

policy issues for the Bank. Topics of interest include experience with 

past integration schemes, in particular as far as agreements on industrial 

specialization are concerned; future possibilities for regional integration 

by the use of tariff preferences and through industrial specialization 

agreements; and the benefits and costs of inter-regional trade among develop

ing countries in the framework of preferential trade agreements for collective 

self-reliance. 

Among these topics, a paper is under preparation on intra-industry 

specialization in developing countries. It is also planned to examine how 
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specialization agreements can be oriented towards ensuring international 

competitiveness. It would further be desirable to undertake work on the experience 

of complementarity agreements in LAFTA and of soecialization ;:111l"P.P.mPnt.~ in th"' 

Andean Common Market. 

III. Export Promotion and Market Access 

Past and Ongoing Research 

Issues related to exports arise on the supply side as well as on the 

demand side. On the side of supply, inc~ntives and institutional factors 

will affect exports. In the framework of RPO 671-10, "Promotion of Non

traditional Exports" the experience of a number of countries with export 

promotion was analyzed. Work on Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico 

was carried out under the auspices of ECLA while papers on India, Israel, 

Korea, and Yugoslavia were prepared by Bank staff-members and consultants. 

The paper on India alao draws on work done in RPO 670-21 "Export Promotion 

and Preferences: India." 

The research project on "Export Incentives in Developing Countries" 

(RPO 671-35) utilizes the effective protection/subsidy-domestic resource cost 

methodology to analyze the incentives granted to, and the social profitability 

of, exports on the firm level in Greece, Korea, Pakistan; work on Brazil has 

not started yet, Apart from .incentives, the research project considers the 

institutional aspects of export promotion, including marketing. 

RPO 671-56, "Marketing Manufactured Exports" concentrates on the 

role of marketing in the development of textile exports from Colombia. In 

turn, the "Key Institutions and Expansion of Manufactured Exports" research 

project (RPO 671-68) examines the role of marketing effects of national firms, 

trading companies, foreign buyers, and multinational corporations in regard to 
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manufactured exports from developing countries, and considers the institutional 

implications of promoting these exports. 

As regards factors affecting demand for the manufactured exports of 

the developing countries, RPO 670-20 "Industrialization and Trade Policies 

for the 1970s" focused on adjustment policies in the developed nations. For 

several years, this project was not followed up by further research. It 

has since been concluded, however, that the Bank has a role to play in this 

area,in part to help Bank operations in manufacturing and in .part to provide 

assistance in policy advisory work. 

The emergence of new protectionism in developed countries was 

discussed in "World Trade and the International Economy: Trends, Prospects, 

and Policies." Also, a paper is being prepared on the employment effects 

of trade in manufactured goods between developed and developing countries, 

• with separate consideration given to different skill levels. ·· 
• 

A systematic analysis of market penetration by developing country 

exports, the factors determining protectionist actions in the developed 

coµntries, and the experience of selected industries where protectionist 

measures have been taken is carried out in a series of research projects utilizing 

a common .methodology. They include RPO 671-67, "Effects of Increased Import 

of Manufactured Goods from Developing Countries" in the United States, the 

manufacturing export part of RPO 671-66 on Western Europe, and RPO 671-82, 

covering Australia, Canada, and Japan. 
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Applications 

Increased demand for policy-related work in the trade area has 

emerged in recent years, reflecting interest among policy makers in both 

the developed and developing countries, and an increasing role of the Bank 

in policy analysis. Several papers on trade trends and issues, drawing to 

a considerable extent on research done in the area
1

were prepared as background 

for World Development Report 1978, and additional papers on these issues are 

being prepared as background for next year's report. 

Work on trade in electronics and electrical machinery, textiles 

and clothing, and non-electrical machinery carried out by the Development 

Economics Department represents a mixture of original research and applications. 

This work has been well received but its continuation and extension into 

other industries such as footwear is threatened by staff limitations, caused 

partly by expanded demand for po~icy work. 

Future Work 

Bank work on policy issues is likely to lead to demand for further 

research in this area. This demand is in part met by monitoring protectionist 

actions taken by developed countries. Further interest attaches to evaluating 

the impact of newly imposed protectionist measures in developed countries on 

the export industries of the developing countries. Finally, the studies of 

institutional and marketing aspects of export promotion, which now focus 

mainly on consumer goods sold in developed country markets, may be extended to 

capital goods industries. 

The continuation of work on trade in electronics and electrical 

machinery, textiles and clothing, and non-electrical machinery is of consider-
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able importance to developing countries, and may be followed by studies on 

auch product groups as footwear and transport equipment. Given the rapidly 

increasing share of these commodities in the exports of developing countries, 

this work should be put on a regular basis by providing the necessary staff 

resources. 

Among intermediate products, steel, fertilizer, and petrochemicals 

offer possibilities for exportation and for import substitution in the develop

ing countries and are subject to Bank lending. In the case of steel and 

fertilizer, work presently carried out in different departments would need 

to be coordinated. Given its importance for developing countries, it would 

further be desirable to undertake work on petrochemicals on a continuous 

basis, involving projections of supply, demand, as well as prices. More 

generally, further extension of co11D11odity work to processed primary products 

would be desirable. 

Moreover, it would be desirable to provide for the updating of 

information collected in the research projects on market penetration once 

they will have been completed. The updating of information on marketing 

channels would also be useful, possibly in the framework of the industry 

studies referred to above. 



Introduction 

REVISED DRAFT 
AStoutjesdijk:crs 
Nov. 27, 1978 

PROGRAJ.'1MING IN THE HANUFACTURING SECTOR.1/ 

RPO 670-24 

This note is a brief synopsis of history, objectives, achievements, 

failures, and issues for the future, relating to research project Rl'O 670-24, 

Programming in the Manufacturing Sector. Given the need for brevity, 

this note cannot do full justice to any of the above aspects. The main 

purpose is not to provide the full background for an~~ evaluation, but 

to convey a sense for the potential of this line of work in and outside the 

Bank, and to g~erate a discussion on where to go from here. 

Background 

The project was begun in late 1970, initially exclusively by 

consultants, by the (then) Basic Research Center, as an independent comp~nent 

of the Center's work program focused on the importance of interdependence in 

economic analysis. Specifically, the project was to address the question of 

interdependence within the industrial sector, taking the existence of 

economies of scale explicitly into account. 

At the time the research was begun, several contributions to the 

literature had established that, in principle~ techniques could be designed 

that enabled the analyst to incorporate the phenomenon of economies of scale 

into sectoral investment analysis. These contributions demonstrated that 

the technique of mixed-integer programI!ling could be employed successfully 

l/ This review has benefitted from comments and suggestions made by 
members of the Trade and Industry Steering Group. 
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to quantify the impact of economies of scale on the design of an investment 

program.l/ However, the case-studies mostly focused on highly aggregated 

industrial activities, placed in the context of greatly simplified represen

tations of reality, and were not designed to yield operationally useful 

results. Even then, they demonstrated that the computational co~lexity of 

the available techniques of analysis were enormous: one model took 40 hours 

of computer time to solve, In light of that experience, it seemed highly 

unlikely that much further work was soon going to be undertaken in this area 

in a university environment. This was unfortunate, as th~se early attempts 

showed that, at last, an approach had been developed that could lead to the 

formalization of project identification and sectoral investment analysis in 

the presence of economies of scale. Under those circumstances, it was felt 

that a major research effort under World Bank auspices was justified. 

Objectives 

Initially, the main objective of the research program was to assess 

the feasibility of quantifying the impact of interdependence, including the 

effect of economies of_ scale, in the context of an operationally meaningful 

specification of an investment problem, As the work progressed, however, 

and feasibility was clearly demonstrated for various industrial sectors, the 

1/ Mixed-integer programming is a variant of the technique of linear pro
gramming, differing from the latter only in the sense that some of the 
variables must assume integer values, usually zero or one. The integer 
variables are associated with the investment costs in such a manner that 
if a plant is built, the corresponding integer variable . is forced to 
assume the value one, thereby activating a fixed charge on plant con
struction, and to zero if a plant is not built and consequently no 
investment cost should be incurred, 
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objective became more ambitious, namely the development of a formal approach 

to sectoral investment analysis in the industrial sector, taking economies 

of scale into account, and leading to the design of project-specific invest

ment programs in selected industrual sectors, 

A Short History of Progress To Date 

The research program started with three studies, following distinct 

lines of investigation, First, Thomas Vietorisz, in a study of the Mexican 

heavy electrical equipment industries, investigated the investment problem 

at the plant level. Second, Larry Westphal, later joined by Yung Rhee, 

focused their attention on the Korean mechanical engineering industries, 

and analyzed for 120 carefully selected products within that subsector 

whether Korea had a comparative cost advantage for domestic production. 

Third, Charles Frank and Ardy Stoutjesdijk, later joined by Alex Meeraus, 

formulated a model of the East African fertilizer industry, analyzing future 

investment possibilities in a multi-product, dynamic and spatially disaggre

gated framework which, moreover, permitted substitution among final products. 

This early effort demonstrated three points. First, some industrial 

activities lend them.selves better to comprehensive investment analysis than 

others, depending on the degree of homogeneity of products and the complexity 

1/ 
of the relevant production technology.- Second, the computational problem 

introduced by economies of scale was quite complex and available solution 

procedures were far from efficient; without extensive "pre.,-analysis" of the 

1/ The usual distinction here is between process and non-process industries, 
where process industries can be defined as those characterized by pre
dominantly single-purpose equipment, and high degree of homogeneity of 
products used and produced. 
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investment problem, the models were essentially not solvable at reasonable 

cost. Third, significant progress in this area was dependent upon a 

research environment that accommodated an interdisciplinary approach, 

combining the skills of the economist, the engineer and the computer 

scientist in an integrated fashion. 

The subsequent research effort was influenced by these lessons. 

Considerable attention was paid throughout to the development of shortcuts, 

designed to reduce the complexity of the problem, and to the design of more 

efficient solution procedures and methods of problem specification. An 

attempt to develop an original solution procedure for this general class 

of models, by Glen Martin of Control Data, New York, for the Bank, was a 

failure. However, it led to an internal research project (GAMS, RPO 671-58), 

under Alex Meeraus' supervision, which is likely to result in substantial 

software developments. 

The realization that some industries require a much greater effort 

in model development and specification than others led to the formulation of 

a new research project focused on investment analysis in the so-called 

non-process industries, i.e., industries that are characterized by multi

purpose equipment and consequent capacity sharing, as well as significant 

heterogeity of inputs and outputs. Specifically , this project extends the 

work done on the Korean mechanical engineering industry (M,E. II, RPO 670-23), 

paying much more detailed attention to the scope for capital-labor substitution 

at the product and process level. Details of this project, which is still in 

the research phase, are given in a note by Larry Westphal ,l/ 

1/ "Bank Research on Industrial Technoloby", Nov. 22, 1978. 
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Case Studies 

A number of case studies were undertaken, following the original 

three research efforts, that mainly focused on process industries. Given the 

familiarity acquired with the fertilizer industry--an essential condition for 

the specification of a useful model to analyze investments--it seemed natural 

to test the applicability of the approach in different types of environment 

in this subsector first. In that vein, case-studies were carried out in 

Egypt (in collaboration with the Bank's Industrial Projects Department and 

Egyptian counterparts), ASEAN (at the request of the Consultative Council 

for Food Production and Investment), Andean Pact (in collaboration with the 

Andean Pact Secretariat and Inter-American Development Bank), and India 

(with Industrial Projects Department); in addition, a world-wide model of 

the fertilizer industry was formulated at the request of IFC, and the results 

incorporated in a paper presented to the Board, 

At the same time that considerable experience was gained with the 

method in case studies of fertilizer production, the program was expanded in 

a number of directions. Models were formulated for use in the analysis of 

investment in the forest industry sector. The first case-study was done in 

Turkey; following successful application of the models in that context, the 

approach was used in FAO's World Pulp and Paper Program, and specifically 

applied to the countries in the ASEAN region. In the process, the methodology 

was transferred to FAO, where it is now routinely used within the Program. 

Encouraged by the feasibility of carrying out country-specific sub

sectoral studies, a research project was designed that was to take the 

methodology several steps forward, and provide the analytic framework for 
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the so-called package approach to integration project analysis. This approach, 

1/ which was described in a joint article with Bela Balassa-, involves the 

simultaneous analysis of a number of industrial subsectors in the context of 

a regional investment agreement among several countries. In this case, West 

Africa was selected as the environment for the study, which was ~o focus on 

steel, fertilizers, pulp and paper, as well as cement. This project was too 

ambitious. First of all, it became quite clear at an early stage that further 

model development was required to capture intersectoral linkages, and to intro

duce multi-sector, multi-country budget constraints. Second, the data 

requirements of the study were not likely to be met unless large investments 

in data collection were made; neither the Bank nor the countries were likely 

to do so. Consequently, this project was abandoned at an early stage; no 

empirical work was carried out in West Africa with the exception of some 

' analysis of the CIMAO clinker project in Togo, at the request of the 

Industrial Projects Department. 

For specific industries, the methodology turned out to be fairly 

flexible in its application, and in a number of cases the research team 

was able to respond positively to specific requests. The number of requests 

for assistance has accelerated in recent years, and at various points in 

y Bela Balassa and Ardy Stoutjesdijk, "Economic Integration Among 
Developing Countries'', World Bank Reprint Series: 39. 
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time, the researchers were involved in a model of clinker production (in 

Brazil), petrochemicals (Portugal and Mexico), energy (Nigeria), steel 

and mechanical engineering Qiexico}, and chemicals (Turkey). A recent 

request from Korea concerns assistance in the formulation of investment 

programs in fertilizers, pulp and paper, and basic metals. More9ver, the 

method has been successfully applied to world-wide planning of the copper 

industry and the aluminum sector. 

Practical Results 

The full application of the methodology developed in this project 

permits the formulation of investment programs for sets of interdependent 

industrial activities, taking aspects such as time, location, sizing, 

technology and product mix explicitly into account. As such, it provides 

a formal analytic approach to project identification. 

One of the major strengths of the method is that it permits a 

rapid quantification of the impact of alternative project and program 

designs, and therefore gives the project planner and the decision-maker 

a much greater insight into the nature of the planning problem and the 

scope for choice. Moreover, the consistency framework implicit in the 

model often leads to results that appear at first surprising to the project 

planner, but, on second thought, are clearly plausible. 

The models constitute tools of analysis that contribute insight and 

quantified information to a decision-process that involves many different 

inputs. As such, they are aids to decision-making, not black boxes that are 
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designed to replace it. Thus the practical result that is sought is better 

informed sectoral investment decision-making, for which the models have 

been shown to provide highly useful inputs. It is in this vein that the 

dissemination effort, described below, has been conducted. 

Dissemination 

Various routes have been taken to disseminate the methodology. The 

main academic output of the project will be a volume, edited jointly by Ardy 

Stoutjesdijk and Larry Westphal, entitled Industrial Investment Analysis 

under Increasing Returns; the volume is currently in the hands of the Bank's 

Editorial Sub-committee. In addition, a large number of internal reports 

and several Bank Staff Working Papers have been produced. To disseminate 

the research results to a more practically oriented audience, a series of 

manuals is being produced, under the editorship of Alex Meeraus and Ardy 

Stoutjesdijk. • In addition to a volume that provides a compreheasive and self--
contained introduction to the methodology of process analysis models, and a 

User's Guide that presents guidelines on data representation and computer

related aspects, the series contains se~eral sector-specific volumes 

(fertilizers, pulp and paper, and steel) as well as a volume that demonstrates 

the use of the method in a common market context. The latter volumes contain 

case-studies that emphasize the use of the approach in an operational context; 

the sector specific volumes provide short technical descriptions of the 

relevant industrial products and processes as well. The general methodology 

volume will be published before the end of this year; subsequent volumes will 

appear in 3 to 4 month intervals. 
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In addition to the written output, other dissemination devices are 

being used. Workshops have been held in and outside the Bank. Among the 

latter was one organized jointly with the OECD, and hosted by the Yugoslav 

Government in Portoroz; it was attended by over 150 representatives from OECD 

countries. Furthermore, as a rule, seminars and work shops are siven in 

connection with case-studies (e.g., Egypt, India, Andean Pact). Finally, in 

this context, presentations have been made at ORSA/TIMS meetings. 

In our experience, the most effective dissemination device is the 

case study approach, involving local, well-trained staff. In particular, we 

consider as successful a formula where the case study involves a graduate 

student in engineering or economics, from the country under study, who is 

fully involved in all stages of the study. 

In addition, an approach currently under consideration is the 

organization of an EDI course, inclusive of a demonstration case -study. 

Resources 

The research program has always enjoyed sufficient financial support 

from the Bank's Research Committee, and a total of around $425,000 was invested 

in the research project in this manner. Moreover, as the operational usefulness 

of the methodology became clearer, substantial funding was attracted from 

other sources, primarily to finance case-studies. For example, case-studies 

of the Egyptian, Indian and ASE.AN fertilizer sectors were financed by the 

Industrial Projects Department, East Asia Projects, and South Asia Projects, 

and involve a total of about $75,000. The study of the Andean Common Market 

had a budget of $90,000, jointly shared by the Bank's Industrial Projects 

Department, Inter-American Development Bank, and ~ndean Pact. The Turkish 

Industrial Development Bank, under whose auspices the chemical sector study in 
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Turkey is being carried out, envisions a budget of around $1 million, 

which it proposes to finance from its own sources, The Korean Government has 

been advised to approach UNDP for the finance it intends to carry out with 

our help. Finally, the studies of the forest industries sector in various 

regions in the world, carried out by FAO, are entirely financed from UNDP 

funds, at a total cost of more than $1 million; most of this is for data 

collection. 

In contrast, the internal staffing situation of the project has 

almost always been close to a critical minimum. Initially, all participants 

in the project were consultants, as mentioned before. As the research reached 

a more operational stage, the use of outside consultants was gradually 

decreased and more internal staff was associated with the project. However, 

at no time have more than three professional man-years per annum been devoted 

to the research. 

At the present time, the situation has become critical. Not more 

than about three man-months of professional time is available per year to 

carry out the dissemination effort, and resources available for further model 

development are minimal; in fact the only relevant research carried out in 

this context is that focused on technology choice in mechanical engineering. 

The researchers have already reached the stage where they have to turn down 

requests for assistance, or restrict themselves to sometimes irresponsibly 

limited levels of advice. To the extent possible, former collaborators on 

the project are being used as consultants. However, it is quite likely that 

with the publication of the manuals, the number of requests for assistance 

will reach a level where the Bank will find itself in the embarrassing 
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Turkey is being carried out, envisions a budget of around $1 million, which 

it proposes to finance from its own sources. The Korean Government has 

been advised to approach UNDP far the finance of the studies it intends to 

carry out with our help. Finally, the studies of the forest industries 

sector in various regions in the world, carried out by FAO, are ~ntirely 

financed from.UNDP funds, at a total cost of more than $1 million; most of 

this is for data collection. The only case study which is currently under 

way with Research Committee funds ($25,000} is that of the Mexican Steel 

sector. 

In contrast, the internal staffing situation of the project has 

almost always been close to a critical minimum. Initially, all participants 

in the project were consultants, as mentioned before. As the research 

reached a mar~ operational stage, the use of outside consultants was 
• 

gradually decreased and more intern.al staff was associated with the project, 

However, at .no time have more than three professional man-years per annum 

been devoted to the research. 

At the present time, the situation has become critical. Not more 

than about three man-months of professional time are available per year to 

carry out the dissemination effort, and resources available for further 

model development are mjnirnal; in fact the only relevant research carried out 

in this context is that focused on technology choice in mechanical engineering. 

The researchers have already reached the stage where they have to turn down 

requests for assistance, or restrict themselves to sometimes irresponsibly 

limited levels of advice. To the extent possible, former collaborators on 

the project are being used as consultants. Howev~r, it is quite likely that • 
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with the publication of the manuals, the number of requests for assistance 

will reach a level where the Bank will find itself in the embarrassing 

position of having successfully disseminated a planning methodology, while 

not being in a position to assist in the subsequent assimilation effort in 

member countries. 

Issues for the Future 

The main issue facing the Bank at this time is whether and how to 

disseminate this methodology further, both with regard to its own project 

work and that carried out in its member countries. It seems clear that the 

project has achieved its original objectives, in the sense that a method has 

been developed and tested that provides an operationally meaningful approach 

to project. identification and subsector planning. In terms of written output, 

the project has probably gone as far as one can go, given the current state 

of model development. The main questions relate to the intended- audience, 

and the conditions that need to be met for effective dissemination and assimilation. 

Within the Bank, it would appear that the little attention paid to 

systematic sector planning, particularly in the industrial sector, precludes 

widespread use of the method: the currently practiced project-by-project 

approach is likely to prevail for some time. In any case, given present 

staff constraints in the industrial field, it is unlikely that an expanded 

work program on industrial subsector planning can be accommodated. 

Outside the Bank, the situation varies from place to place. If our 

case-study experience is any guide, it is clear, that within the context of a 

relatively long-term and joint effort, the essentials of the approach can be 

transferred to someone with some background in mathematical economics. In 
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other cases, substantial technical assistance from the Bank is needed. How 

should the Bank respond to such requests in the future ? Where should f inance 

come from? Currently, various ad hoc solutions have been found or suggested, 

combining funds from the Research Committee, the Regional Offices, UNDP, 

other international organizations such as IDB, and the relevant counterpart 

organization. However, invariably, the financing arrangement is messy and 

time-consuming • 

. The scope for further research in this area is wide. An earlier 

attempt to incorporate uncertainty int o the planning model failed. Neverthe

less, this aspect of the planning problem is sufficiently real to warrant a 

further research effort. Moreover, although vastly improved, solution methods 

for this class of model remain inefficient; should further work be contemplated? 

Finally, research experience is restricted to a few industrial subsectors, 

and the question may legitimately be raised whether it would not be desirabl e 

to construct formalized approaches for other subsectors as well. While 

discussing this issue, it should be borne in mind that research on the 

non-process industries is progressing under a different RPO. 

It would appear that the establishment of a speci al unit within the 

Bank, specifically in charge of further work in this area, would be justified. 

Such a unit, with a minimum of 3 to 4 professional staff members and a 

similar number of research assistants/programmers, could have the foll owing 

tasks: (1) further application of the method for the industrial sub-sectors 

where the research phase is concluded; (2) further research on directly 

related byt as yet unresolved issues; and (3) expansion of industry coverage, 

including analysis of important natural resources- and derivates on a world-
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wide basis. The alternative to this organizational step is, for all 

practical purposes, the discontinuation of Bank involvement in this area 

once the manual series described above is completed, In that event, it 

may be hoped, international consulting-engineering firms (some of whom 

have already expressed an interest) will capitalize upon this Bank effort. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: 

FROM: 

Mr. David Gordon, DFC 

Benjamin B. King, DEDDR~ 

DATE: November 22, 1978 

SUBJECT: Trade in Manufactures 

I am f orwarding Don Keesing's memos (attached) at his 
request, but woul d like to say a few cautionary words which may 
place his admirable c~thusiasm more in context, at least as far ~s 
this department is concerned. Here are some points worth noting: 

(i) We have an informal agreement with Helen Hughes that 
EPD will gradually take over the reporting function on exports of 
manufactures. The modalities of this have still to be worked out, 
but the idea is that a group in our Industry Division (about 3 
professionals plus research assistants) would then be free to do 
research and give back-up advice. 

(ii) This allocation of resources would, of course, be depleted 
to the extent that WDR continues to preempt so much of the group's 
time. It is my hope that an ad hoc nature of WDR organization will 
ultimately be replaced by a more stable one. There is some indication 
of this. 

(iii) It is worth noting that the main orientation of this 
department is micro rather than macro. While the two can never be 
wholly separated, it makes more sense to place the emphasis on 
macro trade matters elsewhere, primarily in the EPD. 

(iv) There has, as you know, been a severe constraint on DPS 
staff resources. For increases at the margin, if any, there are 
many competing claims. 

(v) I'm not sure that I share Don's preference for generals; 
lieutenants, sergeants and privates have their place, if properly 
led! · 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. Chenery 
Mr. Karaosmanoglu 
Mrs. Hughes 
~. Stoutjesdijk 

/Mr. Balassa 
Mr. Streeten 
Mr. Acharya 
Mr. Westphal 
Mr. Keesing 



OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. D. L. Gordon, ChaiD12an Industry & Trade Research 

Steering Group ~ 
(thru: Mr. B. B. King, Dtrector DED) 

D. B. Kee sing, WDR Core Group /DEDND l) 8 I( . 

DATE: TO: 

FROM: 

November 17, 1978 

SUBJECT: Need for More Work on Trade in Manufactures 

1. The attached memorandum of August 21, though hastily written for internal 
purposes, captures some of the urgency of expanding our work on trade in manu
factured products. Thus, it may be useful for the Steering Group and for the 
Research Advisory Panel on Industry and Trade. 

2. Because of its narrow purpose and focus, the memorandum does not 
discuss either the wider context and history of work in this subject, or how 
new policy studies would relate to existing and proposed research. However, 
the Steering Group and Advisory Panel are almost certainly so well informed on 
research projects that they can work out most of the connections for themselves. 

3. A few points might be useful to clarify the context. When our Economi cs 
of Industry Division work program on manufactured exports from developing count r i es 
was launched in January 1976, I recommended a phased expansion to a staff of at 
least four to six professionals. In my judgment this number would still be highly 
desirable, though whatever the number, our main need is for very experienced · 
people in this area. At one time, over a year ago, we reached a level of three 
people (only one of them senior), but one of the more junior people (Kemal Dervis~ 
was soon divertai to other work, the other is in process of leaving, and I have 
been pulled away to work full time on the second World Development Report. So 
we are now back nearly to zero. 

4. In regard to research, I believe that with more staff, much useful 
research could readily be designed in this area to match some of the subjects 
mentioned, However, with no staff and not enough time to do existing research, 
it would be quixotic of me to put new proposals on paper. Our first need in 
trade is staff in my group or somewhere! 

5. Whatever may be decided on the future of trade work in the World Bank, 
I believe that what has happened to this small program on manufactured exports 
:illustrates some of the problems we run into, in the Development Policy Staff, 
from insufficiency ·of resources and inability to concentrate the ones we have. 
Right now we are badly overextended in trade, and unable to meet a widely 
perceived need to follow up the work we have already done, except on the basis 
of a fraction of a man-year of work here or there, by overworked staff at the 
cost of some other pressing priority. 

DKeesing:mm 

Attachment 

cc: Recipients of August 21 memo; 
Mr. S. Bery, VPD 

• 
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OFFICE MEIVlORANDUM 
Hr, Benjamin B. King, Director, DED 

Donald B, Kcc:;ing, WDR Core Group Db I(_ 

DATE: August 21, 1978 

New World Bank Requirements for Work on Trade .in Manufactures 

1. . World Bank requirements for work on trade issues, and especially 
developing countries' manufactured exports, are in the proc.ess of shifting 
and expanding in ways that c~ll for rethinking our work program and 
objectives. 

2. Up to now our program in this area has been designed to serve 
the internal needs of World Bank operations through a combination of 
reporting, advice, mission participation and practically-oriented research, 
Tte expectation has been that there would be a useful spi llover for the 
academic community and other specialists in development, and the partici
pants would also engage in policy work part of the time; but these have 
been viewed as side benefits rather than principal objectives of the work 
program. Now with the World Development Report raising new expectations 
by concentrating heavily on trade issues, we have to reevaluate our 
objectives. 

3. The internal requirement is as strong as ever, In practically 
all the large developing countries, the Regions are mounting efforts to 
analyze industrial issues and needs in greater depth than before, with 
much emphasis on trade questions and policies relating to exports. Many 
smaller countries are becoming concerned with their industrial ~ports, 

~ and are asking for missions and advice. If I had the time, I could fill 
up my calendar for ·the next year and a half, twice over, with missions 
along these lines; . and there is also a tremendous matching demand for 
advice here at Bank headquarters, on the work being done and the recommenda
tions being made. At the same time there continues to be intense interest 
in our reporting and our projections work; the demand is especially great 
for projections by country and region, and estimates of what products have 
strong prospects in what countries, though; of course, we are generally 
unable to provide much guldance here. Our research based on interviewing 
of firms is also very well received. The Regions involved are consistently 
interested in the research on export marketing. Research which we would 
like to do, on the marketing, technical servicing, and financial aspects 
of exporting capital goods, would be enthusiastically welcomed. In all 
these respects the work program as it is now conceived seems well aimed 
toward the Region's needs. The big problem has been, of course, finding 
staff and time to do t~e job, in face of inadequate staffing and constant 
competition from policy work. 

4. The newest demand comes as an outgrowth of recent Bank policy 
~ork in the trade field, especially .the World Development Report. Suddenly 
the Bank has been seen by the international development ccnnnunity, and 
its meober nations, to have a capability to do impartial, in-depth, 
quantitatively-based 'reporting ~md analysis on developing countries 1 

trade prospects and surrounding policy issues involving developed countries 
as well as developing ones. Our perceived cap.1.bility in this area relates 
so far mainly to manufactured goods. The Bank's initiative in analyzing 
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these subjects, and its leadership in suggesting wha.t is needed, have 
been enthusiastically welcomed by the Bank's Executive Directors and the 
member countries they represent . We have also received a very favorable 
reception by the press and by people and organizations that can be taken 
as rcpregcntative of the "intelligent laycen" in this field-people 
concerned ~ith influencing policies, making business decisions, and the 
like. 

5. In response to this demand, it now looks as if WDR work, or 
the equivalent, will be required beyond WDR II, and trade, protection 
and related issues will be a major subject in every successive WDR. This 
already poses a difficult challenge since it becomes hard to say something 
new on the policy front, without a lot of new work. But the WDR require
ment may be symptomatic of a bigger need. 

6. This i~ a field in which public interest runs high and can be 
expected to persist in years to come. No other set of issues is more on 
the minds of the world's policy-makers and business leaders in regard 
to devclopment--the main rival is the debt and private borrowing situation, 
where the Bank is also becoming a major source of reporting and analysis~ 
To our surprise we have found that in trying to do careful, quantitatively
based reporting and analysis of trade issues, building on recent numbers 
and Bank projections, we are pioneering and filling a gap, despite the 
work already being done by_ other international agencies, the academic com
munity, business writers and commercial researchers. The public and 
governments alike appear eager to see us do more. In view of the ::importance 
of ·trade for the developing countries, Bank management at the highest levels 
is also eager to see us do more, provided we can do it well and deliver 
something useful to the international community. Thus, we now face a 
need to raise our sights in our work program and think about what analyses 
in depth ~ould be fruitful in meeting the needs of international decision 
makers and the broader public. 

7. Presumably we would require a widely published and circulated 1 

carefully produced, and quality-controlled output, desi~ned to meet 
internal needs of the Bank as well as outside needs. There may be a 
tremendous potential here for contributing to the Bank's prestige and 
public visibility, and even more important , for influencing world opinion 
and contributing to development, but only to the extent that the job can 
be well done. With the Bank's reputation at stake it is essential that 
the work be of good quality and well aimed at questions of great interest, 
suitable for careful, quantitative, balance analysis. 

·8. I · have a sense that there are plenty of questtons of this type, 
though there are also issues where we would want to back away, either 
before or after making an analysis for our own inside purposes. It also 
seems to I!le that the pressures on the Bank to look at some of the trade 
issues , and to say more than what is said in WDRs, are likely to become 
overwhelming, so ,..-c had better start getting ready (and staffed) to do 
some good work in this area. 
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9. Let me cite examples ·of work that may be needed. · 

-In regard to protection, where our WDR I discussions have 
been well receiYed and have raised expectations for more in the future, 
we "·ould fill a big gap if we would analyze carefully the impact of 
major protective rneasures--such as EEC and/or U.S. textile quotas, the 
new orderly marketing agreements in footwear, restrictions and minimum 
price schemes in steel--on the growth prospects of individual developing 
countries or groups of countries. Here, of course, my textile and 
clothing paper (when it finally gets finished) helps to give us a start, 
as do our WDR background papers and EPD's efforts to get together data · 
on protection, but much more may be needed. 

--There is a need to analyze, more than we have yet done, 
what policies the developing countries would he wise to follow in the 
face of mounting protectionism in developed countries. 

--Related to this, more work is needed on trade in manufactures 
among developing countries: the nuts-and-bolts details and trends, the ~ 
·potent_i~l benefits, possible measures to promote this trade, and surrounding 
policy issues, some of which involve basic questions ~s to the exte~t to 
which developing countries should design their own technologies and 
consumption styles. There seems to be much in.terest in our doing a 
technically-sound analysis here. Even if we are not very optimistic · 
about the possibilities, we are likely to be asked to spell out our reason
~ng and evidence • 

...... 

--We must not neglect our bread-and-butter questions regarding 
trade and industrial policies that developing countries should follow. 
Here we are likely to find that with the added stimulus of WDR work we 
will have new things to say, leading to publishable papers. For e.~ample, 
there may be new things to be said regarding policies in countries with 
special characteristics--least developed, very small, very large, mineral
rich, etc. Certainly we need more work, including studies of Bank 
experience, on industrialization and trade outside the main semi-industrial 
countries in which past research has been concentrated. As a result of 
WDR work, and/or the Robinson-Dervis work on Turkey, we might also find 
new things to say regarding such matters as distributive and poverty
alleviating affects of alternative trade policies, and lessons of experience 
in regard to transitions to more desirable trade policies. Hopefully 
our new research projects will derive lessons on how to promote marketing 
of manufactures. -Insight in this general area has been one of our aims 
all along, ~ut WDR work gives us new perspectives and new readerships. 

--A subject of enormous international interest, where our past 
work and WDR I presage much more in future, is the future progress to 
be expected from developing countries in their manufactured exports. Here, 
for e.~ample, there is much concern over how rapidly the leading developing 
countries (and others after them) will be able to diversify into capital 
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eoods and other skill-intensive industrial products. There is nlso a 
need to look more carefully at the prospects of the less developed among 
tl,e developing countries, and to call attention to the manufactured (and 
total) export picture in those that are not "newly industrialized countries." 
Then there is a need to look further at the total dixncnsions of the world 
market for the industrial products (and the whole set of products) in 
which developing countries are now or arc likely to be most successful, 
relating this to the dil:lensions of their e."'Cport needs. It would also 
be uscf ul to proj cc t , 10, 15 and 20 years ahead, whilt the "newly indus-· 
trialized countries" will be like, to see to w~at extent their wages anc! 
export needs will be a disruptive force. All of this would be a 
conti nuation of the work we (and others in the Bank) are already doing, 
in response to a strong need for such work to ~eet the needs of Bank 
operations and developing countries. But the new twist here is that 
governments and businesses in developed countries are intensely interested 
in what we learn. 

--The other side of the same exports is what happens in the 
developed countries. Here the big new Baldwin and Waelbroeck research 
projects promise to give us a good deal of information. However, no matter 
how well they answer our questions and meet the need as ·research, there 
will surely be a demand to carry the analysis further and to convert 
their findings into policy papers. 

,. •. 
--rmR I has also put us in the business of commenting on 

adjustment issues and policies in the developed countries. Here Marti n Wolf 
will do a major paper as backgrond for WDR II. This is likely to trigger 
a demand for further analysis, including work on the benefits from adjustment. 

--In addition and as a complement to all these studies relating 
to manufactured C};ports, work is badly needed on imports of manufactures 
by developing countries--what th'ey are, where they go, who supplies them, 
and their relationship to exports--and their implications for the policies 
of developed countries as well as developing ones. EPD is studying the 
links on a broad modeling level but there may be a need for policy 
purposes to indicate the industries and countries and the links to exports 
at a more detailed level. 

10. I have purposely left out of this list trade-related issues 
where EPD would clearly have the main responsibility, for e.~ample, those 
involving primary exports, export processing, global modeling and inter
dependence, trends in total exports, pri ce projections, and trends in 
protection. The subjects I list have all been treated so far, if at all, 
by the Development Economics Department together with other Bank units, 
cooperating on an informnl or ad hoc basis. 
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r--11. How much we can do, if anything, to expand our work program 
and that of DPS as a whole in these areas obviously depends on questions 
of staffing. With our present staffing, it is doubtful that we will be 
able to maintain even a nini mum progra~ on manufactured c.,ports, along 
the lines intended up to nm,. The operational support and reporting part 
of this program has practically ceased for the time being to make way 
for WDR II, and the research has been disrupted. It is also not at all 
clear that we can meet the minimum needs of WDR work no matter how much 
we cut back the rest of our program. For example, it is completely 
unclear who in the Bank will be available to 'do the WDR Core Group tra~e · 
work, or the support work, for WDR III. On bal?nce, compared to a year 
ago, the Bank now has fewer senior people in trade, and, of course, the 
Development Economics Department has also been weakened in this area. 

12. Senior people in the trade and de\•elopment field, in the Bank 
as a whole, are the key resources which is critically short, though, of 
course, it also matters greatly how these peopl e are organized and what ., 
they are asked to do. Experience up to now in our trade work shows that 
particularly in regard to policy issues, but also in regard to analytical 
studies using non-standard methods or much judgment, good work in this 
field depends on senior people, who must have wide e.~perience in trade 
and development issues, along with exceptional abilities. Junior, i~ex
perienced or weak people are practically useless. Indeed, if there is 
1 need to supervise them carefully, their net contribution can easily 
~ negative. Use of senior consultants or else research assistants is 
likely to yield better results. The subject matter is too complex, with 
too many .sides to it, to entrust .the work to anyone who falls short of 
a very high standard. Other international organizatj_ons which do not 
have enough people of the highest quality do dull, useless, and often 
misleading studies. Unless we are staffed to do the job right, we shall 
do the same. 

13. In my estimation, ·whatever success we have had up to now in 
the analysis of manufactured exports and surrounding issues of trade 
policy, has been made possible by bringing together within the Bank 
several top quality trade experts, whose exchanges of ideas have led some 
of us--certainly they have led me--to do much better. work than we would 
otherwise have done. These people are almost all in different units and 
have always been few in number, but by comparison ,vi.th other international 
organizations and research centers we have been exceedinely rich in 
first-rate people working . together. 

14. To expand the Bank's work program in this area seems to be 
feasible, with potentially excellent results, but it cnn only be done by 
bringing in several first-rate senior people and putting them to work on 
these issues. This appears practically impossible within the Development 
Policy Staff, let alone.the Development Economics Department, under 
nresent staffing constraints, for two reasons. One is the nationality 
onstraint interacting with an inability to attract suitable senior 

people apart from U.S. nationals. In the wot·ld as a whole, there are 
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only a few dozen people of sufficient quality and experience to help, 
and the. non-U.S. nationals arc all tied up in prestigious or powerful 
positions from which we generally cannot budge them for positions at 
less than an N level, and lately not even at that level. Thus the 
added senior people would have to be almost all U.S. nationals, though 
one or two could be drawn potentially from existing Bank staff now 
working mainly in other areas. Second, as a rule, the DPS does not 
have senior-level positions (for example at the M level), to offer 
these people. 

15. In view of these staffing constraints, I recommend that we 
tell Bank management that this possibility exists, and that we would 
like to do the job but we can't get the people to do it unless they change 
the r ules. Speci f i cally, I recommend that the two Departments most 
concerned be given the authorization to recruit one U.S. national each 
at the H level this year, into what would otherwise be a slot at the 
L level. Within the next year every effort would be made to bring in 
tt;o more senior peopl e , one per department, perhaps by switching people , 
from other tasks within the Bank. These people would be given research 
assistants and, eventually, one or two junior people to supervise, 
and together with everyone concerned in the Bank's management, we would 
~ork cut a division of labor and work program based on a high degree· 
of cooperation and frequent exchanges of ideas. ~-

16. Bank management needs to be clearly told, in making its 
decisions, that if we do not get at least one or two more senior people, 
we shall have to curtail either our regular trade work or our WDR trade · 
work, at least in the Development Economics Department, and probably in 
the Bank as a whole. If we are to expand our program in the directions 
suggested above, to meet the hopes raised by WDR, ,;re are going to need 
four or five more senior people ~n this field. If the decision is made 
clearly on this basis, and our workload and expectations are adjusted 
accordingly, I shall be pleased no matter which way the decision -goes. 

cc: Hessrs. Chenery, Karaosmanoglu, Balassa, Streeten, Acharya, Westphal, 
Colaco and Nr s. Hughes. 

DBK:nb 
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